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ABSTRACT 
We describe a visual analytics method supporting the analysis of 
two different types of spatio-temporal data, point events and 
trajectories of moving agents. The method combines clustering 
with interactive visual displays, in particular, map and space-time 
cube. We demonstrate the use of the method by applying it to two 
datasets from the VAST Challenge 2008: evacuation traces 
(trajectories of people movement) and landings and interdictions 
of migrant boats (point events). 

Categories and Subject Descriptors 
H.1.2 [User/Machine Systems]: Human information processing – 
Visual Analytics; I.6.9 [Visualization]: information visualization. 

Keywords 
Spatio-temporal data, movement data, trajectory, movement 
patterns, movement behavior, point events, clustering, visual 
analytics, exploratory data analysis, visualization. 

1. INTRODUCTION 
Clustering, i.e. discovery and interpretation of groups of objects 
having similar properties and/or behaviors, is one of the most 
common operations in exploration and analysis of various kinds 
of data. Clustering is particularly useful in exploring and 
analyzing large amounts of data since it allows an analyst to 
consider groups of objects rather than individual objects, which 
are too numerous. However, clustering is not a standalone method 
of analysis whose outcomes can be immediately used for 
whatever purposes (e.g. decision making). An essential part of the 
analysis is interpretation of the clusters by a human analyst; only 
in this way they acquire meaning and value. To enable the 
interpretation, the results of clustering need to be appropriately 
presented to the analyst. Visual and interactive techniques play 
here a key role. 

In clustering, objects are often treated as points in multi-
dimensional space of properties. However, this approach may be 
inadequate for structurally complex objects, such as trajectories of 

moving entities and other kinds of spatio-temporal data. Thus, 
trajectories are characterized by a number of non-trivial and 
heterogeneous properties including the geometric shape of the 
path, its position in space, the life span, and the dynamics, i.e. the 
way in which the spatial location, speed, direction and other 
point-related attributes of the movement change over time. Each 
of these diverse properties needs to be handled in its own way. 

There are two main approaches to clustering complex data: (i) 
defining ad hoc notions of clustering and devising clustering 
algorithms tailored to the specific data type; and (ii) applying 
generic notions of clustering and generic clustering algorithms by 
defining a specific distance function, which measures the 
similarity between data items. In the second case, the specifics of 
the data are completely encapsulated in the distance function.  

In our research, we pursue the second approach. We use a generic 
density-based clustering algorithm OPTICS [5], which belongs to 
the DBSCAN [6] family. Advantages of these methods are 
tolerance to noise and capability to discover arbitrarily shaped 
clusters. A brief description of OPTICS is given in [11]. We use 
an implementation of OPTICS that allows different distance 
functions to be applied. We have developed a library of distance 
functions oriented to trajectories and to point events. 

2. DISTANCE FUNCTIONS 
The clustering tool has three parameters: the spatial distance 
threshold maxD, the minimum number of neighbors of a core 
object MinNbs, and the distance function F. The second parameter 
requires some explanation. Neighbors of an object are such 
objects whose distances to this object are below the distance 
threshold maxD. A core object is an object located in a dense 
region, i.e. inside some cluster. The parameter MinNbs defines the 
desired density inside a cluster. Additionally to these, some of the 
distance functions have their own parameters. 

As we argue in [11], it would not be reasonable to create a single 
distance function for trajectories that accounts for all their diverse 
properties. On the one hand, not all characteristics of trajectories 
may be simultaneously relevant in practical analysis tasks. On the 
other hand, clusters produced by means of such a universal 
function would be very difficult to interpret. A more reasonable 
approach is to give the analyst a set of relatively simple distance 
functions dealing with different properties of trajectories and 
provide the possibility to combine them in the process of analysis. 

We suggest and instrumentally support a step-wise analytical 
procedure called “progressive clustering”. The main idea is that a 
simple distance function with a clear meaning and principle of 
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work can be applied on each step, which leads to easily 
interpretable outcomes. However, successive application of 
several different functions enables sophisticated analyses through 
gradual refinement of earlier obtained results. 

Our distance functions for trajectories are described in [2] and 
[11]. Here we briefly describe the functions we have used in 
analyzing the VAST Challenge data [8]. The function “common 
destination” computes the distance in space between the ending 
points of two trajectories. This is the distance on the Earth surface 
if the positions are specified in geographical coordinates (latitudes 
and longitudes) or the Euclidean distance otherwise. The family 
of functions “check points” computes the distances in space 
between the starting points of two trajectories, between the ending 
points, and between one or more intermediate check points, and 
returns the average of the distances. The functions differ in the 
way of choosing the check points: 

– k points by time: the user-specified number of intermediate 
points k are selected so as to keep the time intervals between 
them approximately constant; 

– k points by distance: k points are selected so as to keep the 
spatial distances between them approximately constant; 

– time steps: the user specifies the desired temporal distance 
between the check points; 

– distance steps: the user specifies the desired spatial distance 
between the check points. 

For point events, we have two distance functions. The first one 
returns the distance in space between the positions of the events. 
The second function, spatio-temporal distance, computes the 
distance in space and time. For this purpose, it asks the user for an 
additional parameter: the temporal distance threshold maxT, 
which is assumed to be equivalent to the spatial distance threshold 
maxD. The function finds the spatial distance d between the 
positions of two events and the temporal distance t between the 
times of their occurrence. Then it proportionally transforms t into 
an equivalent spatial distance d�  and combines d and d�  in a 
single distance according to the formula of the Euclidean 
distance. 

3. MINI-CHALLENGE “EVACUATION 
TRACES” 
Clustering is especially helpful in analyzing large datasets. The 
dataset for the mini-challenge “Evacuation traces” is quite small 
as it contains only 82 trajectories. Cluster analysis is not really 
necessary for answering the questions of the mini-challenge. 
However, it can aptly complement purely visual and interactive 
techniques, as will be shown below, and the same or similar 
procedure will be applicable and effective in case of a much 
larger dataset. We shall not describe the whole analysis of the 
dataset and finding answers to all questions but only demonstrate 
the use of the clustering techniques. A report about a complete 
analysis (done mostly with the use of other methods) is available 
at http://vac.nist.gov/2008/entries/andrienkoevac/index.htm; see 
also a summary in [3]. 

3.1 Clustering by “common fate” 
The first question we try to answer concerns the fates of the 
people who were in the building before the explosion and could 

be affected by the incident: who managed to leave the building 
and who did not? To answer this question, we cluster the 
trajectories using the distance function “common destination”. 
After a few experiments with the distance threshold maxD, we 
obtain easily interpretable clusters, which are presented in Figures 
1-3. The trajectories are represented by lines; the small hollow 
squares mark the starting points and the bigger filled squares mark 
the ending points. In Figure 1, there are four clusters of 
trajectories that evidently belong to people who managed to leave 
the building: the ending positions of the trajectories can be 
interpreted as being at the exits. The two clusters shown in Figure 
2 consist of trajectories ending inside the building; hence, the 
people did not manage to evacuate because they were affected by 
the incident. In Figure 3, there are five trajectories that do not fit 
in any cluster. These trajectories need to be considered in detail: 
the terrorist or terrorists may be among the people who left these 
traces. 

 
Figure 1. The clusters of the trajectories of the people who 

evidently managed to leave the building. 

 
Figure 2. The clusters of the trajectories of the possible 

casualties. 

 
Figure 3. The trajectories that do not belong to any cluster. 

The clusters can be very conveniently used for dynamic filtering 
of the trajectories: the checkboxes above the images of the 
clusters hide or expose their members. Thus, we can select the 
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clusters corresponding to the possible casualties and find out, with 
the help of the space-time cube [9][10] (Figure 4), that the people 
whose trajectories belong to cluster 5 (violet) stopped moving 
significantly earlier than the people from the second group 
(cluster 6, green). This means that the former group of people was 
closer to the place of the explosion than the latter group. 

 
Figure 4. The space-time cube shows the trajectories of the 
possible casualties. The position of the movable horizontal 

plane corresponds to the time moment after which there was 
no movement in the “violet” cluster. 

Now we can select the group of people corresponding to the 
“noise” (Figure 3) and explore their behaviors looking, in 
particular, whether they visited the areas where the identified 
casualties stopped moving. We shall not describe this analysis 
here. The result is that we identify a person who visited the 
probable area of the explosion before the explosion occurred 
(Ramon Katalanow), a person who never moved or, possibly, left 
his RFID tag in his original place (Francisco Salter), a possible 
casualty who stopped moving later than the others (Olive Palmer), 
and a person who was close to the “green” group when they 
stopped moving (Cecil Dennison). 

3.2 Clustering by similar routes 
Now we would like to check whether any of the people who left 
the building had extraordinary routes of the movement, which 
may indicate their possible participation in the incident. As in the 
previous case, we want to use clustering for the separation of 
“normal” routes from peculiar ones: the former will be grouped in 
clusters and the latter will be marked as noise. In our library of 
distance functions, we have a function “route similarity” [2][11], 
which measures the correspondence between the geometric 
shapes of two trajectories and the closeness of their spatial 
positions. This function appears suitable for our purposes. 
However, it does not find any clusters in this particular dataset. 
The reason is a very high fluctuation of the positions in the 
trajectories, illustrated in Figure 5. According to the “route 
similarity” function, the two trajectories shown in Figure 5 are 
very distant from each other, although they appear very similar if 
the fluctuations are ignored. Hence, we need to use a distance 
function less sensitive to fluctuations. 

The family of distance functions “check points” can work in this 
case: if the number of check points is small, the impact of the 

fluctuations is also small. The functions “k points by time” and 
“time steps” do not suit well to our purposes: they are sensitive to 
the differences in the starting moments and the velocities of the 
movement whereas we want to consider only the routes. The 
function “distance steps” is not a good choice either: it is hard to 
select a suitable step because of a large variation of the lengths of 
the trajectories (from 0.5 to 189). The remaining function “k 
points by distance” works adequately. We find out that the results 
of the clustering do not substantially change when we vary the 
number of the intermediate check points (parameter k) in the 
range from 5 to 25. 

 
Figure 5. The fluctuations of the positions in the trajectories. 

 
Figure 6. The trajectories of the people who left the building 
(see Figure 1) have been clustered according to the routes. 

 
Figure 7. The trajectories not fitting in any cluster. The pink 

spot marks the identified area of the explosion. 

Figure 6 presents the clusters discovered among the trajectories of 
the people who left the building (Figure 1) with the use of the 
distance function “k points by distance” where k=15. Figure 7 
shows the remaining 23 trajectories, which have not been put in 
clusters. We can say that the clusters correspond to normal, 
logical routes of the movement. The remaining trajectories with 
peculiar routes need to be additionally examined. However, there 
is no need in a detailed examination of each trajectory. It is 
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sufficient to have a close look at the trajectories of the people who 
either visited the place of the explosion or interacted with some of 
the suspects or the victims. As can be seen in Figure 7, none of 
the uncommon trajectories passes the identified place of the 
explosion. Hence, we may focus on finding and examining 
possible interactions between the people who had these 
trajectories and the possible victims or suspects, whose 
trajectories are shown in Figures 2 and 3. 

We shall not describe the further analysis in detail. In brief, we 
applied our computational tool for finding indications of probable 
interactions, i.e. cases of spatial proximity of moving agents. We 
found that only three of 23 people might have interactions with 
some of the victims or suspects. One of them was in the same 
room as Cecil Dennison (one of the suspects) till moment 262, 
when the latter left the room. The other two people might have 
interacted with Olive Palmer, a possible victim who stopped 
moving later than the other victims (Figure 8). In a case of a real 
investigation, it would be reasonable to interrogate these three 
persons. 

 
Figure 8. Yellow marks the probable interactions between one 
of the possible casualties, whose trajectory is in red, and two 

other people. 

Hence, in the mini-challenge “Evacuation traces”, the density-
based clustering of trajectories was useful for two purposes. First, 
we divided people into groups according to their fates. Two of the 
groups were interpreted as probable casualties, the others as 
survivors. Second, we separated normal movement behaviors 
from peculiar ones. Such separation is possible owing to the 
specific feature of the density-based clustering, which does not 
put an object in a cluster if it is not sufficiently similar to others. 
The flexibility of the clustering tool allows us to choose distance 
functions according to the goals of the analysis. As will be seen in 
the next section, the same clustering tool is applicable to a 
different type of data provided that a suitable distance function is 
used. 

4. MINI-CHALLENGE “MIGRANT 
BOATS” 
The dataset for this mini-challenge consists of 917 records about 
landings and interdictions of migrant boats with the spatial 
positions (geographical coordinates) and times of the landing or 

interdiction events. The time span of the dataset is three years 
from the beginning of 2005 till the end of 2007. Among the 
questions of the mini-challenge, there are questions about the 
choice of the landing sites over the three years and about the 
geographic patterns of the interdictions over the three years. 
These questions may be answered with the help of clustering: 
using an appropriate distance function, we can discover spatio-
temporal clusters of events, in particular, landings or interdictions 
in the same or close places shortly one after another.  

4.1 Spatio-temporal clusters of landings 
From the whole set of records, we select only the records about 
the landings. There are 441 such records. We apply the clustering 
tool with the distance function “spatio-temporal distance” 
described in Section 2. With 50 km as the spatial threshold and 21 
days as the temporal threshold, we obtain the clusters shown in 
Figure 9 on a map and in a space-time cube (the use of space-time 
cube for visual exploration of event data is described in [4] and 
[7]). The scatterplot in Figure 10 aptly complements these two 
views. The horizontal and vertical dimensions of the plot 
represent the time and the latitude of the landings, respectively. 

  
Figure 9. Spatio-temporal clusters of landings on a map (left) 

and in a space-time cube (right). 

 
Figure 10. The clusters of landings shown on a scatterplot. 

There are two big spatio-temporal clusters of landings located at 
the coast of Mexico. In the space-time cube, these two clusters 
appear as vertically aligned dots colored in orange and dark blue. 
In the scatterplot, the corresponding dots are aligned horizontally. 
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The temporal extent of the orange cluster, which consists of 39 
landings, is from April 15 till September 22, 2006. The dark blue 
cluster consists of 146 landings, which occurred during the period 
from February 21 till November 18, 2007. Hence, both the 
number of landings at the Mexican coast and the duration of the 
period of active migration significantly increased from 2006 to 
2007. As can be seen from the space-time cube and the 
scatterplot, there were no landings in this area before April 2006. 

The spatio-temporal clusters of landings at the coast of Florida 
and nearby islands are much smaller. In 2005, there were 3 
clusters of landings, shown in blue, yellow, and red (5, 9, and 9 
landings, respectively); all of them occurred on the islands of the 
Florida Keys archipelago. In 2006, there were 4 clusters of 
landings on the Florida Keys islands (light blue, violet, green, and 
dark red; 26 events in total) and 3 clusters of landings on the 
western coast of Florida (light cyan, pink, and dark yellow; 16 
events in total). In 2007 there was only one spatio-temporal 
cluster consisting of 6 landings. It is shown in brown; the landings 
occurred on the western coast of Florida. This may mean that the 
migrants changed the strategy and avoided repeated landings in 
the same areas in favor of more distributed targets. This may also 
mean that repeated attempts to reach the same place were 
intercepted by the coast guards. 

4.2 Spatial clusters of landings 
Another kind of analysis can be done by means of spatial 
clustering of the landing events irrespective of the time. For this 
purpose, we apply the distance function “spatial distance”.  

  
Figure 11. Left: spatial clusters of landings. Right: the 

distribution of the landings by years. 

With the distance threshold 25km, we obtain the spatial clusters 
of landings demonstrated in Figure 11 left. The temporal 
histogram in Figure 11 right shows us how the destinations of the 
migrants changed over the three years. The bars of the histogram 
correspond to the years; they are divided into colored segments 
proportionally to the numbers of landings from the corresponding 
clusters. We can see that almost all landings in 2005 occurred on 
the Florida Keys archipelago (red cluster). In 2006, additional 
destinations appear: at the Mexican coast (orange), on the western 
coast of Florida (violet, light blue, and dark gray), and at the 
western end of Florida Keys (pink and yellow). In 2007, the 
number of landings on Florida Keys significantly decreases while 
the number of landings in Mexico dramatically increases. 
Besides, there is an eastern trend: many migrants land on the 

eastern coast of Florida, which did not occur in the previous 
years. 

4.3 Clustering of the interdictions 
Now we shall apply clustering to the interdiction events. In Figure 
12, we see the spatio-temporal clusters discovered with the use of 
the distance function “spatio-temporal distance” (maxD=50 km; 
maxT=21 days). In Figure 13, we can see how the clusters and the 
remaining interdiction events (“noise”) are distributed over the 
three years from 2005 to 2007. The temporal histogram in Figure 
14 left shows us the sizes of the clusters and “noise” by years. 

  
Figure 12. Spatio-temporal clusters of interdictions on a map 

(left) and in a space-time cube (right). 

   
Figure 13. Spatio-temporal clusters of interdictions by years. 

  
Figure 14. Left: the sizes of the clusters of the interdictions 

and the “noise” by years. Right: the landings in Florida and 
on nearby islands in the same years. 

The spatio-temporal clusters of interdictions are generally larger 
than the spatio-temporal clusters of landings (Figure 9), except for 
the landings in Mexico. This refers not only to the number of 
events in a cluster but also to its spatial and temporal extent. The 
larger clusters mean that the interdiction events are spatially and 
temporally denser than the landing events. The highest spatio-
temporal density of the interdictions is reached in 2006, when a 
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single cluster (violet) includes 103 out of 170 events, i.e. over 
60%. Like in 2005, the events are concentrated in the area 
between Florida Keys and Isla Del Sueño, the origin of the 
migrant trips; however, the spatial extent is larger in 2006. In 
2007, the spatial spreading of the interdictions further increases 
while the spatio-temporal density of the events decreases. This is 
signified by the larger number of smaller clusters; the largest 
cluster (light green) is smaller and looser than the largest clusters 
in the previous years. The ratio between the number of events in 
the clusters and the size of the “noise” (58 to 142) is much smaller 
in 2007 than in 2006 (103 to 67) and 2005 (58 to 48). 

When we compare these observations with the observations 
concerning the landings (Sections 4.1 and 4.2), we can conclude 
that the strategy of the migrants changed over the three years: the 
migrants diversified their destinations and, evidently, the routes. 
This, apparently, made the coast guards extend the area of 
patrolling. Probably, the migrants hoped that the change of the 
strategy would make them harder to catch and thereby increase 
the success rate. If we compare the number of landings in Florida 
and on the nearby islands (visualized on a histogram in Figure 14 
right) with the number of interdictions by years, we may conclude 
that the success rate, indeed, steadily increased over the three 
years. The ratio between the number of landings and the number 
of interdictions was 46:106 (0.43) in 2005, 88:170 (0.51) in 2006, 
and 116:200 (0.58) in 2007. In 2006 and 2007 there were also 41 
and 150 landings and no interdictions in Mexico. 

For the landing events, we used spatial clustering irrespective of 
the time, which produced meaningful spatial clusters (Section 
4.2). However, this method of clustering does not work well for 
the interdictions: due to the high spatial density of the events, 
most of them are united in a single very large cluster. This does 
not give us new opportunities for the analysis. 

Hence, in the mini-challenge “Migrant boats”, the density-based 
clustering helped us to detect compact groups of events in space 
and time, to asses the spatio-temporal density of the events and its 
change over time, and to divide events into groups according to 
their spatial positions in order to examine the changes in the 
spatial distribution of the events over time. 

5. CONCLUSION 
Clustering in combination with interactive visual displays is a 
powerful instrument of data analysis, in particular, when the data 
are large and/or complex. Many clustering methods require the 
data to be represented as points in a multi-dimensional space of 
properties (in other terms, by feature vectors). However, for 
complex data with multiple heterogeneous properties there may 
be no adequate representation by feature vectors. An example of 
such a complex data type is trajectories of moving objects, 
characterized by the origin and destination, length, temporal 
extent, duration, geometrical shape, spatial orientation, dynamics 
(distribution of the speeds along the way), and, possibly, variation 
of other attributes during the movement.  

A possible approach to the clustering of complex data types is the 
use of a generic clustering algorithm with a type-specific distance 
function, which properly accounts for the relevant properties 
depending on their nature. We have demonstrated this approach 
by applying the same clustering algorithm to two datasets of 
different types, trajectories of moving objects and point events 

distributed in space and time. We have also demonstrated that 
different distance functions oriented to the same type of data may 
be useful for different analysis tasks. 

The clustering tool we use implements a density-based clustering 
algorithm, which does not strive to put each object in some cluster 
but finds compact groups of close (similar) objects and leaves the 
other objects ungrouped. In this way, it not only discovers 
frequent patterns (combinations of properties) but also enables the 
analyst to examine the variation of the data density (in terms of 
close properties) throughout the dataset. In the paper, we have 
demonstrated how the features of the algorithm are exploited in 
the analysis. 

The VAST Challenge datasets [8] we have used in this paper are 
quite small; they could be effectively analyzed without the use of 
clustering. For larger datasets, clustering gives more significant 
advantages. Our clustering-based visual analytics tools work well 
with about 5,000 trajectories, i.e. the reaction time is appropriate 
for an interactive analysis. Clustering of 10,000 trajectories is 
possible but requires some patience. 

Currently we continue our research related to clustering in two 
major directions. First, we extend the approach to other types of 
spatio-temporal data, in particular, interactions between moving 
objects (mentioned in Section 3.2). In the future, we shall also 
extend it to spatially referenced time series data. Second, we look 
for ways to increase the scalability of clustering with respect to 
the size of the data. Thus, we have recently devised a visual 
analytics method for extracting clusters from a dataset not fitting 
in the computer main memory [1]. 
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ABSTRACT
The aim of this work is to survey and reflect on the various ways 

to integrate visualization and data mining techniques toward a 

mixed-initiative knowledge discovery taking the best of human 

and machine capabilities. Following a bottom-up bibliographic 

research approach, the article categorizes the observed techniques 

in classes, highlighting current trends, gaps, and potential future 

directions for research. In particular it looks at strengths and 

weaknesses of information visualization and data mining, and for 

which purposes researchers in infovis use data mining techniques 

and reversely how researchers in data mining employ infovis 

techniques. The article further uses this information to analyze the 

discovery process by comparing the analysis steps from the 

perspective of information visualization and data mining. The 

comparison permits to bring to light new perspectives on how 

mining and visualization can best employ human and machine 

skills. 

Categories and Subject Descriptors
H.5.2 [User Interfaces]: Graphical user interfaces (GUI). H.1.2 

[User/Machine Systems]: Human information processing. H.2.8 

[Database applications]: Data mining. 

General Terms
Survey, Human Factors, Human-Machine Interaction. 

Keywords
Visualization, Data Mining, Visual Data Mining, Knowledge 

Discovery, Visual Analytics. 

1. INTRODUCTION 
While information visualization (infovis) targets the visual 

representation of large-scale data collections to help people 

understand and analyze information, data mining, on the other 

hand, aims at extracting hidden patterns and models from data, 

automatically or semi-automatically. 

In its most extreme representation, infovis can be seen as a 

human-centered approach to knowledge discovery, whereas data 

mining is generally purely machine-driven, using computational 

tools to extract automatically models or patterns out of data, to 

devise information and ultimately knowledge. 

Interactive Machine Learning [1][2] is an area of research where 

the integration of human and machine capabilities is advocated, 

beyond scope of visual data analysis, as a way to build better 

computational models out of data. It suggests and promotes an 

approach where the user can interactively influence the decisions 

taken by learning algorithms and make refinements where needed. 

Visual analytics is an outgrowth of infovis and focuses on 

analytical reasoning facilitated by interactive visual interfaces [3]. 

Often, it is presented as being the combination of infovis 

techniques with data mining capabilities to make it more powerful 

and interactive. According to Keim et al., visual analytics is more 

than just visualization and can rather be seen as an integrated 

approach combining visualization, human factors and data 

analysis [4]. 

At the time of writing, it is not clear how this human-

machine integration should happen. In our view, visual analytics 

should enable the collaboration between the natural abilities of 

humans and the powerfulness of data mining tools, thus 

combining in a synergetic way natural and artificial intelligences. 

Despite the growing interests on this integration, however, we still 

lack a detailed analysis of: 1) how currently the existing 

techniques integrate and to what extent; 2) what other kinds of 

integrations might be achieved. 

The purpose of this work is start shedding some light on this 

issue. To this end we have performed a literature review of papers 

from premier conferences in data mining and information 

visualization, extracting those in which some form of integration 

exists. The analysis permitted to categorize the observed 

techniques in classes. For each class we provide a description of 

the main observed patterns followed by a discussion of potential 

extensions we deem feasible and important to realize. The 

analysis is then followed by a comparison of the analytical 

processes as they happen in data mining and in visualization. This 

comparison, together with the knowledge gained in the literature 

review, permits to clarify some commonalities and differences 

between the automatic and visual approaches. We believe this 

kind of reasoning can help framing the problem of automatic and 
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interactive analysis and better understand the role of human and 

machine.

The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 introduces some 

terminology to clarify the meaning of some word that often 

appear when talking about automatic or interactive data analysis. 

Section 3 introduces the literature review and its methodology. 

Section 4 illustrates the result of the review. It describes the 

observed patterns and the potential enhancements we suggest. 

Section 5 dissects commonalities and differences between the 

analysis processes in data mining and visualization. Finally, 

Section 6 discusses the limitations of this work, and thus provides 

ideas for its future extension, and Section 7 closes the paper with 

conclusions. 

2. TERMINOLOGY 
The common goal of information visualization and data mining 

domains is to extract knowledge from raw data. Before going 

further in our inspection of this process, we thought useful to 

agree on the definitions of basic concepts that are commonly used 

in this context such as data, information, knowledge, model, 

pattern and hypothesis:  

� Data refer to a collection of facts usually collected by 

observations, measures or experiments. Data consist of 

numbers, words, or images. It is generally called abstract 

data in infovis, since it refers to data that has no inherent 

spatial structure enabling further mapping to any geometry.  

� A model in science is a physical, mathematical, or logical 

representation of a system of entities, phenomena, or 

processes. Basically a model is a simplified abstract view of 

the complex reality. Models are meant to augment and 

support humans reasoning, and further can be simulated, 

visualized and manipulated.  

� A pattern is made of recurring events or objects that repeat 

in a predictable manner. The most basic patterns are based 

on repetition and periodicity.  

� A hypothesis consists either of a suggested explanation for 

an observable phenomenon or of a reasoned proposal 

predicting a possible causal correlation among multiple 

phenomena. The scientific method requires that one can test 

a scientific hypothesis. A hypothesis is never to be stated as 

a question, but always as a statement with an explanation 

following it.

� Information, in its earliest historical meaning, corresponds to 

the act of informing, or to the act of giving form or shape to 

the mind, according to the Oxford English Dictionary. 

Inform itself comes (via French) from the Latin verb 

“informare”, to give form to, to form an idea of.   

� Knowledge is the "justified true belief" according to Plato. 

According to the Oxford English Dictionary, knowledge can 

be defined as (i) expertise, and skills acquired by a person 

through experience or education; (ii) what is known in a 

particular field or in total; or (iii) awareness or familiarity 

gained by experience of a fact or situation. 

In the context of knowledge discovery, we believe these 

concepts can be linked as follow: Data are the lowest level of 

abstraction; researchers often speak about raw data to emphasize 

this fact. From data, models and patterns can be extracted, either 

automatically using data mining techniques or by humans using 

their conceptual, perceptual or visual skills respectively. The use 

of human intuition to come up with observations about the data is 

generally called insight, i.e., the act or outcome of grasping the 

inward or hidden nature of things or of perceiving in an intuitive 

manner. Patterns and models are not necessarily linked, even 

though some authors consider them as synonyms. One way to 

distinguish these two concepts is the following: patterns are 

directly attached to data or a sub-set of data; whereas models are 

more conceptual and are extra information that cannot necessarily 

be observed visually in the data.  Further, the observation of some 

patterns can result in a model and inversely, the simulation of a 

model can result in a pattern. Hypotheses are derived from models 

and patterns. A validated hypothesis becomes information that 

can be communicated. Finally, information reaches the solid state 

of knowledge when it is crystallized, i.e., it reaches the most 

compact description possible for a set of data relative to some task 

without removing information critical to its execution. 

3. LITERATURE REVIEW 
We started our analysis with a literature review in order to ground 

our reasoning on observed facts and limit the degree of 

subjectivity. We followed a mixed approach in which bottom-up 

and top-down analyses have been mixed to let the data speak for 

themselves and suggest new ideas or use the literature to 

investigate our assumptions or formulated hypotheses. 

We included in the literature papers from major conferences in 

information visualization, data mining, knowledge discovery and 

visual analytics. In the current state of our analysis the papers 

have been selected from the ACM SIGKDD International 
Conference on Knowledge Discovery and Data Mining (KDD),
IEEE International Conference on Data Mining (ICDM) and the 

IEEE Symposium on Information Visualization (InfoVis). We 

selected infovis candidate papers searching in the IEEE Explore 

library using keywords like: “data mining”, “clustering”, 

“classification”, etc. Reversely, in data mining conferences we 

looked for the keywords like: “visualization”, “interaction”, etc. 

Manual skimming followed paper extraction. The final set of 

papers retained counts 55 items. Table 1 shows the distribution of 

the retained papers according to the paper source and the 

classification of papers presented below. 

SOURCE NUM. 

OF 

PAPERS 

VIS V++ M++ VM 

KDD 23 3 7 9 4 

ICDM 16 2 5 5 4 

INFOVIS 16 1 9 5 0 

Table 1 - Distrubution of the final list of retained papers 

according to source (conference) and paper type. 

The whole list of reviewed papers with attached notes and 

categories can be found at the following address: 

http://diuf.unifr.ch/people/bertinie/ivdm-review.
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4. PAPER CATEGORIES 
We used various dimensions in order to classify the chosen 

papers: the knowledge discovery step it supports, whether it is 

interactive or not, the major mining and visualization techniques 

used, etc. In particular, in regards to the aim of this paper, we 

classified the paper according to four major categories indicating 

which approach drives the research: 

� Pure Visualization (VIS) contains techniques based 

exclusively on visualization without any type of algorithmic 

support; 

� Computationally enhanced Visualization (V++) contains 

techniques which are fundamentally visual but contain some 

form of automatic computation to support the visualization; 

� Visually enhanced Mining (M++) contains techniques in 

which automatic data mining algorithms are the primary data 

analysis means and visualization provides support in 

understanding and validating the result; 

� Integrated Visualization and Mining (VM) contains 

techniques in which visualization and mining are integrated 

in a way that it’s not possible to distinguish a predominant 

role of any of the two in the process. 

Since the focus of this paper is on how visualization and mining 

can cooperate in knowledge discovery, in the following we will 

not take into account the VIS category of pure visualization 

techniques.

4.1 Enhanced Visualization (V++) 
This category pertains to techniques in which visualization is the 

primary data analysis means and automatic computation (that is 

the “++” in the name) provides additional features to make the 

tool more effective. In other words, when the “++” part is 

removed the technique becomes a “pure” visualization technique. 

4.1.1 Observed enhancements with mining  
As illustrated by black boxes on figure 1, the techniques collected 

in our literature review can be organized around three main 

patterns (Projection, Data Reduction, Pattern Disclosure) that 

represent different benefits brought by automatic computation to 

the information visualization process. Interestingly, as one can 

notice, the three patterns occur at the beginning of the knowledge 

discovery process: 

� Projection. Automatic analysis methods often take place in 

the inner workings of visualization, by creating a mapping 

between data items and their graphical objects’ position on 

the screen. The most traditional type of this method is 

Multidimensional Scaling (MDS), but in the literature it is 

possible to find many variations and alternatives. They all 

share the idea that the position assumed by a data point on 

the screen is not the result of a direct and fixed mapping rule 

between some data dimensions and screen coordinates but 

rather on a more complex computation that takes into 

account all data dimensions and cases. Ward refers to this 

kind of placement techniques in [5] as “Derived Data 

Placement Strategies” in his glyph placement taxonomy. 

� Data Reduction. Data reduction is another area where 

computation can support visualization. Visualization has 

very well known scalability problems that limit the number 

of data cases or dimensions that can be shown at once. 

Automatic methods can reduce data complexity, with 

controlled information loss, and at the same time allow for a 

more efficient use of screen space. Pattern matching 

techniques can replace data overviews with visualizations of 

selected data cases that match a user-defined query. 

Sampling can reduce the number of data cases with 

controlled information loss. Feature selection can reduce the 

number of data dimensions by retaining subsets that carry the 

large majority of useful information contained in the data 

(and thus are most likely to show interesting patterns). 

� Pattern Disclosure. In several visualization techniques the 

effectiveness with which useful patterns can be extracted 

depends on how the visualization is configured. Automatic 

methods can help configure the visualization in a way that 

useful patterns more easily emerge from the screen. Axes-

reordering in parallel coordinates is one instance of such case 

[6]. Similarly, in visualizations where the degrees of freedom 

in visual configuration are limited, pattern detection 

algorithms can help make some visual patterns more 

prominent and thus readily visible. For instance, Vizster [7] 

organizes the nodes of a social network graph in 

automatically detected clusters enclosed within colored 

areas. Johansson et al. in [8] describe an enhanced version of 

Parallel Coordinates where clustering and a series of user-

controlled transfer functions help the user reveal complex 

structures that would be hard, if not impossible, to capture 

otherwise.

Data Knowledge

Projection Data 

Reduction

Pattern 

Disclosure

V++

+ Visual

Modeling

+ Verification

& Refinement

+ +

VisualizationV

++

Figure 1 – Computationally enhanced Visualization (V++) benefit from mining techniques to improve information visualization 

standard process. Black boxes represent enhancements found in the literature survey; grey boxes (with “+”) are extra benefits 

that could bring mining to visualization. 
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4.1.2 Other potential enhancements 
All the automatic data analysis methods described above share the 

common goal of helping the user more easily extract information 

from the visualization. But, if we take into account the broader 

picture of data analysis and analytical reasoning, we see that 

automatic techniques could also be employed to go beyond simple 

pattern detection, and intervene at later stages of the knowledge 

discovery process, as illustrated in figure 1 (grey boxes with “+”). 

Here we list some of the function we deem important: 

� Visual Model Building. One limitation of current 

visualization systems is their inability to go beyond simple 

pattern detection and frame the problem around a scheme. 

Ideally, the user should be able to find connections among 

the extracted patterns to build higher level hypotheses and 

complex models. This is another area where data mining has 

an advantage over visualization in that in the large majority 

of the existing methods a specific conceptual model is 

inherent in the technique. Classification and regression
imply a functional model: any instantiation of the set of 

predictive variables returns a predicted target value. 

Clustering implies a grouping model, where data is 

aggregated in groups of items that share similar properties. 

Rules imply an inductive model where if-then associations 

are used. This kind of mental scaffold is absent in 

visualization, nonetheless there’s no inherent reason why 

future systems might not be provided with visual modeling 

tools that permit, on the one hand to keep the level of 

flexibility of visualization tools, on the other hand to 

structure the visualization around a specific model building 

paradigm. Two rare examples of systems that go towards this 

direction are PaintingClass [9] and the Perception Bases 

Classification (PBC) system [10] in which classification can 

be carried out interactively by means of purely visual 

systems. 

� Verification and Refinement. One notable feature of 

automatic data mining methods over data visualization is its 

ability to communicate not only patterns and models but also 

the level of trust a user can assign to the extracted 

knowledge. Similar functions are usually not present in 

standard visualization tools and surprisingly little research as 

been carried out towards this direction so far. Automatic 

algorithms could be run on extracted patterns to help the user 

assess their quality once they are detected. To date, the only 

systems we are aware of where a similar idea has been 

implemented are [11][12], where respectively data 

abstraction quality is measured and progressive automatic 

refinement of visual clusters is performed. 

Another related area of investigation is the use of the 

traditional split in training data and test data used in 

supervised learning as a novel paradigm to use in data 

visualization. There is no reason in principle not to use the 

same technique in information visualization to allow for 

verification of extracted patterns. Some few studies on 

sampling for data visualization slightly touch this issue 

[13][14] but none of them focuses on the use of sampling or 

data segmentation for verification purposes. 

Worthy of special remark is also the almost complete absence of 

predictive modeling in visualization, as highlighted by Amar and 

Stasko in their analysis of “analytic gaps” in information 

visualization [15]. While it is fairly simple to isolate data 

segments and spot correlations, even in multidimensional spaces, 

current information visualization tools lack the right affordances 

and interactive tools to structure a problem around prediction. 

Questions like: “which data dimensions have the highest 

predictive power?”, “what combination of data values are needed 

to obtain a target result?” are not commonly in the scope of 

traditional visualization tools. 

4.2 Enhanced Mining (M++) 
This category pertains to techniques in which data mining is the 

primary data analysis means and visualization (that is the “++” in 

the name) provides an advanced interactive interface to present 

the results. In other words, when the “++” part is removed it 

becomes a “pure” data mining technique.  

4.2.1 Observed enhancements with visualization 
As illustrated by black boxes on figure 2, the techniques collected 

in our literature review can be organized around two major 

patterns (Model presentation and pattern exploration & filtering) 

that represent different benefits brought by visualization to data 

mining. Interestingly, reversely to the previous category (V++), 

the two patterns occur at the end of the knowledge discovery 

process: 

� Model Presentation. Visualization is used to facilitate the 

interpretation of the model extracted by the mining 

technique. According to the method used, the ease with 

which the model is interpreted can vary. Some models 

naturally lend themselves to visual abstraction (e.g., 

dendrogram in hierarchical clustering) whereas some others 

require more sophisticated designs (e.g., neural networks or 

Data Knowledge

Model 

Presentation

Patterns Exploration 

and Filtering

M++ +

+ Model-Data 

Linking

+ Visualizing

Alternatives

+

MiningM

++

Figure 2 – Visually enhanced Mining (M++): benefits of visualization over data mining standard process. Black boxes represent 

potential enhancements found in the literature; grey boxes (with “+”) are extra benefits that could bring visualization to mining.
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support vector machines). Beyond interpretation, 

visualization also works as a way to visually convey the 

level of trust a user can assign to the model or parts of it. 

Interactions associated to the visualization permits to “play” 

with the model allowing for deeper understanding of the 

model and its underlying data. 

� Patterns Exploration and Filtering. Some mining methods 

generate complex and numerous patterns which are difficult 

to summarize in a compact representation; notably 

association rules. In this case visualization often adopts 

techniques similar to plain data visualization and the patterns 

are managed like raw data. Visualization here helps gaining 

and overview of the distribution of these patterns and to 

make sense of their nature. Interactive filtering and direct 

manipulation tools have a prominent role in that finding the 

interesting pattern out of numerous uninteresting is the key 

goal.

4.2.2 Other potential enhancements 
Visualization applied to data mining output, as shown above, 

provides great benefits in terms of model interpretation and trust-

building. We believe that visualization, however, can provide 

additional benefits that have not been fully addressed so far, and 

enable users to intervene in early stages of the knowledge 

discovery process, as illustrated in figure 2 (grey boxes with “+”): 

� Visualizing Alternatives. One of the characteristic features 

of data mining is the capability of generating different results 

and models by manipulating a limited set of parameters. This 

is common to all methods and can be seen as both an 

advantage and a limitation. It is an advantage in that the 

necessary flexibility is given to create alternatives and adapt 

to different analytic goals. But, it is also a big limitation in 

that setting the parameters of a mining algorithm is often 

perceived by the user as an “esoteric” activity in which the 

relation between actions and results is blurred. Even more 

problematic, when alternative models are constructed it is 

extremely complicated to compare them in the space of a 

single user interface. Visualization in our opinion has the 

power to bridge this gap by: 1) providing means to more 

directly represent the connection between the parameters and 

the results; 2) allow for visualization structures that permit 

the comparison of alternative results. This last point is 

particularly interesting in that visualization has the power to 

provide the right tools to compare alternative visual 

abstractions, as demonstrated for instance by the success of 

the  systems presented at the InfoVis 2003 contest on Pair 

Wise Comparison of Trees [16]. One system in our literature 

review partially supports this kind of comparison by 

generating different alternative results of a subspace 

clustering algorithm [17]. The user can see the results 

obtained through the variation of various parameters and 

choose the most interesting one among the set of available 

results. 

� Model-Data Linking. The models that mining algorithms 

create out of data are higher level data abstractions that 

permits to summarize complex relations out of large data. If 

from the one hand these abstractions facilitate data analysis 

and reduce the complexity of the original problem space, 

from the other hand the abstraction process often makes it 

difficult to interpret the observed relations in terms of the 

original data space. Most systems in our literature survey 

provide model representation, but very rarely they permit to 

drill down to the data level to link an observed relation to its 

underlying data. In some cases such a lack of connection 

between model and data can create relevant limitations in 

model understanding and trust building and visualization 

seems to be the right tool to bridge this gap. One notable 

example is data clustering. Besides the large provision of 

visual and interactive techniques to represent clustering 

results it is very rare to find systems where the linkage 

between extracted clusters and data instances is made 

explicit by the visualization. And this is somewhat surprising 

in that the goal of data clustering is not only to partition data 

in a set of homogeneous groups but also, and potentially 

more important, to characterize them in a way that their 

content can be described in terms of few data dimensions and 

values. A better connection between model and raw data is 

then useful also to spot relevant outliers, which can often 

triggers new analyses and lines of thought. Without such a 

capability the analyst is forced to base his reasoning only on 

abstractions, thus limiting the opportunities for serendipitous 

discoveries and trust building. 

4.3 Integrated Visualization & Mining (VM) 
This category combines visualization and mining approaches.  

None of them predominate the other and ideally they are 

combined in a synergic way. In the literature we found two kinds 

of integration strategies that we describe below. Following their 

description we speculate on a mixed-initiative approach to the 

KDD process. 

4.3.1 Integration strategies 
There are two extreme approached to integrate mining and 

visualization, as described below: 

� White-Box Integration. In this kind of integration the 

human and the machine cooperate during the model building 

process in a way that intermediary steps in the algorithm can 

be visualized and decisions can be taken by the user on how 

to direct the model building process. This kind of systems is 

quite rare. There are examples of cooperative construction of 

classification trees, like the one presented in [18], where the 

user steers the construction process and at any stage can ask 

the computer to make one step in his or her place like 

splitting a node or expanding a sub-tree. This kind of 

systems shows the highest degree of collaboration between 

the user and the machine and goes beyond the creation 

accurate models. They help building trust and understanding, 

because the whole process is visible, and also they permit to 

directly exploit the user’s domain knowledge in the model 

construction process. 

� Black-Box Integration (feedback loop). Integration

between mining and visualization can also happen indirectly 

using the algorithm as a black box, but giving the user the 

possibility to “play” with parameters setting in a tight visual 

loop environment where changes in the parameters are 

automatically reflected in the visualization. In this way the 

connection between parameters and model, even if not 

explicit, could be intuitively understood. Alternatively, the 

same integration can be obtained in a sort of “relevance 
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feedback” fashion, where the system generates a set of 

alternative solutions and the user instructs the system on 

which are the most interesting ones and gives hints on how 

to generate a new set. 

4.3.2 A mixed-initiative KDD process 
Having analyzed a wide spectrum of integrations between 

automatic and interactive methods, we believe that one of the 

most interesting and promising direction for future research is to 

achieve a full mixed-initiative KDD process where the human and 

the machine can cooperate on the same level.  

Humans and machines are complementary, and visualization and 

data mining should make use of the specificities of each. Humans 

are intuitive and have good skills at interpretation according to the 

context and their domain knowledge. They are good at getting the 

“big picture” and at performing high level reasoning towards 

knowledge. Machine on the other side are fast and reliable at 

computing data, and they do not make errors.  

In the early 90’s already, Colgan & Spence et al. had already the 

vision to use visualization to enhance human-machine 

collaboration in electronic circuit design through the cockpit of 

their Coco system. Their approach highlighted the need for an 

effective interface to blend the complementary capabilities of the 

human designer and computer algorithms [22, 23]. More recently, 

Pu & Lalanne proposed a mixed-initiative system to support 

problem solving via algorithm visualization and visual trade-off 

analysis [20, 21]. Through visual interaction, the Comind system 

enables designers to select and control the solving algorithm they 

want to use, i.e. they can visualize it while it is processing the 

data, stop it at anytime and modify the problem definition or 

select another mining or solving algorithm. Finally they can select 

the visualization techniques they want to view the results, while 

still being able to tune parameters. In the context of sequential 

pattern detection for text mining, [19] proposes to combine 

computational and statistical efforts through data mining with the 

human participation through visualization for the ultimate goal of 

knowledge discovery. In their application, visualization helps 

humans quickly obtain an overall structural view of patterns and 

complementary, data mining provides accurate support 

information for all patterns. 

 Table 2 summarizes the major complementary strengths of 

human and machine in the knowledge discovery process, derived 

from our literature review. 

Human  Machine  

Select strategies Project & Reduce data 

Observe, derive knowledge Select optimal solution, best 

configuration 

Interpretation, explanation Build models 

Measure interestingness Extract patterns, models 

Generating hypothesis Verification 

Table 2 – Complementary strengths of human and machine in 

the knowledge discovery process. 

Figure 3 is the result of the benefits brought by visualization and 

mining independently to the knowledge discovery process as 

described in section 4.1 and 4.2 respectively. It is inline with the 

complementary strengths brought by humans through 

visualization and by machines through data mining. For example, 

while humans are good at choosing modeling strategies through 

visualization, the machine is good at computing large amount of 

data for projecting and reducing data. Further, while machines can 

disclose and highlight all the patterns found automatically over 

the data, human can explore them and keep only the most 

interesting ones, according to their knowledge of the data set and 

its associated domain. Later on, human and machine can 

collaborate to build models, either coming from mining models or 

alternatively derived by humans through their perceptive and 

cognitive systems. At this stage visualization techniques can be 

particularly useful to bridge the gap between data and the 

extracted models. Finally, data mining techniques can be useful to 

support the validation of observed model or knowledge that 

humans can ultimately refine through interaction. 

To date, the only system that comes closer to the idea of a mixed-

initiative KDD process is the one we mentioned above in White-

Box Integration [18], where a decision tree can be constructed by 

alternating steps of human-based decisions and machine-based 

algorithmic steps. 
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Figure 3 – Integrated visualization and Mining (VM): towards a white box for the full KDD process with benefits coming from 

visualization (+V) and benefits from mining (+M). 
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5. ANALYZING THE ANALYSIS PROCESS 
Both visualization and data mining are alternative methods to 

transform data into knowledge. Having said that, a legitimate 

question remains: are they just different recipe that work in the 

same manner or do they differ in any substantial manner? We 

believe that posing this question is becoming of increasing 

importance as we attempt to get the most out of the two and create 

successful integrations like the one advocated in Visual Analytics. 

Here we provide reflections on this subject, based on an initial 

schematization of the analysis process in data mining and 

visualization, highlighting notable differences and commonalities 

between them. 

Figure 4 - Comparison between mining and visualization 

analytics processes. 

5.1 Processes versus products 
Looking at Figure 4 we can see that both in visualization and 

mining we have products (boxes) and processes (arrows). What is 

interesting to note, at least from the terminological point of view, 

is that visualization and data mining are not on the same level. 

More precisely, the word “visualization” is often intended as the 

product of the visual mapping between data and a visual 

representation; the word “mining”, on the other hand, commonly 

refers to the process that transforms data into a data mining 

model. This distinction is important because in Visual Data 

Mining and Visual Analytics often mining and visualization are 

considered as alternatives. Even more important is to 

acknowledge the fact that in data mining there are necessarily 

always some tasks performed by the human and, likewise, in 

information visualization there are always some tasks performed 

by the machine. The machine, in particular, is responsible of the 

mining process, in data mining, and of the visual mapping 
process, in visualization. Moreover, the mining process produces 

a mining model, whereas the visual mapping process produces a 

visualization.

If we adopt this perspective it is easy to see for instance how in 

visual mapping and mining process similar human tasks are 

involved, like the definition of an appropriate schema (visual or 

functional) that fits the user’s mental model and goal. Similarly, 

we realize that in terms of perceptive and cognitive processes it is 

the comparison of the activities that go from visualization to 

hypothesis generation, in visualization, and from mining model to 

hypothesis generation, in mining that matters. We believe that a 

deeper analysis and comparison of what happens at this stage, 

where the human interfaces with the machine, might lead to 

relevant advancements in Visual Analytics. 

5.2 Mental models and problem instantiation 
Again, comparing the two processes in Figure 4, it is interesting 

to note a key difference between them. In visualization the 

formation of a mental model and its formalization happen “in 

sequence” when the mapping has already been performed and the 

data is already visualized. In other terms, the visualization by 

itself is a vehicle to aid the formation of a mental schema. In data 

mining instead the human has to first mentally formulate a mental 

schema in a way that it can fit with one of the existing input-

output mappings provided by data mining. 

A clarifying example comes from the comparison of how 

knowledge building happens on Parallel Coordinates visualization 

or a Decision Tree algorithm. In the first case, the user most 

probably approaches the problem with a limited formalization of 

the problem space and an opportunistic approach. Usually he or 

she just wants to look at the data and see what’s there. Moreover, 

the kind of extracted patterns can cover a quite broad range of 

data models, e.g., correlations among two or more dimensions, 

groupings (clusters), outliers, etc. In the case of decision trees, the 

user has to first formulate the problem in terms of a definite 

mental schema that matches the particular input-output mapping 

enforces by the technique. Specifically, the data will be 

transformed in a series of IF-THEN rules that segment the input 

space in groups characterized by their relations. For any 

additional data record, once the model is built, the model will 

provide a specific output (label). It is worth to note in this 

example that some of the conclusions to which the user might end 

up in one case might easily overlap with those extracted from the 

other. The question of how these processes compare, when and 

how it is more preferable to use one or another, or if a synergy 

between the two can be found is in our opinion one of the central 

issues to study in Visual Analytics. 

5.3 The Human-Machine Interface 
Another important aspect illustrated in figure 4 is that in both 

processes there is a stage in which necessarily the human has to 

acquire some information from the machine, that is, what we 

called the human boundary.

In traditional data mining, systems are not without an interface, 

they just provide simple and minimalistic interfaces like results 

organized in tabular data. Visualization systems on the other hand 

provide visually rich and highly interactive tools for data 

exploration. 

More importantly, in data visualization the interface has the 

primary goal to let the user detect and correctly extract relevant 

patterns from the screen. In data mining the interface has the 

primary goal to let the user understand the model produced by the 

machine and its relation to data. From the visualization design 

point of view it is important to recognize this difference and 

acknowledge that not necessarily what we have learned from data 

visualization is enough to build effective model visualizations. 

Model visualization seems to be a more complex task, where we 

are confronted with novel design challenges like: finding effective 

metaphors to represent the model, finding ways to represent the 
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model in relation to the data and vice versa, and finding 

convenient interaction methods to manipulate the model. Further 

research is still needed to advance towards this direction. 

5.3.1 The feedback loop 
So far we have only discussed one direction of the human-

machine interface, that is, from the machine to the human. The 

opposite direction is often neglected but it is equally important 

because it permits to close the feedback loop. It is in fact the 

possibility to iterate over alternate phases of human perception 

and understanding of the current state and human actions to 

change this state and devise alternatives that fuel the discovery 

and learning process.  

On a higher level this is also supported by the Sensemaking 

Theory that describes how people make sense of information. As 

Pirolli and Card note in [19], the process revolves around “one set 

of activities that cycle around finding information and another 

that cycles around making sense of the information”. 

Changing the 

scheme

Model

Data

Manipulating

the scheme

Visualization

Data + Model

Mining Mapping

Figure 5 – The feedback loop in Knowledge Discovery. The 

grey boxes represents the two major stages at which humans 

can intervene.

5.3.2 User intervention levels 
In our literature review, almost half of the papers do not propose 

means for users to interact with the system and as such intervene 

on the knowledge discovery process. In the 55 papers reviewed, 

the major interaction techniques found can be grouped in two 

major categories depending on the knowledge discovery step at 

which users can intervene, i.e. pre or post model interventions, to 

change the scheme or manipulate it respectively as illustrated on 

figure 5: 

� Changing the scheme. Both in visualization and in data 

mining at any stage the user can decide to change the 

schema. In visualization changing the schema means 

changing the visual mapping in a way that data can be seen 

under a new perspective. In data mining it means reframing 

the problem so that it is represented under a new model, as 

an example, moving the analysis from the generation of rules 

to finding data clusters. This kind of activities is often 

neglected and yet it is very important because as the user’s 

mental model changes the tools must adapt in a way to 

reflect this change. The goodness of a data analysis system 

should be measured also in terms of this flexibility. This 

need of reframing problems under different schemes uncover 

a relevant gap in current tools; especially those found in 

information visualization. One of the biggest challenges is 

yet to find an appropriate visualization for the task at hand. 

Despite numerous efforts towards this direction, especially at 

the early stage of information visualization (e.g., in Jock 

MacKinlay’s work [20]), current tools offer very limited 

support. Automatic or semi-automatic methods should be 

employed to help users find appropriate visual mappings or 

yet suggest possible alternatives. 

� Manipulating and tuning the scheme. Another option the 

user has to create alternatives is to change parameters within 

the context of a given scheme. In visualization this comprises 

interactions like: dynamic filtering, axes reordering, zoom & 

pan, etc. In data mining it involves some form of parameter 

tuning, as when using different distance functions or number 

of desired groups in data clustering. This last function is of 

special interest in that visualization can be a powerful means 

to help users tune up their mining models. As we have 

already discussed in Section 4.2.2 in “Visualizing 

Alternatives”, the use of powerful visualization and 

interaction schemes could greatly improve the state of 

current tools. Of special interest is the study of efficient 

techniques that permit to understand how a model changes 

when one or more parameters change. In current tools it is 

almost impossible to achieve this level of interaction. Not 

only the large majority of parameters are difficult to interpret 

but also the user is forced to go through a series of “blind” 

trial-and-error steps where the user changes some 

parameters, waits for the construction of the new model, 

evaluates the result and iterates over until he or she is 

satisfied.  

6. LIMITATIONS AND FUTURE WORK 
Despite our effort to produce a meaningful literature survey and 

to extract useful indication out of it, we believe it is important to 

highlight and acknowledge some limitations of this work. 

The literature we have analyzed, though useful, is far from being 

complete. We decided to use a number of papers that could be 

analyzed in a relative short time (by the two authors) and at the 

same time capture most of the relevant trends. 

As a consequence we decided not to draw any statistics out of our 

study. The literature contains some hand-made categorizations 

that could have been used to further categorize the techniques and 

depict some general trends out of it. We postpone this task to a 

later version of our work, where the number and kind of collected 

papers will provide us with a more solid base on which to draw 

relevant statistics. 

Finally, it’s important to take into account that a large part of this 

paper is the product of subjective indications stemming from what 

we believed worth to extract from the literature. Nonetheless, we 

believe that our analysis and guidelines can highlight hidden 

patterns and stimulate further research on important issues in this 

cross-disciplinary topic. 

We plan to advance this work after having received sufficient 

feedback from the community. Specifically, we want to extend 

the literature, further categorize the techniques, and draw some 

general statistics on research trends that could help suggesting 

additional future research directions. 

7. CONCLUSIONS 
We have presented a literature review on the role of visualization 

and data mining in the knowledge discovery process. From the 

review we have generated a series of classes through which we 
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have categorized the collected papers: the knowledge discovery 

step it supports, whether it is interactive or not, the major mining 

and visualization techniques used, etc. In particular, in regards to 

the aim of this paper, we classified the paper according to three 

major categories indicating which approach drives the knowledge 

discovery: computationally enhanced visualization systems, 

visually enhanced data mining systems, and integrated visual and 

mining systems.  

This categorization highlights some observed patterns and 

suggests potential extensions which are not present in the 

considered literature. For instance, in order to enhance the 

standard visualization process, we believe data mining techniques 

could support visual model building to go beyond simple pattern 

detection. Further, mining techniques could be also used to verify 

and assess the quality of patterns detected by users. Reversely, 

visualization could enhance the data mining process to visualize 

modeling alternatives, and to understand modeling results through 

a better model-data linking and presentation.  

In addition to these suggestions, the article provides a series of 

higher level reflections on the analysis process as it happens in 

visualization and data mining. These reflections suggest new 

perspective on the role of visualization and mining in the data 

analysis process and potential areas of investigation towards a 

better integration of both techniques. In particular, this 

preliminary study suggests improving the human machine 

interaction through a better consideration of the feedback loop so 

that users can intervene at different levels of the knowledge 

discovery process, to change and manipulate the scheme 

respectively.   
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ABSTRACT
For categorical data there does not exist any similarity mea-
sure which is as straight forward and general as the numerical
distance between numerical items. Due to this it is often dif-
ficult to analyse data sets including categorical variables or
a combination of categorical and numerical variables (mixed
data sets). Quantification of categorical variables enables
analysis using commonly used visual representations and
analysis techniques for numerical data. This paper presents
a tool for exploratory analysis of categorical and mixed data,
which uses a quantification process introduced in [16]. The
application enables analysis of mixed data sets by provid-
ing an environment for exploratory analysis using common
visual representations in multiple coordinated views and al-
gorithmic analysis that facilitates detection of potentially
interesting patterns within combinations of categorical and
numerical variables. The effectiveness of the quantification
process and of the features of the application is demonstrated
through a case scenario.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
I.3.6 [Computer Graphics]: Methodology and Techniques—
interaction techniques; I.5 [Pattern Recognition]: Miscel-
laneous

1. INTRODUCTION
In many research and application areas data sets including

categorical variables or a combination of categorical and nu-
merical variables (mixed data sets) are nothing unusual. Al-
though several similarity measures exist that can be used for
categorical data, such as the Jaccard coefficient [26], overlap
and Goodall similarity [4], these are usually not as straight
forward and general as similarities within numerical vari-
ables. Due to this, categorical data is often more difficult to
visualize and analyse. Moreover, many commonly used vi-
sualization techniques, such as parallel coordinates [14, 28]
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and scatter plots, have been developed for visualization of
numerical data and are hence based on the numerical simi-
larity or distance between data items. Several visualization
techniques developed for categorical data exist, but their ef-
fectiveness is often highly dependent on the structure of the
data and on the analysis task. Moreover, they are often un-
able to represent mixed data sets including a combination of
categorical and numerical variables.

One approach to overcome the difficulties involved in visu-
alization of categorical and mixed data sets is to quantify the
categorical data, representing the categories with numerical
values, which enables analysis using the more general meth-
ods developed for numerical data. To avoid misleading the
analyst into drawing incorrect conclusions when employing
this approach, it is crucial to find a quantification that pre-
serves the relationships within the data set.

In [16] an interactive quantification process was presented,
which utilises the efficiency of algorithmic data analysis as
well as making use of the knowledge of domain experts. This
process identifies numerical representations that preserve re-
lationships within the data and enables modification based
on the analysis task and user knowledge.

This paper presents MiDAVisT (Mixed Data Analysis Vi-
sualization Tool), which is an application that has evolved
from the process and interactive environment presented in
[16]. MiDAVisT is an interactive tool for analysis of cat-
egorical and mixed data sets that provides a combined al-
gorithmic and user controlled quantification of categorical
variables, enabling analysis using both algorithmic methods
and visual representations developed for purely numerical
data sets. MiDAVisT also provides an interactive environ-
ment for visual and exploratory analysis where commonly
used visual representations for numerical data are provided
and combined with common algorithmic analysis methods
to facilitate detection of patterns and relationships between
categorical and numerical variables. The effectiveness and
usefulness of the application is demonstrated through a case
scenario where relationships within and between categorical
and numerical variables in a mixed data set are identified
using the features provided in MiDAVisT. The main contri-
butions of this paper can be summarised as:

• An interactive application for user controlled quantifi-
cation and analysis of data sets including a combina-
tion of categorical and numerical variables, enabling
analysis based on relationships within all variables of
the data set.
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• An exploratory environment including multiple coor-
dinated views, where visual representations and algo-
rithmic analysis methods developed for numerical data
are provided for exploration and pattern detection in
mixed data sets.

The paper is organised as follows. Section 2 presents re-
lated research. In section 3 the quantification process is
described and in section 4 the visual exploration environ-
ment of MiDAVisT is presented. Section 5 contains a case
scenario that demonstrates the features and effectiveness of
MiDAVisT. This is followed by conclusions and future work
in section 6.

2. RELATED WORK
Several visualization techniques exist that are designed

specifically for visualization of categorical data. Some ex-
amples being fourfold displays [9], where the cell frequen-
cies of two-by-two tables are represented by quarter circles,
mosaic displays and mosaic matrices [7, 8, 9], which repre-
sent multi-way tables with tiles whose sizes are proportional
to the cell frequencies. Parallel sets [18] is a visual repre-
sentation with a layout similar to parallel coordinates [14,
28] where the categories of a categorical variable are repre-
sented with a set of boxes whose sizes are proportional to the
category frequency. In parallel sets the numerical variables
of mixed data sets are represented by separating numerical
values into bins. Further one example where the layout of
parallel coordinates is used for categorical data visualization
is presented in [13], where parallel coordinates are extended
to avoid data overlay, meaning data items being concealed
by other data items. This is achieved by spreading the lines
over additional axes and by sorting the lines according to
what categories they belong to in the adjacent axes.

These techniques all attend to visualization of categorical
and mixed data, and are hence related to the approach pre-
sented in this paper. However they all suggest single visual
representations, whereas the application presented in this
paper focuses on quantification of categorical data and anal-
ysis using common methods and visual representations for
numerical data, hence providing a more general and diverse
environment for visual analysis.

A range of similarity measures exist for measuring the sim-
ilarity between individual categorical data items. The most
simple one being the overlap similarity [4] which assigns a
similarity value of 1 if two items match for a variable and 0 if
they do not match. Although straight forward, the overlap
similarity has a major drawback in that all matches and all
mismatches are treated as equal. The Jaccard coefficient [26]
is a similarity measure for binary data which is also based
on category matching, but only considers matching of ones
for binary items, whereas matching of zeros is ignored, this
makes the Jaccard coefficient a suitable similarity measure
for sparse data. None of these similarity measures are, how-
ever, suitable for the application presented in this paper un-
less modifications are made, since categorical variables are,
in general, not binary and since both measures only con-
sider whether items match or not and do not take any other
properties of similarity into consideration.

Another approach to similarity in categorical data is to
use data-driven similarity measures, such as the Goodall,
Occurrence Frequency, and Smirnov similarity measures [4].

For these measures the frequency distribution of variables
is taken into account when measuring similarity and, as a
result, the behaviour of the measures is directly dependent
on the structures in the data set, and is hence not as general
as numerical similarity.

Several approaches to quantification of categorical data
have been previously presented. In [19] a technique for or-
dering of categorical data is introduced, where clusters of
categories are formed based on domain semantics and the
categories are ordered in a way that minimises the distances
within the clusters. In [24] categorical data is quantified
based on the association of categories in a categorical space.
The quantification is achieved using Correspondence Anal-
ysis (CA) [12], as described in detail in section 3.1. In [21]
this technique is incorporated into a framework for mapping
of diverse data types.

CA has been used in different ways in visualization. In [7,
8, 9] it is used to reorder the categories in mosaic displays,
and [12] presents a number of ways to visualize the result of
CA using scatter plot techniques, such as CA Maps where
CA is used to position the categories in a plot, and CA
Bi-plots where each row and column of a table is displayed
as a point. In [12] CA is also suggested as a technique for
quantification of categorical data in order to apply statistical
techniques that require numerical data.

The quantification approach of MiDAVisT is based on the
quantification process presented in [16]. This process is sim-
ilar to the approach presented in [24], but extends it by in-
corporating the relationships of numerical variables into the
quantification process and by utilising the domain knowledge
of expert users, as described in detail in section 3.

In addition to this MiDAVisT also provides an interactive
environment for visual exploration by combining algorith-
mic analysis and multiple coordinated views. Using multi-
ple coordinated views is a well established concept [2, 5, 23]
that has been successfully used to overcome the difficulty of
presenting large amounts of data in one screen while simul-
taneously making it possible to find detailed structures. A
number of tool-kits and applications exist that can be used
for visual exploration using multiple coordinated views com-
bined with algorithm analysis, some examples are XmdvTool
[27], GAV [15], InfoVis Toolkit [6] and the Hierarchical Clus-
tering Explorer [25]. MiDAVisT has been implemented using
the GAV framework.

3. INTERACTIVE QUANTIFICATION
This section briefly describes an interactive process for

quantification based on algorithmic analysis and knowledge
of domain experts, which was introduced in [16]. MiDAVisT
employs this approach for quantification of categorical data,
as well as for identification of similarities and relationships
between categories. The data set used to demonstrate the
process is an automobile data set containing 205 data items
and including 6 categorical and 8 numerical variables [1].

When performing quantification of categorical data it is
of high importance to find numerical representations that
preserve the existing relationships within the data set. The
quantification process described in this section uses CA to
identify similarities between categories, however any algo-
rithm able to identify similarities between categories could
be used.
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3.1 Correspondence Analysis
CA is a method for analysis of frequency tables, where

each cell represent the frequency of a combination of cat-
egories [11, 12, 24]. An example frequency table for two
categorical variables (eye colour and hair colour) is shown in
table 1. For larger numbers of categorical variables, tables
that contain all possible category combinations within the
data set are used.

CA identifies similarities between the cells of the frequency
table, and can be seen as a special case of Principal Compo-
nents Analysis [17]. An example of similarity between cate-
gories can be seen in table 1 where the brown and hazel rows
follow a similar pattern with highest frequency for brown hair
and lowest frequency for blond hair. Hence brown and hazel
can be considered as similar. The row representing blue eyes
is less similar to brown and hazel, with high frequencies for
both brown and blond hair.

Initially CA computes a correspondence matrix, P = N
n

where N is the frequency table and n is the grand total of the
table. P is normalised and centred (equation 1) using �r and
�c, which are vectors containing the row and column sums
respectively, and Dr and Dc, which are diagonal matrices
with �r and �c as diagonals.

S = Dr
−1/2(P − �r�cT )Dc

−1/2 (1)

CA identifies independent dimensions in the frequency ta-
ble by applying Singular Value Decomposition (SVD), S =
UΣVT where U and V are unitary matrices and Σ is a di-
agonal matrix where the diagonal values are singular values
of S [10]. The first independent dimension explains most
of the variance within the table, and the variance explained
decreases with every succeeding dimension. Principal axes,
F, of the table rows are extracted as in equation 2.

F = Dr
−1/2UΣ (2)

Based on the theory of optimal scaling [12] the first prin-
cipal axis of F, which is related to the first independent

Table 1: A frequency table for two variables, eye
colour (rows) and hair colour (columns). Each cell in
the table represents the frequency of a combination
of categories.

Black Brown Red Blond
Brown 11 20 4 1
Blue 3 14 3 16
Hazel 3 9 3 2
Green 1 5 2 3

Table 2: The first principal axis when CA has been
performed on table 1. The values of this axis are
used as numeric representations of the row cate-
gories.

First principal axis
Brown -0.5103
Blue 0.5516
Hazel -0.2098
Green 0.1891

Figure 1: The suggested quantification of the cate-
gorical variables subsequent to correspondence anal-
ysis, displayed using parallel coordinates. The cate-
gorical variables are positioned to the left in the dis-
play and each category is represented by its name.
The red arrows point out the categories five and three
in the number-of-cylinders variable, which are consid-
ered similar to each other. A category that is con-
sidered less similar to them (eight) is pointed out by
a green arrow.

dimension in SVD, can be used as numeric representations
of the row categories in the frequency table. In this way
a quantification is performed based on the relationships of
all categories within the data set. Table 2 displays the first
principal axis when CA has been applied to table 1. As can
be seen the brown and hazel categories are represented by
values close to each other, suggesting that they are similar,
whereas blue is represented by a value further away, indicat-
ing that it is less similar to brown and hazel.

3.2 Categorisation of Numerical Data
CA is performed on frequency tables where each cell repre-

sents the frequency of a combination of two categories, hence
enabling a quantification based on the relationships within
the categorical variables. If performing CA on a data set
containing both categorical and numerical variables, the nu-
merical variables need to be incorporated into the frequency
table. This categorisation must be done in a way that pre-
serves the existing numerical relationships. By this a quan-
tification is performed that is based on relationships within
both categorical and numerical variables.

The quantification process used in MiDAVisT provides two
methods for categorisation of numerical data. One being a
manual categorisation, where the user is allowed to inter-
actively divide the data items into a number of categories
guided by a visual display, and the other being an algorith-
mic categorisation using K-means clustering [20]. Using the
K-means categorisation the relationships within the numer-
ical variables are preserved, and hence the distance informa-
tion within the numerical variables influences the quantifi-
cation.

3.3 Interactive Modification
The quantification achieved through categorisation of nu-

merical data followed by CA is presented to the user using
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parallel coordinates, as shown in figure 1. This is a sugges-
tion of how the categories can be quantified, based on the
relationships within the data set, and also a presentation of
similarities between categories. In figure 1 for instance, the
categories five and three in the number-of-cylinders variable
(pointed out with red arrows) are considered similar since
they are positioned close together, whereas eight (pointed
out with a green arrow) is considered less similar to five and
three since it is positioned further away from them.

Although the algorithmic quantification is efficient, a do-
main expert may possess knowledge about the data and of
the analysis task that the algorithm is unable to detect. To
make use of this domain knowledge MiDAVisT provides pos-
sibilities for the user to modify the result of the quantifica-
tion. The modifications include a manual reordering, which
is performed by dragging and dropping categories within an
interactive display, as well as a category weighting where the
user assigns weight values to combinations of categories to
indicate if they are to be more or less similar to each other,
followed by CA re-computation as described in detail in [16].

In addition to this MiDAVisT also provides the possibil-
ity of undoing the modifications made by the user. This
provides interactivity and exploratory freedom to the user
by allowing analysis of different modifications without de-
manding a re-quantification to return to the quantification
originally suggested by the algorithm.

3.4 Category Merging
For categorical variables with high cardinality, difficulties

may arise if different categories are represented with numer-
ical values close to each other. Since one category may con-
ceal others this can cause a cluttered display. To avoid this
MiDAVisT provide possibilities to merge several categories
into one.

The merging can be performed based on the distance be-
tween the quantified categories, using a distance threshold
which is interactively controlled by the user. This results
in a merging where highly similar categories are merged into
one representative category. Another approach available is a
manual grouping where the user interactively selects a num-
ber of categories that are to be merged into one. In ad-
dition to this MiDAVisT provides possibilities of splitting
any merged group of variables into its original categories
throughout the analysis process. Figure 2 displays the scat-
ter plot and figure 3 the graphical user interface (GUI) used
for merging of categories. The glyphs of the scatter plot rep-
resent the categories of a selected variable, the x-axis repre-
sents the first principal axis achieved through CA, and the
y-axis represents the second principal axis. In the GUI a
threshold is set to identify categories that are close enough
to be merged into one category, the suggested groups are rep-
resented by colour in the scatter plot, where the same colour
is used for all categories within a group. One group con-
taining three categories is selected and highlighted in black
in figure 2, and the names of the categories are displayed
within the GUI (figure 3).

4. VISUAL EXPLORATION
The quantification process described in section 3 not only

provides a quantification of categorical variables which is
based on relationships within the whole data set and on the

Figure 2: The scatter plot of the category merg-
ing interface, which displays the distribution of cat-
egories within a selected variable along the first and
second principal axis resulting from correspondence
analysis. In this example three categories (high-
lighted in black) are selected to be merged into one.

Figure 3: The graphical user interface (GUI) for
merging categories. Merging can be either fully
manual or guided by a similarity threshold. The
names of the three categories selected in figure 2 are
displayed in the right part of the GUI.

knowledge of an expert user. Through the visual represen-
tations used, it also provides an understanding of relation-
ships and similarities between categories. Furthermore, any
data set that has been quantified in MiDAVisT can be saved
and re-opened at a later time, preserving all information on
quantification and modifications made by the user.

In addition to the quantification MiDAVisT also provides
an interactive environment for visual exploration of categor-
ical and mixed data sets using multiple coordinated views.
Within this environment the data set is treated as a numer-
ical data set and three common visual representations for
numerical multivariate data are used. Figure 4 shows the
environment where a scatter plot matrix [3] is positioned in
the top left view, a table lens [22] in the top right view and
parallel coordinates [14, 28] in the bottom view. Within the
table lens and parallel coordinates the category names are
presented in addition to the numerical representations. The
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Figure 4: The multiple view environment for visual exploration of categorical or mixed data sets. In the top
left view is a scatter matrix displaying variable pair correlation using green and purple colour. In the top right
view is a table lens where the rows are ordered according to the make variable. The bottom view displays the
data using parallel coordinates. The purple slider to the right of the parallel coordinates is used to control the
transparency of the parallel coordinates lines. Colouring, selection and highlighting is coordinated between
the views. In this example all Porsches are highlighted using red colour.

views are coordinated so that any selection or highlighting
of items in one view is immediately reflected in the others.

To facilitate detection of structures and relationships in
the data three different colour schemes are available within
MiDAVisT. The default colour scheme uses a single colour to
represent the data items that are not highlighted, as shown
in figure 4. Using this colour scheme, individual items that
are selected and highlighted in red are easily perceived in the
parallel coordinates and table lens, enabling an understand-
ing of the behaviour of individual items. The second colour
scheme facilitates understanding of the relationships of cat-
egories, by supplying one individual colour for each category
of a selected categorical variable, as shown in the top view of
figure 5 where colouring is done according to the categories
of the number-of-cylinders variable and parallel coordinates
are used to display the colour schemes.

The third colour scheme, shown in the bottom view of
figure 5, is used to emphasise cluster structures within the
data set. This colouring is achieved by performing K-means
clustering on the whole data set after the categorical vari-
ables have been quantified. Each cluster is assigned a unique
colour and the data items are coloured according to their
cluster membership.

In MiDAVisT the understanding of relationships between

variables is facilitated through visual representation of cor-
relation values. The Pearson correlation coefficient, r, is
computed for every pair of variables according to equation
3, where N is the total number of data items and �xj and
�xk are variables where j, k = 1, ..., M and M is the total
number of variables in the data set.

r(�xj , �xk) =

N
PN

i=1 xi,jxi,k − PN
i=1 xi,j

PN
i=1 xi,k

(N
PN

i=1 x2
i,j − (

PN
i=1 xi,j)2)(N

PN
i=1 x2

i,k − (
PN

i=1 xi,k)2)

(3)

The correlation values are represented by coloured cells in
the top left half of the scatter matrix, as shown in figure 4,
where each cell represent the correlation of a variable pair.
Positive correlation is represented by purple and negative
correlation by green. Strong correlations are represented by
darker colour than weak correlation.

5. CASE SCENARIO
This section describes how a fictional person, a veterinar-

ian named Cate, can use MiDAVisT to analyse a mixed data
set. The data set used in the case scenario is a slightly re-
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Figure 5: Two of the colour schemes available in
MiDAVisT. The top view displays a colouring ac-
cording to the number-of-cylinders variable, where each
category of this variable is assigned a unique colour.
The bottom view displays a cluster colouring, where
colours are assigned according to cluster belonging
when K-means clustering has been performed on the
whole data set.

duced version of the horse colic data set in [1], including 13
categorical variables and 5 numerical. All conclusions drawn
in the scenario that require domain knowledge are based on
additional information included with the data set.

Cate is about to analyse a data set of 300 horses that
have been treated for colic. The data contains information
on different symptoms such as body temperature, pulse, ab-
domen shape and pain, as well as additional information on
whether surgery was performed and on the outcome of the
treatment. Cate has previously been introduced to some in-
teractive tools for data visualization and exploration through
a friend, and is hence familiar with common visual represen-
tations.

Cate starts the analysis by loading the data set into Mi-
DAVisT, and decides to use the clustering approach to cat-
egorise the numerical variables, since she is mainly inter-
ested in relationships between symptoms that are based on
all variables in the data set. MiDAVisT automatically per-
forms K-means clustering followed by correspondence anal-
ysis, as described in section 3, and within a few seconds a
quantification suggestion is presented using parallel coordi-
nates (figure 6). Within this display Cate can for instance
see that the distended small intestines and distended large
intestines categories (pointed out with red arrows) are po-
sitioned close together, indicating that most of these horses
had similar symptoms, whereas the horses that have a nor-
mal abdomen (pointed out with a green arrow) mostly have
less similar symptoms to the horses with distended small in-
testines and distended large intestines, as indicated by it be-
ing positioned further away. Furthermore she can see that
the quantification indicates that horses having dark cyan-
otic or bright cyanotic coloured mucous membranes (pointed
out with bright blue arrows) have similar symptoms, which
agrees with her knowledge that both these colours are indi-
cators of serious circulatory compromises.

In general Cate considers that the suggested quantification
and similarities agrees with her previous knowledge and ex-

Figure 6: The suggested quantification of the horse
colic data set. Categories positioned close to each
other, such as distended small intestines and distended
large intestines (red arrows), indicate that these horses
have similar symptoms in general, whereas horses
belonging to a category positioned further away,
such as normal (green arrow), have symptoms that
are less similar to the previous categories. The blue
arrows point out the horses that have dark cyanotic
or bright cyanotic coloured mucous membranes, which
also are positioned close together, indicating similar
symptoms.

Figure 7: Manual modification of category positions.
The left figure displays the suggested quantification.
In the centre figure the user has dragged the cool
category on top of the cold category. When dropping
a category on top of another they swap positions, as
shown in the right figure.

perience. However, she finds the ordering of the temperature
of extremities (third axis from left in figure 6) slightly illog-
ical, since normal temperature is positioned closer to cold
than to cool. Due to this she decides to manually change
the ordering of this variable by dragging the cool category
and dropping it on top of the cold category. This immedi-
ately swaps the positions of the two categories, as shown in
figure 7.
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Figure 8: The multiple views environment when coloured according to the categories of the outcome variable,
green represent lived, blue represent euthanized and red represent dies. In the table lens the rows are ordered
according to the abdominal distension variable, with none as top category, followed by slight and moderate, and
with severe as thin lines below. The empty lines at the bottom are missing values that represent horses where
this variable was not recorded.

Since no variables contain large numbers of categories,
Cate does not find it useful to merge any categories, and
since she is now satisfied with the quantification she opens
the visual exploration environment within MiDAVisT (fig-
ure 8). From her experience and knowledge Cate is aware
that the abdominal distension is an important symptom,
and based on this she decides to examine the relationship
between the abdominal distension variable and the outcome
variable. Figure 8 shows the multiple views environment
when colouring is done according to the outcome variable,
where green corresponds to horses that survived, blue to
horses that were euthanized and red to horses that died from
the colic. The rows of the table lens are ordered according to
abdominal distension and, as can be seen, the two top cate-
gories in the table lens (which represent the none and slight
categories) are mainly coloured green, whereas the lower cat-
egories, representing moderate and severe abdominal disten-
sion contain more red and blue. This indicates that there is
a relationship between the abdominal distension of a horse
and the outcome of the treatment.

One difficulty when displaying categorical variables using
parallel coordinates is that the lines conceal each other, mak-
ing it hard to get an understanding of the category frequen-
cies. As a veterinarian Cate finds it important to know how
many of the horses survived, which is hard to tell from the
parallel coordinates. Due to this Cate reorders the rows
in the table lens, using an ordering according to outcome
instead of abdominal distension. Figure 9 displays the re-

Figure 9: The table lens sorted according to outcome.
With this ordering the category frequencies are eas-
ily perceived. More than half of the horses survived
(green category), of the ones that did not survive
less than half was euthanized (blue category), while
the remaining died during the treatment (red cate-
gory).

ordered table lens, where the frequency of a category can be
told from the height of the group of rows that represent a
category. In the figure the top category, representing horses
that survived, is higher than the other categories, and hence
most horses survived. From the other two categories it can
be seen that, of the horses that did not survive, the majority
were not euthanized (represented by blue).

In the scatter matrix (figure 10) Cate notices the group
of purple cells in the bottom left part of the matrix. These
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Figure 10: The scatter matrix of the quantified horse
colic data set. In the bottom left part of the matrix
a group of cells are coloured purple, due to high
correlation between the variable pairs. The variable
pairs including the outcome variable are highlighted
in blue. The cells pointed out with a yellow rectangle
are variables that have a correlation between 0.30
and 0.36 with the outcome.

cells represent a group of variables where all variable pairs
are highly correlated. The variables are temperature of ex-
tremities, peripheral pulse, mucous membrane colour, pain,
peristalsis and abdominal distension. The correlation indi-
cates that all of these symptoms are related to each other.
From the scatter matrix cells representing the outcome vari-
able, which are highlighted in blue in the figure, it can be
seen that the group of highly related variables are also cor-
related with the outcome variable, with correlation values
ranging from 0.30 to 0.36, as pointed out by the yellow rect-
angle. This indicates that there is also a relationship be-
tween the previously mentioned symptoms and the outcome
of the treatment, although not as strong as the relationship
between the symptom variables.

The indicated relationships within the highly correlated
group of variables agree with Cate’s experience and domain
knowledge, and she decides to continue her analysis to iden-
tify if there are any major groups of horses with similar
symptoms and similar outcome. For this she decides to
colour the data items using the clustering approach described
in section 4. K-means clustering is applied to the whole
quantified data set and the visual representations are coloured
accordingly. The result, displayed using parallel coordinates,
is shown in figure 11. From this it can be seen that two clus-
ters exist, coloured red and purple, where the purple cluster
mainly includes horses that survived whereas the red clus-
ter mainly includes horses that were euthanized or died. By
looking at the distribution of colours for the variables Cate
is able to identify some interesting relationships that can be
useful to her in her future practice and that verifies her pre-
vious experience. For instance she notices that most of the
horses that did not survive had pale pink, bright red, dark
cyanotic or bright cyanotic coloured mucous membrane, al-

most all of them had some abdominal distension and most
of them also had high values for packed cell volume.

Cate is satisfied with what she has found so far, and de-
cides to continue the analysis at some other time. She saves
the quantification results for future analysis, and will be able
to re-open the exploration environment using the same data
set and quantification at a later time.

6. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
This paper presents MiDAVisT, an application for quan-

tification of categorical data and exploration of data sets
including both categorical and numerical variables. The
quantification process used in MiDAVisT was introduced in
[16] and enables a quantification based on the relationships
within all variables of a mixed data set as well as utilising
the knowledge of a domain expert.

MiDAVisT extends the analysis possibilities enabled by
the quantification process by providing a multiple view en-
vironment for visual exploration and analysis of categorical
and mixed data sets, using general and commonly used visual
representations and analysis methods developed for numer-
ical data sets. The main benefit of MiDAVisT is its ability
to merge the quantification process into an interactive envi-
ronment that enables versatile exploration.

The effectiveness of MiDAVisT is presented through a case
scenario, where the quantification process as well as the fea-
tures of the visual exploration environment are used to anal-
yse symptoms and outcome of horses that were treated for
colic. The scenario demonstrates how the quantification pro-
cess can be used to identify symptoms that are closely related
to each other, and how a mixed data set can be successfully
explored by combining quantification and analysis methods
traditionally used for purely numerical data, and how rela-
tionships between categorical and numerical variables can be
identified through this.

Future work includes an evaluation of the efficiency and
usefulness of the quantification process and the application
together with domain experts and potential end-users. Fur-
thermore additional analysis methods will be included in the
exploration environment to further facilitate exploration and
detection of patterns and relationships.
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ABSTRACT
Over the past 15 years, numerous algorithms have been pro-
posed for frequent pattern mining as it plays an essential
role in many knowledge discovery and data mining (KDD)
tasks. Most of these frequent pattern mining algorithms re-
turn the mined results in the form of textual lists containing
frequent patterns showing those frequently occurring sets of
items. It is well known that “a picture is worth a thousand
words”. The use of visual representation can enhance the
user understanding of the inherent relations in a collection
of frequent patterns. A few visualizers have been developed
to visualize the input data or the mined results. However,
most of these visualizers were not designed for visualizing the
mined frequent patterns. In this paper, we develop a visu-
alizer for frequent pattern mining. Such a visualizer—called
FpViz—gives users an insight about the data, allows them
to zoom in and zoom out, and provides details on demand.
Moreover, FpViz is also equipped with several interactive
features for effective visual support in the data analysis and
KDD process for various real-life applications.
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plays
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knowledge discovery process, data and knowledge visualiza-
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1. INTRODUCTION
Frequent pattern mining [1, 20, 22, 23, 25, 26] aims to search
for implicit, previously unknown, and potentially useful in-
formation in the form of frequent patterns (i.e., frequently
occurring sets of items, which are also known as frequent
itemsets). It plays an essential role in many knowledge dis-
covery and data mining (KDD) tasks. Examples of these
KDD tasks include the mining of association rules, corre-
lation, sequences, episodes, maximal frequent patterns, and
closed frequent patterns. Hence, frequent pattern mining is
in demand in various real-life applications. Mined frequent
patterns can answer many questions that help users make
important decisions in various real-life situations. The fol-
lowing are some examples:

Q1. Store managers may want to find out how frequently
certain kinds of vegetables (e.g., asparagus, broccoli)
are purchased individually and how frequently are they
purchased together? What kinds of vegetables are fre-
quently purchased together with eggplants (e.g., {as-
paragus, broccoli, eggplants, peas})?

Q2. Botanists may want to discover which features or prop-
erties associated with edible mushroom are frequently
observed?

Q3. University administrators may want to know which
popular elective courses (e.g., {AI, Bioinformatics,
Computational Geometry}) are frequently taken to-
gether by students?

Q4. Bookstore owners may want to know which books are
also bought by customers who bought a particular
KDD book so that they could bundle these books to-
gether for customer convenience?

Q5. Internet providers may want to figure out what Web-
pages are frequently browsed by Internet users in a
single session?

Q6. Service planners may want to know why the demand of
some combinations of services is dropping so that they
could cancel those combinations and put the resources
on other demanding combinations?

Q7. Web administrators may want to find out which col-
lection of Webpages is frequently updated by users?
Which groups of users frequent update the Webpages?

Q8. Travel agencies may want to discover where are the
favourite spots and when are the popular time for
travel?
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Q9. Phone service providers may want to find out where
are the popular calling and receiving countries (e.g.,
{Canada, France}) for long-distance phone calls so that
they could put these countries on their promotional
package?

Q10. Security staff may want to know which parts of the
building are frequently visited by employees or visi-
tors?

To help answer the above questions in these real-life situ-
ations, numerous frequent pattern mining algorithms have
been proposed over the past 15 years. However, most of the
algorithms return a collection of frequent patterns in textual
form (e.g., a very long unsorted list of frequent patterns).
Consequently, users may not easily discover the knowledge
and useful information that is embedded in the data.

Showing a collection of frequent patterns in graphical form
can show the relations embedded in the data and help users
understand the nature of the useful information and dis-
covered knowledge. Hence, researchers have also considered
visual analytics [8, 16, 17, 18, 21, 29, 32, 33, 37, 39] and visu-
alization techniques [9, 13, 14, 34] to assist users in gaining
insight into massive amounts of data or information. Visual-
ization systems like Spotfire [2], VisDB [15] and Polaris [35]
have been developed for visualizing data. For systems that
visualize the mining results, the focus has been mainly on
results such as clusters [19, 30], decision trees [3], social net-
works [4] or association rules [7]. However, not many visu-
alizers were designed for visualizing frequent patterns.

Recently, some researchers have shown interests in visualiz-
ing frequent patterns. For example, Yang [38] developed
a system that can visualize frequent patterns. However,
his system was primarily designed to visualize association
rules, and it does not scale very well in assisting users to
immediately see certain useful information (such as exact
frequencies or support) of a very large number of frequent
patterns. As another example, Munzner et al. presented
a visualizer called PowerSetViewer (PSV) [28], which pro-
vides users with guaranteed visibility of frequent patterns in
the sense that the pixel representing a frequent pattern is
guaranteed to be visible by highlighting such a pixel. How-
ever, multiple frequent patterns may be represented by the
same pixel. As the third example, we previously proposed
a visualization system—called FIsViz [26]—that aims to vi-
sualize frequent patterns. FIsViz represents each frequent
pattern by a polyline in a two-dimensional space. The lo-
cation of the polyline indicates the exact frequency of the
pattern explicitly. As a result, FIsViz enables users to vi-
sualize the mined results (i.e., frequent patterns) for many
real-life applications. However, in some other applications
(especially, when the number of frequent patterns is huge),
FIsViz may not scale very well. Users may require more
effort to be able to clearly visualize frequent patterns. The
problem is caused by the use of polylines for representing
frequent patterns. To elaborate, the polylines can be bent
and/or can cross over each other. This makes it difficult
to distinguish one polyline (representing a frequent pattern)
from another. For example, in Figure 1, how to distinguish
the two frequent patterns {a, c, d} & {b, c, e} from another
two patterns {a, c, e} & {b, c, d} if we did not use different
thickness for the polylines?
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Figure 1: Polylines showing {a, c, d} & {b, c, e} vs.
polylines showing {a, c, e} & {b, c, d}.

Hence, some natural questions to ask are: Can we design a
scalable system that helps users visualize frequent patterns
effectively? Can we have an alternative representation that
minimizes the bend and crossover of polylines? In response
to these questions, we explored an alternative representa-
tion [27], which uses two half-screens to visualize the dis-
covered knowledge about frequent patterns: one half of the
screen showing all frequent patterns and another half show-
ing their frequencies.

In this paper, we propose a visualizer that uses a full screen
for visualizing frequent patterns. The proposed visualizer
enhances the KDD process by providing answers to some im-
portant business questions (e.g., Q1–Q10 above). The key
contribution of our work is a novel interactive and scal-
able frequent pattern visualizer, called FpViz, which provides
users with effective visual support in the data analysis and
KDD process. Specifically, FpViz uses orthogonal graphs for
visualizing frequent patterns. The visualizer provides users
with clear and explicit depictions about frequent patterns
that are embedded in the data of interest. Hence, FpViz en-
ables users to infer (i) patterns at a glance and (ii) answers to
many questions encountered in various real-life applications.
It also provides interactive features for constrained mining
and interactive mining. Moreover, with FpViz, users can
(i) efficiently find closed or maximal itemsets and (ii) prop-
erly formulate association rules from the displayed frequent
patterns.

This paper is organized as follows. Next section briefly de-
scribes related work and background. In Section 3, we in-
troduce our FpViz and describe its design; in Section 4, we
present interactive features provided by FpViz. Section 5
shows evaluation results. Finally, conclusions are presented
in Section 6.

2. RELATED WORK AND BACKGROUND
Developing effective visualization systems for KDD has been
the subject of many studies. This line of research can be sub-
classified into two general categories: (i) systems for visu-
alizing raw data and (ii) those for visualizing data analysis
or data mining results. Examples of systems in the first
category include Spotfire [2], independence diagrams [5],
VisDB [15], and Polaris [35]. These systems were built for
visualizing data. Systems in the second category focus on
visualizing the mining results, which include clusters [19],
decision trees [3, 10], association rules [6, 12, 38], and fre-
quent patterns [26, 27, 28, 38, 40]. Let us briefly discuss
below some relevant systems for visualizing association rules
or frequent patterns.
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Yang [38] designed a system mainly to visualize association
rules—but can also be used to visualize frequent patterns—
in a two-dimensional space consisting of many vertical axes.
In his system, all domain items are sorted according to
their frequencies and are evenly distributed along each ver-
tical axis. A frequent pattern consisting of k items (i.e., a
k-itemset) is then represented by a curve that extends from
one vertical axis to another connecting k such axes. The
thickness of the curve indicates the frequency (or support)
of such a frequent pattern. However, such a representation
suffers from the following problems: (i) The use of thick-
ness only shows relative (but not exact) frequency of the
patterns. Comparing the thickness of curves is not easy.
(ii) Since items are sorted and evenly distributed along the
axes, users only know some items are more frequent than
the others, but cannot get a sense of how these items are re-
lated to each other in terms of their exact frequencies (e.g.,
whether item a is twice as frequent as, or just slightly more
frequent than, item b). (iii) Although Yang’s system is able
to show both association rules and frequent itemsets, his sys-
tem does not provide users with many interactive features,
which are necessary if a large graph containing many items
to be displayed.

Frequent itemset visualizer (FIsViz) [26] is one of the re-
cently developed visualizers. It was designed for visualizing
frequent itemsets. It represents a k-itemset represented by
a polyline that connects k nodes (where each node repre-
sents an item in the k-itemset) in a two-dimensional space.
The frequency (or support) of the i-th prefix of an itemset
X is indicated by the position of the i-th node in the poly-
line representing X. For example, when X = {a, c, d}, the
frequencies of its prefixes {a} and {a, c} are respectively in-
dicated by the positions of nodes a and c in the polyline.
Similarly, the frequency of the itemset X = {a, c, d} is rep-
resented by the y-position of the node d in that polyline.
See Figure 1(a). With such itemset representation, slopes
of different sectors of a polyline can vary. In other words,
the entire polyline may not be a straight one (i.e., it may
be bent). Moreover, polylines representing different item-
sets may cross each others. This makes it difficult for users
to distinguish one sector of a polyline from another. See
Figure 1.

3. FpViz: OUR PROPOSED FREQUENT
PATTERN VISUALIZER

In this section, we present our proposed Frequent pattern
Visualizer (FpViz). Here, FpViz is connected to a frequent
pattern mining algorithm (e.g., FP-growth [11]), which finds
frequent patterns from transaction database. Once frequent
patterns are found, FpViz effectively displays them for the
data analysis. Note that FpViz is not confined to using
FP-growth for frequent pattern mining. It can use some
other frequent pattern mining algorithms (e.g., , DCF [20]
for constrained mining, UF-streaming [23] for stream min-
ing, UF-growth [24] for uncertain data mining, Apriori [1]).

Like FIsViz [26], our proposed FpViz also shows frequent
patterns consisting of k items (i.e., k-itemsets) in a two-
dimensional space. The x-axis shows the n domain items.
We allow the user to specify his preference on the ordering
of these domain items. For example, the user can arrange

the items in (i) non-ascending frequency order, (ii) lexico-
graphical order, or (iii) some other orders (e.g., put those
items of interest—such as promotional items—on the left
and less interesting items on the right side of the x-axis) for
constrained mining. The y-axis shows the frequencies of the
frequent patterns.

Unlike FIsViz (which represents frequent patterns as poly-
lines), the basic representation for our proposed FpViz is an
orthogonally laid out node-link diagram. According to graph
aesthetics [31, 36], reducing the number of edge crossings can
improve the legibility of graphs. Similarly, assigning uniform
lengths to edges and minimizing bends can enhance the leg-
ibility of the node-link diagram. Since our datasets are po-
tentially very large, a primary criterion in our design is to
minimize edge crossings and bends. We, therefore, adopted
an orthogonal layout mechanism that preserves edge cross-
ings to a minimum. Bends occur only at 0◦ or 90◦ angles.
As a result, FpViz minimizes crossings, facilitating legibility
and visual comprehension.

3.1 Representing Frequent Patterns
Our proposed FpViz represents each frequent pattern X con-
sisting of k items (i.e., k-itemset) by a horizontal line con-
necting k nodes (represented by k circles), where each node
represents an item within the frequent pattern X. For ex-
ample, the 2-itemset {b, e} is represented by a horizontal
line connecting two circles (where each circle represents an
item), as follows:

b
�

e
�

Note that, between the two circles, one of them is filled. The
filled circle (i.e., disc) represents the last item (according
to the item order R) in the frequent pattern {b, e}. As
another example, the 4-itemset {a, b, d, e} is represented by
a horizontal line connecting four circles (where the last one
is filled), as follows:

a
�

b
�

d
�

e
�

For singletons (i.e., 1-itemsets), they are represented by just
filled circles (or filled diamonds for user convenience) in
FpViz. For example, the singleton {e} is represented as:

e
�

To summarize, each frequent pattern consisting of k items
(i.e., k-itemset) is represented by a horizontal line connect-
ing k circles, with the last circle filled.

3.2 Showing the Frequencies of Frequent Pat-
terns

The frequency of a frequent pattern consisting of k items
(which is represented by a horizontal line connecting k cir-
cles with the last circle filled) is indicated by the y-value
(i.e., y-position) of the filled circle. This way of showing the
frequencies work reasonable well when each frequent pattern
has a distinct frequency (i.e., at most one horizontal line for
each frequency value—the y-value).

However, for many real-life applications, it is not uncom-
mon that multiple frequent patterns happen to have the
same frequency. In these situations, we apply compression
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Figure 2: Expanded and collapsed views for visualizing frequent patterns with our proposed FpViz.

techniques to our proposed FpViz: If the two frequent pat-
terns X and Y of the same frequency share the same prefix,
then their common prefix is merged. The suffixes of X and
Y are then branching out from the last item of the com-
mon prefix. For example, if frequent patterns {a, b, c, d}
and {a, b, d, e} (which share the same prefix {a, b}) are of
the same frequency, they can be represented as follows:

a
�

b
�

c
�

d
�

a
�

b
�

d
�

e
� merge

=⇒
a
�

b
�

c
�

d
�

�
e
�

Here, {c, d} and {d, e} are two branches of the common pre-
fix {a, b}.

A special case of the merge occurs when a suffix of Y is
branching out from the last item of X (i.e., X is a prefix
of Y ). In this case, the two horizontal lines representing
the two frequent patterns X and Y would be merged into
one line. For example, for frequent patterns {a, b, c} and
{a, b, c, d}, the former is a prefix of the latter. Hence, these
two frequent patterns can be merged to form the following:

a
�

b
�

c
�

a
�

b
�

c
�

d
� merge

=⇒
a
�

b
�

c
�

d
�

Here, the filled circle d indicates the last item of the frequent
pattern {a, b, c, d}, whereas the filled circle c indicates the
last item of the prefix {a, b, c}. Note that this merge helps
reduce the number of horizontal lines to be drawn (i.e., re-
duce the amount of vertical space required for displaying the
frequencies of all the frequent patterns).

When the number of mined frequent patterns is not huge,
the merging of patterns with their prefixes having the same
frequencies (e.g., the case for {a, b, c} and {a, b, c, d}) reduces
the amount of vertical space required. However, when the
number of mined frequent patterns is huge, we may still run
out of vertical space to fit all horizontal lines representing all
the mined frequent patterns—even when merging is applied.
Hence, we need to apply further compression technique as
follows. To reduce the amount of space required in the
y-direction, if multiple frequent patterns (say, m frequent
patterns represented by m′ horizontal lines, where m′ ≤ m)

have the same frequency, they are projected or collapsed
into one horizontal line (instead of m′ lines). For instance,
frequent patterns {a, b, c}, {a, b, c, d}, {a, b, d, e} and {b, e}
are of the same frequency:

a
�

b
�

c
�

d
�

�
e
�

� �

These m = 4 frequent patterns (represented by m′ = 3 hori-
zontal lines) are collapsed into one horizontal line, as shown
below:

a
�

b
�

c
�

d
�

e
�

By so doing, each existing frequency value would be repre-
sented by one—and only one—horizontal line. For example,
Figure 2(a) shows m = 13 frequent patterns represented
by two disjointed filled circles for singletons {a} & {b} and
m′ = 8 horizontal lines for other 11 non-singleton frequent
patterns. Figure 2(b) shows how these m′ = 8 horizon-
tal lines are collapsed into four lines by using our proposed
FpViz. The resulting view shows two disjointed filled circles
and four lines, which represent m = 13 frequent patterns
having 2 + 4 = 6 distinct frequencies.

It is important to note that (though it may not be obvious
in this black-and-white version of our paper), FpViz uses
the color of the circle to indicate the number of occurrences
of an item within those frequent patterns of the same fre-
quency. For example, a lighter circle a indicates that a only
occurs in one frequent pattern, whereas a darker circle b in-
dicates that b occurs more often (e.g., in four frequent pat-
terns {a, b, c}, {a, b, c, d}, {a, b, d, e} and {b, e}). Moreover,
the thickness of the line indicates the number of horizontal
lines that were collapsed into one.

3.3 Collapsing and Expanding the Horizontal
Lines

Our proposed FpViz normally shows frequent patterns in the
(default) collapsed view so as to reduce the mount vertical
space required for displaying all patterns. As this collapsed
view may hide some details, FpViz provides the user with
the option to expand on any portion of the graph that is
interesting to him by clicking the [+] button. By so do-
ing, the user would be able to clearly get all the details.
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As an example, when the user clicks the [+] button for fre-
quency=10%, FpViz expands the horizontal line represent-
ing frequent patterns of frequency=10%. Consequently, the
user obtains the expanded view as presented in Figure 2(c),
which shows that such a horizontal line represents the fre-
quent pattern {a, c, d}. Similarly, when the user clicks the
[+] button for frequency=20%, FpViz expands the horizon-
tal line representing frequent patterns of frequency=20%.
The user then obtains the expanded view as presented in
Figure 2(d), which shows that such a horizontal line repre-
sents three frequent patterns {b, c}, {b, c, d} and {b, d}. Note
that the user is not confined to clicking only one [+] button,
he could click all six [+] buttons to obtain an expanded view
as shown in Figure 2(a).

3.4 Observations
With this representation of frequent patterns and their fre-
quencies in our proposed FpViz, users can observe the fol-
lowing from the default collapsed view:

1. By default, FpViz arranges the domain items in non-
ascending frequency order. As a result, the most fre-
quently occurring item (which with the highest fre-
quency) appears on the left side and the least fre-
quently occurring one appears on the right side. In
other words, users can easily get an insight about the
frequency ranking of all the domain items by walking
along the x-axis. For example, we observed from Fig-
ure 2(b) that item a is the most frequent domain item,
which is followed by items b and c, and item d is the
least frequent domain item. (It is important to note
that, users are not confined to this ordering; they can
choose other ordering R to arrange all items in the
domain.)

2. FpViz gives information about frequency distribution
of items in the frequent patterns. For example, users
can tell how many distinct frequency values can an
item take on (in any frequent pattern) by counting the
number of its y-values. For example, we observed from
Figure 2(b) that item b takes on tree distinct frequency
values—namely, 20%, 30% and 50%—by counting the
number of circles for b.

3. The frequency of any subset of a frequent pattern X
is guaranteed to be higher than or equal to that of
X. Hence, the disjointed filled circle (or diamond)
representing any singleton subset of X (or the hor-
izontal line representing any non-singleton subset of
X) is guaranteed to appear on or above the horizon-
tal line representing X. For example, let us consider
{c, d}, which is a subset of frequent pattern {a, c, d}.
We observed from Figure 2(b) that their frequencies
are 40% and 10%, respectively. In other words, the
frequency of the subset ({c, d}) is higher than that of
the frequent pattern {a, c, d}. Similarly, we observed
that the frequency of both {b, c} and {b, c, d} are the
same (of 20%).

4. Conversely, the frequency of any superset of a frequent
pattern X is guaranteed to be lower than or equal to
that of X. Hence, the horizontal line representing any
superset of X is guaranteed to appear on or below
the horizontal line representing X. For example, we
observed from Figure 2(b) that the frequency of the

superset ({a, c, d}) is lower than that of the frequent
pattern {c, d}. Similarly, we observed that the fre-
quency of both {b, c} and {b, c, d} are the same.

5. The highest frequency value for each item u is the fre-
quency of the singleton {u}. For example, the highest
frequency value of item b is 50%, which the frequency
of the singleton {b}.

6. If a horizontal line starts with a hollow circle and fol-
lows by a filled circle, then users can reveal without
requiring any expansion (i.e., without clicking any [+]
button) and guarantee that a frequent pattern consist-
ing of only two items exists with that frequency. For
example, we observed from Figure 2(b) that a horizon-
tal line at frequency=30% starts with a hollow circle
for item a and follows by a filled circle for item b. We
then knew, without expanding such a horizontal line,
that there exists frequent pattern {a, b} and its fre-
quency is 30%. (This observation could be confirmed
by clicking the [+] button for the 30% line.)

7. If a horizontal line involves only two items, users do not
need to expand such a line (i.e., do not need to click
the [+] button) to get the complete information about
the frequent pattern consisting of only two items. The
frequency of this pattern is clearly indicated by the
y-position of the last item. Moreover, if such a hori-
zontal line starts with a diamond, then this line gives
additional information that the 2-itemset and its sin-
gleton prefix are of the same frequency. For example,
we observed from Figure 2(b) that there exists a fre-
quent pattern {c, d} consisting of only two items and
its frequency is 40%. Moreover, its singleton prefix {c}
is also of frequency 40%.

8. For a horizontal line representing frequency=y%, if
the first circle (representing item u) is filled, then the
singleton has frequency of y%. For example, the fre-
quency of singleton {b} is 50% and that of {c} is 40%.

9. For a horizontal line representing frequency=y%, if the
first circle (filled or hollow) represents an item u and
the second circle (representing item v) is filled, then
the frequency of the frequent pattern {u, v} = y%.
For example, the frequencies of {c, d} and {a, b} are
40% and 30%, respectively.

10. For a horizontal line that involves more than two items
and does not have a filled circle in its second position in
the collapsed view, FpViz provides information about
the absence of any items from frequent patterns of that
frequency. For example, since item b does not appear
in the 10% line, b is guaranteed not to appear in any
patterns of that frequency.

However, one may not be able to easily determine
the contents of the frequent patterns represented by
this line. For example, the 10% line in Figure 2(b)
could represent (i) frequent patterns {a, d} and {c, d}
and/or (ii) frequent pattern {a, c, d}. (This explains
why FpViz provides users with [+] buttons for expand-
ing the lines to clearly obtain detailed information.)

In addition, users can also observe the following when they
click one or more [+] buttons to expand horizontal lines of
their interest:

11. After expanding a horizontal line, users can obtain the
cardinality k of the k-itemset (which is represented by
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(a) The collapsed view (b) An expanded view
(the default view) (when one horizontal line is expanded)

Figure 3: Snapshots of our proposed FpViz showing the collapsed and expanded views.

each expanded line) by counting the number of circles
on such an expanded line (from the leftmost circle to
a filled one). For example, the cardinality of {b, c} is 2
because there are 2 circles from the leftmost one to the
first filled one along the 20% line shown in Figure 2(d).
Similarly, the cardinality of {b, c, d} is 3 because there
are 3 circles from the leftmost one to the second filled
one). While users can count the number of circles to
determine the cardinality of a frequent pattern, FpViz
provides the feature called query on cardinality for user
convenience. See Section 4.

12. The first portion of an expanded horizontal line rep-
resents a prefix of a frequent pattern X. If such a
portion does not end with a filled circle, then the fre-
quency of such a prefix of X is different from that of
X. For example, we observed from Figure 2(c) that
the frequent pattern {a, c, d} does not have the same
frequency as its prefix {a, c} (10% vs. 30%) because
the circle representing c in {a, c} is hollow.

13. If there are more than one filled circle on an expanded
horizontal line, then a frequent pattern X and at least
one of its prefix have the same frequency. For example,
as shown in Figure 2(d), frequent patterns {b, c, d} and
its prefix {b, c} have the same frequency of 20%.

14. Once users observe sup(X) and sup(X ∪ Y ), they can
compute the support, confidence and lift of associ-

ation rule X⇒Y using sup(X ∪ Y ), sup(X∪Y )
sup(X)

and
sup(X∪Y )

sup(X)×sup(Y )
respectively. Moreover, if sup(X) =

sup(X ∪ Y ), then users can easily determine that
conf (X⇒Y ) = 100%.

3.5 Discussions
How to represent frequent patterns with a huge
number of distinct frequency values? Recall that
FpViz applies the compression technique for merging sev-
eral horizontal lines that represent frequent patterns of the
same frequency into one line. To a further extent, if the
number of distinct frequencies in the mined results exceeds
the number of vertical pixels (or the number of horizontal
lines allocated for the space), we can apply the compression
technique further. To elaborate, we not only can compress
the frequent patterns of the same frequency (e.g., sup=72%)

but can also compress those frequent patterns with the same
frequency range (e.g., sup ∈ [70%, 75%]). The lesser the al-
located space, the broader would be the frequency range to
be used in compression.

Besides compressing/merging several horizontal lines (which
represent several frequent patterns) into a single line, FpViz
can also provide users with some alternative options. For
example, we can allow users to pick an option to display
and visualize only those closed frequent patterns or maximal
frequent patterns (instead of showing all frequent patterns).
A frequent pattern X is closed if there does not exist any
proper superset of X having the same frequency as X, and
a frequent pattern Y is maximal if there does not exist any
proper superset of Y that is also frequent. By visualizing
only closed or maximal frequent patterns, FpViz can reduce
the number of horizontal lines that need to be shown.

How to represent frequent patterns comprising a
large number of domain items? While the above dealt
with the scalability issue for the y-direction (i.e., scalable
for large range of frequencies), we discuss here the scalabil-
ity issue for the x-direction. More specifically, what if the
number of items exceeds the number of pixels allocated for
the x-direction? The challenge is that the y-direction con-
tains frequency information (which are numerical data) but
the x-direction contains items (which are categorical data).
In FpViz, we can apply the following two techniques. First,
if items are arranged in decreasing frequency order, then
we can group several adjacent items together into a “mega”-
item. For example, “mega”-item1 represents all the domain
items having the top 10 frequencies, “mega”-item2 represents
all the domain items having the next 10 highest frequencies,
etc. Alternatively, we can group items according to some
hierarchy or taxonomy. For example, we could group items
“apples”, “bananas” & “cherries” into a mega-item “fruits”.
Similarly, we could also group “donuts” & “egg-tarts” into a
mega-item “snack”.

4. INTERACTIVE FEATURES OF FpViz
The above representation of FpViz allows users to get an
insight about the overview distribution of raw data and
the analysis results (in the default collapsed view). It also
provides users with some relevant details (in the expanded
view). See Figure 3 for snapshots (of these two views). In
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(a) FIsViz [26] (b) Our proposed FpViz

Figure 4: Two visualizers showing the same set of frequent patterns mined from a student-course DB.

this section, we describe some additional interactive features
of FpViz. While these features are not essential, they pro-
vide user convenience.

Query on frequency. With FpViz, users can easily find
all frequent items and/or frequent patterns (i.e., with fre-
quencies exceeding the user-specified minimum frequency
threshold minsup) by ignoring everything that lies below
the “threshold line” y=minsup (i.e., ignoring the lower por-
tion of the graph). To a further extent, the representation
of frequent patterns in FpViz leads to effective interactive
mining. To elaborate, with FpViz, users can see what (and
how many) frequent patterns are above a certain frequency.
Based on this information, users can freely adjust minsup by
moving the slider (see the green bar on the left side in Fig-
ure 4(b))—which controls minsup—up and down along the
y-axis to find an appropriate value for minsup. Moreover,
FpViz also provides two related features:

(i) It allows users to interactively adjust minsup and au-
tomatically counts the number of patterns that satisfy
minsup. By doing so, users can easily find top-N fre-
quent patterns.

(ii) It also allows users to pose a range query on fre-
quency (by specifying both minimum and maximum
frequency thresholds minsup and maxsup) and then
shows all patterns with frequencies falling within the
range [minsup, maxsup].

Query on cardinality. FpViz allows the user to pose a
query on cardinality, and it only shows frequent patterns
of the user-specified cardinality k. Moreover, FpViz also
allows users to pose a range query on cardinality so
that only those frequent patterns with cardinality k within
the user-specified range [kmin, kmax] are drawn.

Query on frequent patterns. FpViz also allows users
to interactively select certain items of interest (e.g., pro-
motional items in a store) and to pose queries on frequent
patterns. Examples of these queries include the following:
(i) “Find all frequent patterns containing some of selected
items”; (ii) “Find all frequent patterns containing at least all
of the selected items”; and (iii) “Find all frequent patterns
not containing any of the selected items”.

Query on relationships among frequent patterns.
Recall that users can easily find the prefixes or extensions

of a frequent pattern that share the same frequencies. How-
ever, sometimes prefixes or extensions (or more general case,
subsets or supersets) of a frequent pattern X may have dif-
ferent frequencies than that of X. Hence, FpViz provides
interactive features to highlight these subsets or supersets
(prefixes or extensions) of a pattern of user interests.

Details-on-demand. Details-on-demand consists of tech-
niques that provide more details whenever the user requests
them. The key idea is that FpViz gives users an overview
of the entire dataset and then allows users to interactively
select parts of the overview for which they request more
details—by hovering the mouse over different parts of the
display. Specifically, FpViz supports details-on-demand in
the following ways:

(i) When the mouse hovers on a segment of a horizontal
line connecting two nodes (say, representing frequent
patterns x and y), FpViz shows a list of frequent pat-
terns containing both x and y. Selecting a frequent
pattern in the list instantly highlights the specific seg-
ment it is contained in, as well as both of its connecting
nodes, so that users can see where the segment starts
and ends.

(ii) When the mouse hovers over a node, FpViz shows a
list of all frequent patterns contained in all the line
segments starting or ending at this node. Selecting a
frequent pattern from the list instantly highlights the
line it is contained in.

(iii) When the mouse hovers over a pixel in the display
(even if it is not part of the graph), a small box appears
showing the frequency and frequent patterns encoded
by the mouse position. This is particularly useful when
users need to see among the vast array of line segments
what a particular point in the display refers to.

Guaranteed visibility. Our proposed FpViz allows users
to specify his preference on visualization of frequent pat-
terns. For example, if users are interested in finding those
patterns containing fruits, FpViz ensures that all corre-
sponding horizontal lines are clearly visible.

5. EVALUATION RESULTS
In this section, we show our results on evaluating the pro-
posed FpViz. Here, we conducted four sets of evaluation
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Figure 5: Performance of FpViz.

tests. In the first set, we tested functionality of our FpViz
by showing how it can be applicable in various scenarios
or real-life applications. In the second set, we tested per-
formance of our FpViz. In the last two sets, we evaluated
readability and interactivity of FpViz.

5.1 Evaluating the Functionality of FpViz
In the first set of evaluation tests, we compared our proposed
FpViz with FIsViz [26]. We considered many different real-
life scenarios. For each scenario, we determined whether
these systems can handle the scenarios. If so, we examined
how these systems display the mined results. The evaluation
results show that our FpViz was as effective as FIsViz in all
these scenarios. A few samples of these scenarios are shown
below.

Q1(a) What kinds of vegetables are frequently purchased by
customers? Frequently purchased vegetables are patterns
with high frequency. With FIsViz, as polylines representing
itemsets may cross each other, users may not be able to
easily see the itemsets of high frequency if they are in the
dense or clustered area of the display. In contrast, our FpViz
shows all frequent patterns by horizontal lines, which are
easily visible and never cross any other horizontal lines. Let
us compare Figure 4(a) with Figure 4(b). The former was a
snapshot of FIsViz and the latter was a snapshot of FpViz.
These two snapshots both show the same set of frequent
patterns.

Q1(b) How frequently are these vegetables purchased individ-
ually and how frequently are purchased together? Depending
on the density of the display in FIsViz, the frequencies of
some itemsets may not be too visible if they are in the dense
or clustered areas of the display. In contrast, users can easily
obtain the frequencies of patterns from our FpViz because
there is no line crossing.

Q1(c) What kinds of vegetables that are frequently purchased
together with eggplants? Both FIsViz and FpViz provide
users with a feature of handling queries on frequent patterns
containing some specific items (in this scenario, eggplants).

We observed from all scenarios (including the above three
samples) that our proposed FpViz either retained the exist-
ing features of FIsViz (e.g., for Q1(c)) or provided additional
improvements over FIsViz (e.g., for Q1(a) & (b)).

5.2 Evaluating the Performance of FpViz
In the performance test, we used (i) several IBM synthetic
datasets [1], (ii) some real-life databases (e.g., mushroom
dataset) from UC Irvine Machine Learning Depository,
(iii) some CNN documents, and (iv) a student-course data-
base for our university. The results produced are consistent.
In the first experiment, we varied the size of the database
TDB. We measured the time both for mining frequent pat-
terns (by using FP-growth [11]) and for constructing the
display layout (by using our proposed FpViz). The results
showed that the runtime (which includes CPU and I/Os)
increased linearly with the number of transactions in the
database. See Figure 5(a). In the second experiment, we
varied the number of items in the domain. The results
showed that the runtime increased when the number of do-
main items increased. See Figure 5(b). In the third ex-
periment, we varied the user-defined frequency threshold.
When the threshold increased, the number of patterns that
satisfy the threshold (i.e., frequent patterns to be displayed)
decreased, which in turn led to a decrease in runtime. See
Figure 5(c).

5.3 Evaluating the Readability of the Mined
Results Shown by FpViz

To assess the effectiveness of conveying frequent pattern re-
lationships, we carried out a user evaluation with FpViz.
The evaluation was primarily case-based, within which sev-
eral types of users were required to solve many different
questions based on the visualizations of a given dataset (e.g.,
a database containing information about courses taken by
students (see Figure 4(b)). Therefore, the scenario was that
users need to identify a set of relationships and make deci-
sions based on their observations.

We recruited 24 participants and separated them into two
groups: (i) those who have data mining background and
(ii) those who do not. None of the participants (regard-
less which of the two groups) was exposed to any form of
visualization for frequent patterns—including our proposed
FpViz.

To test the expressiveness of our visualization, we formu-
lated two types of questions: multiple choices and those
open-end ones that require participants to perform some
level of analytical reasoning with the visualization. Sam-
ple questions include the following:
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1. Which course is most frequently taken (i.e., course
with highest enrolment)?

2. Which course is the next/second most frequently taken
(i.e., course with second highest enrolment)?

3. Which two courses are most frequently taken?
4. What course is least frequently taken (i.e., course with

lowest enrolment)?
5. What three courses are taken together by exactly four

students?
6. How many students are taking COMP 4350 together

with 4380?
7. What three courses are taken together by four stu-

dents?
8. How would you use this chart to make any changes

in terms of how 3rd and 4th year courses are offered
and/or distributed?

9. If you were to reduce the offerings of 4th year courses,
which ones would you select? and why (i.e., how did
the diagrams lead to your conclusions)?

10. If you were to schedule exams of these courses, which
pair of courses would you avoid scheduling on the same
day?

We began the evaluation by presenting our FpViz and asking
the participants to explore it at their own will. We did not
give them any information regarding what the symbols and
representations meant in the visualization. We first ques-
tioned them on what they were able to identify. Evaluation
results showed that all the participants were able to identify
the basic meaning behind the representations (e.g., that fre-
quency was assigned to the y-axis, and courses to the x-axis).
Participants were also able to identify the most frequently
taken courses, without having us to tell them the answer.

Afterwards, we gave the participants detailed information
on how to read the graphs and what the various lines and
circles meant. This information was then followed by a set
of questions that queried into the participants’ ability to
simply read the graph, with a set of close-ended questions.
Evaluation results showed that a majority of the partici-
pants were able to correctly answer most—and some even
correctly answer all—of the questions. Statistically, the av-
erage accuracy rate was above 83% and three participants
obtained an accuracy rate of 100%.

Several interesting observations were found at the post-
evaluation interview. For example, the participants told us
that, while we gave the participants a multiple choice list to
help them identify the answers, they did not use the multi-
ple choice questions to guide their selection. Instead, their
curiosity in understanding the visualizations led them to an-
swer the questions by looking at the graphs first, and then
confirming their answer with one of the choices provided.
Moreover, the results were similar in both participant groups
(with or without data mining background). This shows that
the easy readability of FpViz. This also suggested that, with
very little training, participants felt comfortable to use the
visualizations. Furthermore, they were able to quickly as-
similate the representations, to the point at which they were
able to answer all questions adequately.

Finally, we asked the participants a set of open-ended ques-
tions. Each participant completed the evaluation separately

(i.e., no discussion among the participants). The results
showed that the participants were able to make the best use
of visualization for answering these questions.

5.4 Evaluating the Benefits of the Interactive
Features Provided by FpViz

We also evaluated the effectiveness of the interactivity of
our FpViz on various datasets mentioned above. We di-
vided a set of 24 participants into two groups. The first
group performed some tasks using only the essential features
(i.e., without using any interactive feature described in Sec-
tion 4), and then used both the essential and the interactive
features to answer some similar but not identical tasks. The
second group did so in the reverse order (i.e., with interac-
tive features and then without interactive features). By so
doing, we avoid measuring the unwanted effect of learning
(i.e., participants may learn from the first set of tasks). We
observed the following from the results: (i) The participants
were able to correctly answer all the questions using the in-
teractive features. (ii) Most participants were able to do so
without using the interactive features, but required much
longer time. On average, participants took about 5 minutes
to complete all the questions when using the interactive fea-
tures, but took longer than 12 minutes to complete all the
questions when not using any interactive feature. This indi-
cated that, while interactive features are not essential, they
provide convenience to users (and saved their time). Hence,
it is beneficial to use the interactive features provided by
FpViz.

6. CONCLUSIONS
Many frequent pattern mining algorithms return a collec-
tion of the data analysis results in the form of a textual
list of frequent patterns. This list can be very long and
difficult to comprehend. Since “a picture is worth a thou-
sand words”, it is desirable to have visualization systems.
However, many existing visualization systems were not de-
signed to show frequent patterns. To improve this situa-
tion, we proposed and developed a powerful frequent pattern
visualizer called FpViz, which provides users with explicit
and easily-visible information among the frequent patterns.
Specifically, FpViz represents frequent patterns as horizon-
tal lines in a two-dimensional graph. If multiple patterns
have the same frequency, the corresponding lines represent-
ing these patterns are collapsed into one line. With this
compression technique, FpViz allows the user to expand
some portion (or all) of the “collapsed” mining results for
data or result exploration. Moreover, FpViz also provides
users with additional nice interactive features. Evaluation
results showed the effectiveness of FpViz in terms of func-
tionality, performance, readability, and interactivity. FpViz
provides users with visual support for visual analytics as well
as knowledge discovery and data mining (KDD).
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ABSTRACT
In On-Line Analytical Processing (OLAP), users explore
a database cube with roll-up and drill-down operations in
order to find interesting results. Most approaches rely on
simple aggregations and value comparisons in order to val-
idate findings. In this work, we propose to combine OLAP
dimension lattice traversal and statistical tests to discover
significant metric differences between highly similar groups.
A parametric statistical test allows pair-wise comparison
of neighboring cells in cuboids, providing statistical evi-
dence about the validity of findings. We introduce a two-
dimensional checkerboard visualization of the cube that al-
lows interactive exploration to understand significant mea-
sure differences between two cuboids differing in one dimen-
sion along with associated image data. Our system is tightly
integrated into a relational DBMS, by dynamically generat-
ing SQL code, which incorporates several optimizations to
efficiently explore the cube, to visualize discovered cell pairs
and to view associated images. We present an experimental
evaluation with medical data sets focusing on finding signif-
icant relationships between risk factors and disease.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
H.2.8 [Database Management]: Database Applications—
Data Mining ; I.3.6 [Computer Graphics]: Methodology
and Techniques—Interaction techniques

General Terms
Algorithms, Human Factors, Performance

Keywords
Parametric test, cube, visualization

1. INTRODUCTION
In a modern data mining environment users have a wide

spectrum of options to analyze a data set going from simple

Permission to make digital or hard copies of all or part of this work for
personal or classroom use is granted without fee provided that copies are
not made or distributed for profit or commercial advantage and that copies
bear this notice and the full citation on the first page. To copy otherwise, to
republish, to post on servers or to redistribute to lists, requires prior specific
permission and/or a fee.
VAKD’09, June 28, Paris, France.
Copyright 2009 ACM 978-1-60558-670-0 ...$5.00.

queries to building machine learning and statistical mod-
els. On-Line Analytical Processing (OLAP) [5, 11] is an
important application of exploratory database analysis that
is complementary to such approaches. In an OLAP database
users generally explore a large fact table with aggregations
performed at multiple granularity levels trying to find inter-
esting results. In OLAP most computations return simple
univariate statistics such as sums, row counts, means and
standard deviations. On the other hand, data mining [7,
11], statistical [13] and machine learning [17] techniques gen-
erally build models of varied complexity on a data set, de-
pending on problem requirements. A comprehensive family
of statistical tests sit somewhere in the middle between uni-
variate statistical analysis and complex statistical models.
Our tool shows parametric statistical tests are a promising
technique to explore OLAP cubes.

Statistical tests [22] exhibit several advantages over sta-
tistical and machine learning models. They have simple and
weak assumptions about the probability distribution behind
the data set. In our case, such distribution generally comes
in the form of a normal (Gaussian) distribution, or a closely
related probability distribution function. Statistical tests
use mathematically simple equations that can be efficiently
evaluated with SQL queries because they generally do not
require vector or matrix manipulation. Statistical tests can
produce statistically reliable results with both large data
sets and small data sets, whereas many data mining and
machine learning techniques require large data sets in or-
der to find significant results. It is important to notice that
small data sets may appear even when working with large
databases, due to analyzing a database at coarse aggrega-
tion levels (e.g. grouping by store) or when the distribution
behind some selection attribute is skewed (e.g. zipf). On
the other hand, compared to standard exploratory OLAP
analysis, statistical tests provide more evidence that a find-
ing is indeed significant, going beyond simple comparisons or
getting variance proportions. Nevertheless, statistical tests
generally require many trial and error runs before a plausible
finding is made and each run requires varying parameters or
selecting subsets of the data set. With such motivation in
mind, our tool automates the process of exploring cuboids
from a low dimensional cube trying to find significant mea-
sure differences supported by statistical tests. Since the
lattice behind the cube dimensions represents a combinato-
rial search space the problem is computationally challenging;
several optimizations are incorporated to make the exhaus-
tive comparison process faster. Our current application is
in medical databases.
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This is an outline of the rest of the article. Section 2
introduces basic definitions for OLAP databases and statis-
tical tests. Section 3 explains how our tool automatically
applies statistical tests on all cuboids from a cube. Sec-
tion 4 presents an experimental evaluation of visualization
and database optimizations with medical data sets. Related
work is discussed in Section 5. The conclusions are presented
in Section 6.

2. DEFINITIONS
Let F be a fact table with n records having d cube di-

mensions [11], D = {D1, . . . , Dd}, a set of e measure [11]
attributes A = {A1, A2, . . . , Ae} and an additional set of f
image attributes I = {I1, . . . , If}. This set I is required
only for visualization. The data structure representing all
subsets of dimensions and their containment is called the
dimension lattice [11]. Due to their simplicity and wide ap-
plication in the medical domain we restrict dimensions to
be binary. The set of image attributes represents a single
image, where each attribute can be a pixel, an image seg-
ment or an image region. In OLAP processing, the basic
idea is to compute aggregations (sum(), count()) on mea-
sures Ai by subsets of dimensions (i.e. cuboids or cuboids)
G s.t. G ⊆ D, effectively performing aggregations at differ-
ent granularity levels. The set of all potential aggregations
at a certain level is called a cuboid and one specific group
is called a cell. In our case, aggregations are used to derive
univariate statistics such as μ, σ, which in turn are the ba-
sic elements in the equations of a parametric statistical test,
introduced in Section 3.

Example
In Figure 1 we present an example of a cube having three di-
mensions D1, D2, D3. Each face represents a 2-dimensional
cuboid. As can be seen, there exist two sets of cell pairs
within one cuboid that differ in exactly one dimension. The
difference in fill pattern is indicating there is a significant
difference on a measure attribute.

3. APPLYING STATISTICAL TESTS
ON OLAP CUBES

This section introduces our main technical contributions.
We explain how to apply statistical tests to explore OLAP
cubes. We propose an algorithm that explores the cube
at several dimension granularities to compare highly simi-
lar groups. Since we consider data sets with alphanumeric
and imaging attributes, our algorithm performs processing
of image attributes in order to provide visualization. We
introduce optimizations to generate efficient SQL code. We
discuss the application of our research in medical databases.

3.1 Statistical Tests
Instead of looking for unusual patterns in cuboids like pre-

vious work [8, 10, 9], we propose to use a statistical test to
compare pairs of cells in cuboids, providing a more reliable
discovery. Most existing work relies on simple comparisons
and multi-level aggregations to find interesting findings. In-
stead, in our approach we exploit a parametric statistical
test comparing populations means [22]. Such approach pro-
vides the following advantages:

• Two large groups of any size can be compared. Two

Figure 1: Discovering group pairs with significant
measure differences.

groups with very different number of elements can be
compared (e.g. a large and a small group).

• The means comparison takes into account data vari-
ance, which measures measure overlap between the
corresponding subpopulations.

• In the case of OLAP, dimensions can be used to focus
on highly similar groups, differing in a few dimensions.

• It represents a natural extension of OLAP computa-
tions since it relies on distributive aggregations [9].

• Measures are assumed to have a normal distribution,
which is applicable in most cases.

We now describe the parametric statistical test in more
formal terms. We use a statistical comparison test of the
means μ1, μ2 from two data subsets (populations), where
the size of each data subset is N1, N2. Each data sub-
set is assumed to be an independent sample. In this case
the null hypothesis H0 states that μ1 = μ2 and the goal is
to find cells where H0 can be rejected (deemed false) with
high confidence 1 − p, where p generally takes the following
thresholds, p ∈ {0.01, 0.05, 0.10}. Therefore, the so-called
alternative hypothesis H1 asserts μ1 �= μ2. When H0 can
be rejected the test will return the significance level p; such
outcome will allow us to provide strong statistical evidence
supporting H1 : μ1 �= μ2. Otherwise, when p > 0.1 there
does not exist a significant means difference. We use a two-
tailed test which allows finding a significant difference on
both tails of the Gaussian distribution. The statistical test
relies on Equation 1 to compute a random variable z with
pdf N(0, 1):

z =
|μ1 − μ2|√

σ2
1/N1 + σ2

2/N2

, (1)
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where μi, σi correspond to the estimated mean and stan-
dard deviation from group 1, 2, respectively. When both
groups are large the z value just needs to be compared with
zp/2 in the cumulative probability table for N(0, 1) (e.g.
z0.495) When either group is small or both groups are small
the statistical test requires computing the degrees of free-
dom as

df = N1 + N2 − 2 (2)

and then looking up z on the t-student distribution table
according to df . This implies that either N1 > 1 or N2 > 1
because df ≥ 1. If one group is much larger than the other
one then there exists a row for df = ∞. For instance, it
is possible to compare a singleton set with a large set of
records.

Applying the statistical test on cubes
Applying the statistical test has two goals: (1) finding sig-
nificant differences between two groups in a cuboid on at
least one measure. Finding two or more significant mea-
sure differences is desirable, but rare. (2) When there ex-
ists a significant difference we focus on groups that differ in
one dimension, which can explain cause-effect. Even though
dimensions are considered independent the aggregation au-
tomatically groups records with correlated dimensions to-
gether. Therefore, if a high correlation exists in binary di-
mensions it will be automatically considered. With respect
to the first goal, when applying a statistical test a signif-
icant difference can only be supported by a small p-value
which takes into account both the means and the standard
deviation of the distributions. The smaller the p-value the
more likely the difference between both groups is signifi-
cant. It is expected that many differences will not be sig-
nificant, making the search problem expensive. Regarding
the second goal, we are interested in finding significant dif-
ferences in highly similar groups because that helps explain
which specific dimension “triggers” a significant change on
the cuboid measure. For instance, finding a significant mea-
sure difference, between two highly dissimilar groups, makes
causal explanation difficult, since such difference may be at-
tributed to two or more dimensions. Nevertheless, such less
significant findings can be stored on additional tiers of group
pairs.

3.2 Algorithm
We introduce an algorithm that integrates cube explo-

ration, statistical tests and visualization. Our algorithm has
the following goals: (1) exploring all cuboids from F when
d is medium or low. Otherwise, when d is large, explor-
ing all cuboids based on k dimensions selected by the user
s.t. k < d. (2) running the statistical test for every pair.
(3) selecting significant pairs differing in δ cube dimensions.
(4) interactive visual exploration of the cube together with
statistically significant results. (5) efficient visualization of
image data associated with each group.

Our algorithm basically computes the entire cube, explor-
ing the entire dimension lattice and then applies statistical
tests for every pair. The algorithm assumes a low d or al-
ternatively low k, binary dimensions, which is common in
medical databases. Our tool applies a top-down approach
exploring all cuboids from a cube, working level-wise.

The algorithm input and output is as follows:

• Input parameters: maximum p-value, δ threshold of
maximum # of different dimensions (generally δ = 1).

• Output: a table C containing all cell pairs differing in
δ dimensions.

The algorithm steps are the following:

1. Precompute cube with d dimensions on all e measures
getting groups at the finest granularity level.

2. Traverse the lattice. Compute sufficient statistics N, L, Q
for every group in the dimension lattice.

3. Create group pairs with groups differing in at most δ
dimensions.

4. Compute subpopulation parameters μ1, σ1, μ2, σ2 , based
on n, L, Q.

5. Compute a statistical test for every cell pair on the
same level of aggregation.

6. Select pairs having significance value < p with at most
δ different dimensions. Categorize results into tiers
having 1,2,3 dimensions differences.

When d is small or medium (e.g. our medical data sets),
the table F is first aggregated at the finest granular level
as given by D1, . . . , Dd and then the cube exploration pro-
ceeds with subsets of dimensions having d − 1, d − 2, . . . , 1
dimensions. Otherwise, we assume the user selects k di-
mensions s.t. k < d. Cube pre-computation automatically
eliminates groups with zero records (empty groups). When
d is large the user specifies a small subset of k dimensions
that can be analyzed interactively. Given the combinatorial
number of dimension subsets and hence pairs, it is infeasi-
ble to explore all of them. Given one level of aggregation
the algorithm performs a pair-wise test-based comparison
of all group pairs. Such comparison is made on each of the
measure attributes. The algorithm tries a list of increasing
p-values, in order to find the smallest p value at which H0

can be rejected. If p > 0.1 then the test shows there is little
evidence μ1 �= μ2.

3.3 Exploration and Visualization
After the cube has been built, either with the d or k di-

mensions, the user can explore it and visualize results. Our
prototype allows visualizing pre-processed images through
summarization, sampling or visualizing the entire set for a
group. We are currently exploring the visualization of in-
dividual raw images, when images are not uniform or are
bigger. For the remainder of the article we will assume F
has pre-processed images at a low resolution. In the case of
medical databases image attributes are generally standard-
ized, allowing uniform techniques for visualization. That is,
image attributes have been already pre-processed when they
are stored in the DBMS.

Our prototype can do the following:

1. Visualizing the cube and all cuboids in a 2D represen-
tation.

2. Highlighting significant pairs of cells indicating their
different dimension and equal dimensions.
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3. Isolating the measure attribute where the significant
difference was found.

4. Visualizing associated image data based on image sum-
maries or randomly selected samples (to speedup vi-
sualization)

5. Interactively navigating the cube, allowing the user to
jump from one cell to another cell.

The 2D representation of the cube follows a checkerboard
display similar to a Karnaugh map (as used in digital de-
sign), where cells differing in one dimension are visually
linked. Each cell has a fill pattern determined by the 1s
and 0s determined by the specific aggregation group it rep-
resents. Image summaries provide an accurate representa-
tion on what an average record looks like; this is enabled by
image standardization. Samples are needed to inspect a few
images coming from a large group since it would be infeasi-
ble to manually inspect a large number of images. When the
user switches from one pair to another pair the program dy-
namically retrieves and displays the corresponding average,
sample or “all” images, based on user’s selection. In general,
our prototype retrieves records and imaging attributes from
tables in the DBMS.

3.4 Optimizations
Our tool generates standard SQL code and it can connect

to any relational DBMS through the JDBC interface. After
exploring a cube the tool produces an output table with
the most important group pairs where mean differences are
significant, indicating which dimensions are equal and which
specific dimension is different.

Our algorithm was implemented by dynamically generat-
ing SQL queries to build the d-dimensional cube, traverse
the lattice, form pairs and compute the statistical test. We
found several issues in trying to optimize SQL queries. (1)
It is not possible to pre-define a general-purposes primary
index for the cube because d may vary and the correspond-
ing columns will be different, given different fact tables F .
Instead the cube table has either a simple primary key to
uniquely identify groups (cube cells) or a primary index on
the dimensions. (2) A search for a specific cell requires han-
dling nulls and “All” separately. In particular they were
coded as negative integer values (i.e. codes different from
0 and 1). (3) Traversing the entire dimension lattice is the
most time-consuming stage, especially for subsets of dimen-
sions around d/2. (4) OLAP cubes combined with statistical
tests are not an “association rule” problem. (5) When visu-
alization is required, it may be necessary to inspect individ-
ual record images to get a more concrete idea about statis-
tical findings or when images have not been pre-processed.
Therefore, image sampling is required when N is large for
some group.

Computing statistical tests on cubes although it seems a
similar problem to association rules [11], it is different be-
cause there is no “minimum support” threshold and binary
dimensions are not equivalent to items [2]. This is because
both 1 and 0 are used to get groups, whereas association
rule algorithms generally consider only 1s. Each group may
have any combination of 0s and 1s in the dimensions.

We introduce the following optimizations: (1) All aggre-
gations are stored on the same table. This table contains
all cuboids at different aggregation granularities. The ta-
ble has a secondary index on all dimensions coding “All”

and “null” separately. (2) Search for a specific cell is in-
dexed. The secondary index allows efficient retrieval of cell
pairs and associated image data in one indexed search per
group (i.e. two indexed searches per pair). (3) All mea-
sure and image attributes are uniformly manipulated with
sufficient statistics N, L, Q, to be explained below. We are
not currently interested in finding significant differences in
image regions, but sufficient statistics open that possibil-
ity. (4) When there are image attributes we introduce two
optimizations. Image attributes are aggregated per cell for
visualization. Each cell has its “average” image. That is,
OLAP computations are extended to image attributes. In-
dividual images can be visualized performing sampling from
a specific group from F , or all images can be visualized when
the group (cell) has a small N . Image retrieval is done in
a single query, retrieving all image information for display
purposes. Once images are retrieved they are held in main
memory for visualization.

Contrary to common intuition, when d is small a “bottom-
up” level-wise algorithm is not used. Since dimensions are
assumed to be independent and the statistical test relies on
averages rather than counts (frequencies), downward clo-
sure (“association rule”-like) optimizations are not applica-
ble. That is, we cannot explore k − 1-dimensional cuboids
in order to prune out k-dimensional cuboids. In fact, a sig-
nificant means difference might be found between cuboids
having very different N1, N2. This leads to an exhaustive
search process, computationally expensive for a high-d cube.

The tool uses the following optimizations for efficient sta-
tistical test computation: (1) F is aggregated at the finest
granular level producing a cube table C and further coarser-
grained aggregations are computed from C. This step is
extremely important to eliminate empty cells in the cube.
Only groups (cells) with N > 0 participate in further pro-
cessing. (2) Sufficient statistics are computed on each cell so
that univariate statistics can be derived in one pass. Such
statistics include count(*), sum(Ai) and sum(A2

i ) for a mea-
sure column Ai. More specifically, Ni, Li =

∑
Ai, Qi =∑

A2
i for each Ai. This idea is also applied to image data:

NI
i , LI

i =
∑

Ii, Q
I
i =

∑
I2

i for Ii. Then μ1, μ2, σ1, σ2 are
easily derived from sufficient statistics. (3) In general, for
large groups it is required to compare the test statistic against
a given z value using the normal N(0, 1) distribution, which
generally requires looking up a value in a small table. We
introduce a simple optimization, finding the significance of
the test statistic without visiting such table with a CASE
statement based on the specific p-values commonly used in
the medical domain (p ∈ {0.01, 0.05, 0.10}). That is, finding
zp/2 for the two-tailed test is done in main memory. On
the other hand, when the group is small (say < 30) we per-
form an indexed search on the t-student distribution using
df as the search key. (4) Depending on input parameters,
the SQL code will compare only groups having up to δ di-
mension differences, being δ = 1 the default. This means
groups in a pair must differ in up to δ dimensions in order
to be compared.

3.5 Medical Application: Finding Differences
between Similar Groups

Table 1 shows actual significant findings on a medical data
set, explained in more detail in Section 4. Each row repre-
sents the comparison between two patient groups, differing
in one dimension indicated by “0/1”. Cube dimensions are
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D1 D2 D3 D4 D5 N1 N2 A1 A2

FamHist Diab Gender HighChol highBP LAD RCA
0 All All 1 0/1 35 23 p > 0.1 p ∈ [0.01 − 0.05]
0/1 All All 1 0 35 26 p > 0.1 p < 0.01
All 0/1 All All All 47 157 p < 0.01 p < 0.01

Table 1: Medical database: group pairs with significant measure differences.

Figure 2: OLAP statistical test GUI.

well-known risk factors for heart disease including family
history of heart disease, diabetes, gender, high cholesterol
and high blood pressure. For a given group, each matching
dimension will be 0, indicating absence of a risk factor, 1
indicating presence of a risk factor, or “All” indicating such
dimension was ignored in the aggregation. When p is small
it indicates two highly similar groups of patients, differing
in exactly one risk factor have a high likelihood of having a
different artery health (medical measurement of artery nar-
rowing in this case).

3.6 GUI for Visualization and Exploration
We are currently applying our prototype on a medical data

set having heart images, where such images are normalized.
The images are pre-processed to get 32 regions, describing
an 8×4 2-dimensional map of the heart muscle. For medical
interpretation these 32 regions are condensed into 9 regions
that are in the range [-1,1]. A value close to -1 indicates
a healthy region, whereas numbers closer to +1 indicate a
severe degree of disease, with 0 being neutral. These num-
bers allow visualizing a spectrum of patients’ health in color.
This scale also allows a uniform visualization technique for
heart images of diverse patients.

Our tool GUI and visualization aids is illustrated in Fig-
ure 2, where the medical doctor can select cube dimensions,
cube measures and image attributes. The output from the

tool is shown in Figure 3 (for an average image per group)
and Figure 4 (with a sample of heart images per group). The
tool allows 2D visualization for the dimension lattice on the
left panel for a specific dimensionality k, where 2 ≤ k ≤ d.
This 2D visualization is based on a checker board display,
where red means “1” (risk factor present) and blue means
“0” (risk factor absent). Since this checkerboard is based
on a set of k selected binary dimensions there are up to

(
d
k

)

cells. A pair of cells linked by the green lines means they
differ in one dimension, which highlights a specific risk fac-
tor triggering heart disease. The left upper part indicates
dimensions which are equal, while the right panel indicates
the specific dimension that is different for each group (dia-
betes in this case). For heart image attributes, on the right
two windows the medical doctor can visualize for a group
with many records a summary of all its images, or alterna-
tively, a sample dynamically retrieved from the database.
Otherwise, when the group is small enough all its images
can be visualized (perhaps as thumbnails). In short, these
two windows enable visualization of image data, with a scale
going from -1 (very sick) to +1 (completely healthy).

4. EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION
Our tool is an OLAP query generator developed in the

Java language, where queries are written in ANSI SQL for
maximum portability. Our tool connects to the DBMS via
the standard JDBC (Java Database Connectivity) interface.
We conducted our experiments on a modern DBMS. The
DBMS was SQL Server running on a server with a CPU at
3.2GHz, 4GB of memory and 750GB on disk.

4.1 Data Sets
We performed experiments based on two real data sets

coming from the medical domain. The first medical data set
contains profiles of n = 655 patients and has 25 attributes
containing categorical, numeric and image data. This data
set was obtained from a hospital and we call it the “Heart”
data set. There were medical measurements such as weight,
heart rate, blood pressure and pre-existence of related dis-
eases. Finally, the data set contains the degree of artery
narrowing (stenosis) for the four heart arteries. All numeric
attributes were converted to binary dimensions. There were
d = 12 binary dimensions (e.g. gender, hypertension Y/N),
e = 4 measures (artery disease measurement) f = 9 image
attributes representing a standardized image of the heart.
The second data set was obtained from the UCI Machine
Learning repository [3] and we call it “Thyroid”. The Thy-
roid data set contained the profiles of n = 9, 172 patients.
We transformed this data set to have d = 10 binary di-
mensions and e = 5 measures; this data set had no image
attributes. These data sets were treated as the fact table F ,
defined in Section 2.

4.2 Default settings
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Figure 3: Cube exploration in 2D and image visualization (average image).

For our medical data sets our goal was to explore the en-
tire dimension lattice. Therefore, we used all d dimensions.
The settings for parameters were as follows. p = 0.01, δ = 1,
which can be interpreted as follows. We want to find signifi-
cant measure differences, with 99% confidence, on all group
pairs differing in one dimension. A group pair in the cube
can have from 1 to d dimensions, out of which one will be
different. It is possible, but unlikely, that a group pair has
significant differences in two or more measures.

4.3 Significant Group Pairs
We provide a summary of pairs having a significant dif-

ference in at least one measure for both data sets. Table
2 summarizes significant pairs, which represent potentially
valuable medical knowledge. Those pairs where p < 0.01 are
valuable since they show a discriminating risk factor (binary
dimension) causes a significant measure change. Those pairs
whose p-value is between 0.05 and 0.10 are considered unim-
portant findings and therefore we do not show them. The
most important pairs are those with a few equal dimensions
(1 or 2) because they are general and involve larger groups,
and those with many equal dimensions (8 for Heart data set
[19], 10 for Thyroid data set [3]) because they summarize re-
dundant subsets in the middle of the lattice, but they tend
to be specific.

4.4 Image Visualization
We now discuss experiments for image visualization. These

experiments illustrate the interactive response of our tool
to explore the cube, isolate significant pairs and visualizing

Table 2: Significant group pair differences.
Data Set p-value # equal dims # pairs
Heart <0.01 1 6
Heart <0.01 2 76
Heart <0.01 3 378
Heart <0.01 4 974
Heart <0.01 5 1436
Heart <0.01 6 1287
Heart <0.01 7 705
Heart <0.01 8 201
Heart <0.01 9 0
Thyroid <0.01 1 8
Thyroid <0.01 2 88
Thyroid <0.01 3 406
Thyroid <0.01 4 1068
Thyroid <0.01 5 1780
Thyroid <0.01 6 1966
Thyroid <0.01 7 1441
Thyroid <0.01 8 680
Thyroid <0.01 9 188
Thyroid <0.01 10 23
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Figure 4: Cube exploration in 2D and image visualization (sample of images).

associated image data. We recomputed the cube at each d
and then we measured the time to retrieve one group at each
d. Based on expert opinion, we initially ranked dimensions
in order of medical importance so that the most important
dimension had rank one. Figure 5 shows time growth to
retrieve images from the database. We compare the time
to visualize the “average” image versus sampling one image
from one cube cell (group); times are in milliseconds. In
this case the cube is already pre-computed and we dynami-
cally retrieve one average or one sample image for the group
based on the following common medical dimensions: oldyn,
sex, diab, hta, highchol. This represents a highly interest-
ing group with specific risk factors. The left graph shows
the time to retrieve images in this group varying n. In this
case the time to retrieve an average image remains constant
because the average image is already precomputed from suf-
ficient statistics and the search is fully indexed for equality
search. On the other hand, the time to retrieve one sample
image grows with n because the group also grows in size.
The plot shows time to retrieve all images as d grows, with
C being recomputed at every d. We do not include the time
to precompute C in the time to retrieve images. We can see
the time to get the average image grows slowly as d grows
showing an asymptotic behavior. On the other hand, we
can see the time to get a sample image from one group gets
increasingly faster because the group shrinks in size. The
time to retrieve one sample should be greater than the time
to retrieve the average image because the sample is dynam-
ically obtained from one group which cannot be obtained
through a fully indexed search.

In order to give a complete experimental evaluation on

Table 3: Image retrieval varying n (msecs).
n Average Sample All

655 40 31 32
1310 40 37 41
2620 40 45 75
5240 41 46 100

10480 41 49 231
20960 42 51 487
41920 42 86 907
83840 43 146 1722

image visualization, we now discuss experiments including
the time to retrieve all images in one cell. Table 3 shows
the times to retrieve images varying n and Table 4 has the
times to retrieve images varying d. We include the times to
retrieve the average image from the cube, one sample image
from one group and the time to retrieve all images from one
group. Notice retrieving all images from a group incurs on
significant overhead, but it may still be acceptable for data
sets having n < 100k. Our image retrieval is done in a single
query, retrieving all image information for display purposes.
Once images are retrieved they are held in main memory for
visualization.

4.5 Time complexity
Our previous experiments showed the challenge for our

problem is d and not n. Nevertheless, we created larger
data sets replicating F several times and we measured time
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Figure 5: Time complexity for image retrieval; times in msecs.

Table 4: Image retrieval varying d (msecs).
d Average Sample All
1 16 125 2100
2 30 106 1279
4 39 93 506
8 42 79 203

12 43 67 94

for the entire process. The contribution of n to total time
was so small that a plot varying n was a flat line. Therefore,
we omit such plot.

Figure 6 illustrates time scalability as we vary d. The
entire cube, cuboids, pairs and statistical test are computed
at each d. The left graph corresponds to the Heart data
set and the right graph corresponds to the Thyroid data
set. It is clear the time complexity grows exponentially as
d increases, highlighting the expensive search process for
significant pairs. However, for our medical data sets the
entire lattice is explored in a matter of minutes.

4.6 Profiling Processing Steps
Table 5 gives a breakdown of the total execution time to

explore the entire dimension lattice. As we can see most
computations take significant time, despite F being a small
data set. Traversing the dimension lattice is the slowest
operation; this step requires creating an output group for
each dimension combination and it is I/O bound since it
requires visiting every F row. Computing the test statistic
is the second slowest operation; this is mostly CPU time.
Classifying pairs into tiers for final analysis comes slightly
behind. The fastest operation is computing the cube at the
finest granularity level to get groups having d dimensions.

Table 6 compares optimizations. For the sake of complete-
ness, we simulated a large fact table by replicating F 1000
times. This gives two large data sets having n =655k rows
and n ≈ 9M rows, respectively. We want to understand
how much longer it takes to compute the group-by query
to get the cube on d dimensions. As we can see the cube
can still be efficiently computed on large fact tables. The

Table 5: Profile of cube exploration (d = 12 and
d = 10, time in secs).

Step Heart Thyroid
Time % Time %

Cube & NLQ < 1 0 < 1 0
Get N, L, Q on lattice 495 31 116 34
Compute μ, σ from N, L, Q 173 11 28 8
Create group pairs based on δ 158 10 39 12
Compute test statistic 419 26 87 26
Categorize based on p-value 344 22 66 20

Step Data set N Y Impr
cube & NLQ Heart na < 1 -
cube & NLQ n × 1000 Heart na 11 -
lattice NLQ from cube Heart 1396 1366 -2%
Primary index on dims Heart 1366 400 -70%
cube & NLQ Thyroid na < 1 -
cube & NLQ n × 1000 Thyroid na 82 -
lattice NLQ from cube Thyroid 336 216 -36%
Primary index on dims Thyroid 216 100 -54%

Table 6: Optimizations (na=not applicable,
impr=improvement).
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Figure 6: Time complexity to compute cube varying d.

rest of the steps remain unaffected with the same measured
time. Time for computing the cube directly from the data
set F is not applicable in the first two rows. Precomputing
the d cube and computing N, L, Q is compared with directly
computing N, L, Q from F . That is, we want to understand
if it is worth it to compress the (small) data set by precom-
puting the cube at the finest granularity level. As we can
see there is an important performance improvement for the
Thyroid data set. A primary index on dimensions is com-
pared with a simple primary key for each group. In this case
we want to understand the improvement on time to search
each group efficiently. As we can see the index in dimension
has a significant impact on performance.

5. RELATEDWORK
Cube exploration is a well researched topic. OLAP and

a classification of aggregations originates in the seminal pa-
per [9]. Methods to increase the performance of multidi-
mensional aggregations, by combining novel data structures
and precomputation at different aggregation levels, are in-
troduced in [1, 8]. The authors of [10] puts forward the plan
of creating smaller, indexed summary tables from the origi-
nal large input table to speed up aggregating executions. In
[21] the authors explore tools to guide the user to interest-
ing regions in order to highlight anomalous behavior while
exploring large OLAP data cubes. This is done by identi-
fying exceptions, that is, values in cells of a data cube that
are significantly different from the value anticipated, based
on a statistical model. In contrast, we propose to use sta-
tistical tests to do pair-wise comparison of neighboring cells
in cuboids to discover significant metric differences between
similar groups. We identify such differences giving statisti-
cal evidence about the validity of findings. Reference [12]
proposes computing large lattices with a greedy algorithm.

Our work is related to applying data mining in medical
data sets to improve heart disease diagnosis [19, 18]. These
works discuss the medical significance of pairs to detect spe-
cific risks for heart disease. Neural networks are used to
predict heart response based on exercise stress and heart
muscle thickening images [4]. A basic set of search con-
straints is introduced in [20] and experimental results stress

their importance.
There has been research on visualizing OLAP cubes. Ref-

erence [15] studies the problem of improving understanding
through the use of visualization. Recent work can also be
found on the use of tools to visually and interactively ex-
plore OLAP warehouses. The authors for [24] explore the
requirements for analyzing a spatial database with an OLAP
tool. This work shows the need to apply spatial data tech-
niques, used in geographic information systems, for OLAP
exploration, in which drill up/down, pivoting, and slicing
and dicing provide a complementary perspective. In con-
trast, our work relies on statistical tests to explore OLAP
cubes and can automatically detect significant metric dif-
ferences between highly similar groups. Additional visual-
ization work was completed in [16] where the mapping of
the Cube Presentation Model, a display model for OLAP
screens, involves visualization techniques from the Human-
Computer Interaction field. In [14], the author presents a
rigorous multidimensional visualization methodology for vi-
sualizing n-dimensional geometry and its applications to vi-
sual and automatic knowledge discovery. The application of
visual knowledge discovery techniques is possible by trans-
forming the problem of searching for multivariate relations
among the variables into a two-dimensional pattern recog-
nition problem. A framework for exploration of OLAP data
with user-defined dynamic hierarchical visualizations is pre-
sented in [23]. While this study emphasizes the use of visu-
alization tools to explore data warehouses, we are proposing
a tool that not only gives the user visual aids to explore
the data, but also to present the user with a novel method
of highlighting interesting features of the cubes by means
of statistical tests. Indexing is one method of increasing
performance in the searching of images and the authors in
[6] proposed a multilevel index structure that can efficiently
handle queries on video data.

6. CONCLUSIONS
In this article, we presented a prototype which combines

OLAP cube exploration, statistical tests and visualization.
Statistical tests are applied on pairs of similar groups in or-
der to find significant measure differences caused by some
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distinctive dimension. The cube is explored with automati-
cally generated SQL code. Our tool can produce statistically
reliable results on both large and small subsets. The inter-
nal aggregation algorithm incorporates several database op-
timizations. The cube is precomputed when the number of
cube dimensions is low. Otherwise, the program works with
a user-specified set of dimensions to pre-compute a lower
dimensional cube. The cube incorporates a primary index
on dimensions for efficient group search. We also introduced
optimizations for interactive visualization of the cube, statis-
tical test results and associated image data. The fact table
is indexed for efficient image retrieval. Image attributes are
uniformly treated as measures in order to get an average
representative image per group through sufficient statistics
or to collect sample images.

There are many research issues for future work. The
combination of OLAP processing and visualization creates
several research challenges. In particular, visualization of
high-dimensional cubes requires novel cube data transfor-
mation techniques. In the case of medical databases image
attributes can be efficiently visualized in a cell, but this
could not be done for non-uniform images: dynamic image
compression techniques could be required to interactively
visualize them. We want to study how to further optimize
pair creation and computation of statistical tests. There is a
big family of statistical tests that may be applied in OLAP
databases. The cube provides a natural way to summarize
large databases which is more difficult if underlying records
have image attributes.
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ABSTRACT
Data cubes as employed by On-Line Analytical Processing
(OLAP) play a key role in many application domains. The
analysis typically involves to compare categories of differ-
ent hierarchy levels with respect to size and pivoted val-
ues. Most existing visualization methods for pivoted values,
however, are limited to single hierarchy levels. The main
contribution of this paper is an approach called Hierarchi-
cal Difference Scatterplot (HDS). A HDS allows for relating
multiple hierarchy levels and explicitly visualizes differences
between them in the context of the absolute position of piv-
oted values. We discuss concepts of tightly coupling HDS to
other types of tree visualizations and propose the integration
in a setup of multiple views, which are linked by interactive
queries on the data. We evaluate our approaches by an-
alyzing social survey data in collaboration with a domain
expert.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
H.5 [Information Interfaces and Presentation]: Mis-
cellaneous

General Terms
Data cubes, OLAP, focus+context visualization

Keywords
Data cubes, OLAP, focus+context visualization

1. INTRODUCTION
Data dimensions of multivariate datasets can roughly be dis-
tinguished as being either continuous or categorical. While
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the data of some application fields is predominantly contin-
uous (e.g., physical quantities), many application domains
have to deal with mixed data, which has many categori-
cal as well as continuous attributes (e.g., data from Cus-
tomer Relationship Management). In this case, pivot tables
are widely used to summarize the values of continuous at-
tributes with respect to a classification given by categories.
On-Line Analytical Processing (OLAP) [4] uses categorical
attributes, called Dimensions, to split the data before aggre-
gating continuous attributes, called Numeric Facts. An im-
portant aspect of OLAP systems is to use large-scale overview
summaries of the data as starting point for selective drill
down into interesting parts of the data.

OLAP is based on the fact that categorical data is closely re-
lated to hierarchical data and selective drill down (and roll
up) is thus related to navigating a hierarchy. Apart from
inherently hierarchical categories (e.g., years can be subdi-
vided into months, days, hours, etc.), dimension composition
is the key approach for defining hierarchies as it allows for
specializing the categories of one attribute by the categories
of another one. For example, two separate attributes ”sex”
and ”age group” can be combined to obtain a category like
”female and younger than 30”. In the context of information
drill down, pivot tables are also hierarchically structured and
often referred to as data cubes (or OLAP cubes). Interactive
analysis tools for pivot tables should consequently support
navigation in a way that it is up to the user to decide where
to drill down and where to stay at a summary level. They
should reflect this hierarchical aspect in the visualization.

Apart from the navigation within the hierarchy itself, a fre-
quent analysis task is to compare categories within one hier-
archy level and also between multiple hierarchy levels. The
difference of pivoted values with respect to parent categories
may characterize individual categories very well as demon-
strated by common statements like ”the average income in
a particular region is x percent higher as compared to the
entire country”. A visualization approach for OLAP cubes
should therefore also facilitate relating categories along the
hierarchy.

Based on these considerations, this paper introduces the Hi-
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Drill - down Roll - up

Cut

Figure 1: Navigating a hierarchy. Dark nodes rep-
resent the current state of navigation (the “cut”);
nodes above the cut are contextual information and
nodes below the cut are not visualized. Drill-down
and roll-up operations transform the left hierarchy
to the one on the right-hand side.

erarchical Difference Scatterplot (HSP) as a novel approach
to the interactive visual analysis of OLAP cubes. The fol-
lowing list of goals and tasks guided the design of HDS:

• Relating categories to siblings and to parent categories
with respect to two continuous attributes. Our con-
sideration is that differences between pivoted values of
parent and child categories provide an intuitive way of
comparison. We therefore represent them explicitly.

• Integrating multiple hierarchy levels into a single vi-
sualization in order to analyze hierarchy levels in the
context of the other levels.

• Supporting local drill-down and roll-up (see Fig. 1).
Unlike other hierarchical visualizations, it is an essen-
tial aspect of HDS to provide different levels of detail
for various parts of the data instead of representing
the entire hierarchy as such. This is in accordance
with drill-down tasks in huge OLAP cubes, which also
often emphasize depth rather than breadth.

• Supporting a setup of multiple linked views in order
to dynamically integrate results of arbitrary queries as
defined by the user in linked visualizations (e.g., a cer-
tain cluster of customers of a sales dataset as selected
in parallel coordinates).

Our clear focus is on supporting specific OLAP tasks by a
combination of visualization and interaction. It is explicitly
not the goal of HDS to be superior to existing tree visu-
alizations with respect to providing visually pleasing still
images of huge hierarchies as a whole. For tasks where this
is required, we discuss, how other types of hierarchical vi-
sualizations can be tightly coupled to HDS. As one of many
potential application scenarios, we evaluate our approach by
analyzing a real-world social survey regarding national iden-
tity. The analysis has been conducted in collaboration with
a social scientist. We also provide a discussion of analysis
tasks as supported by HDS, limitations, and a motivation
for visualizing differences explicitly.

2. RELATED WORK
Pivot tables have long been used to summarize values of con-
tinuous attributes with respect to a classification given by
categories. Flat pivot tables can be visualized using common

techniques for multivariate, quantitative data. The Gapmin-
der Trendalyzer [6], for example, maps two aggregated indi-
cators of countries to the axes of a time-dependent scatter-
plot and shows the population, i.e., the size of the category,
by the area of according circles.

The concept of pivoting data is also important for databases,
where the predominant Structured Query Language (SQL),
for example, offers the “GROUP BY” clause of “SELECT”
statements for this purpose. However, as Gray et al. [7]
point out, SQL statements have limitations with respect to
drill-down and roll-up operations. Therefore they propose
to treat multidimensional databases as n-dimensional data
cubes, which have widely been adopted by On-Line Ana-
lytical Processing (OLAP) [4]. OLAP supports drill-down
operations by splitting single categories with respect to ad-
ditional dimensions.

While most OLAP front-ends only offer selected business
graphics, Polaris [18] uses a formal algebra as specification of
pivot tables and their visual representation. The user can in-
crementally construct complex queries by intuitive manipu-
lations of this algebra. The layout is based on small-multiple
displays of information [21]. Stolte et al. [19] also describe
an extension to the algebra for rich hierarchical structures.
Polaris is a very intuitive and highly effective approach for
analyzing data cubes, as shown by the success of its com-
mercial version Tableau [1]. However, Polaris displays a sin-
gle level of detail (i.e., hierarchy level) and thus does not
support comparisons between different levels of detail. The
authors of Polaris also describe design patterns for adapt-
ing visualizations of data cubes on multiple scales [20]. This
work deals with transitions between level of details while
still showing a single level of detail at a time. It has been
mentioned as future work to communicate parent-child re-
lationships and to deal with non-uniform branching factors.

The current version 4.1 of Tableau [1], however, does sup-
port comparisons between hierarchy levels using sub-totals
and grand-totals, which are displayed in additional rows and
columns. As the main drawback of this approach, compar-
isons require the user to look at multiple places on the screen
in a successive manner. This makes comparisons difficult as
will be discussed in more detail in section 6. This problem is
inherent for approaches that rely on showing absolute values
in a side-by-side manner. Therefore, visualizing differences
explicitly was a main consideration in the design of HDS.

Hierarchical Parallel Coordinates [5] categorize a dataset by
clustering before using this classification for multi-resolution
analysis of aggregated values. This approach draws informa-
tion of different levels of the hierarchy into one visualization.
However, unlike HDS as introduced in this paper, Hierar-
chical Parallel Coordinates are limited to comparing results
along one cut through the hierarchy, while our approach fo-
cuses on differences between levels. Sifer [16] proposes paral-
lel trees, which also employ a parallel axes layout for aligning
multiple drill downs into a data cube. The categories of all
hierarchy levels are stacked on top of each other. For anal-
ysis, the user may relate one active dimension to all others
by coloring parts of the boxes. This implicitly conveys the
information for comparing siblings as well as child categories
to parent categories. Differences are not represented explic-
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itly which requires remembering one category and shifting
the attention to another one for comparison. This becomes
even more difficult as categories are scaled in proportion to
their relative frequencies and thus their size may differ sig-
nificantly. Moreover, parallel trees require categorization of
continuous dimensions (i.e., facts) and do not support typ-
ical aggregations like average or sum. This severely limits
their applicability to frequent OLAP tasks.

There has been very much research on the visualization of hi-
erarchies and hierarchically structured data. Containment-
based approaches like Tree Maps [15] are one of the most
popular techniques and show the size of the hierarchy nodes
very well, while depth information is occasionally harder
to read. In contrast, node-link representations [2, 8] show
the structure more explicitly, but most approaches do not
clearly convey the size of the nodes. The rooted tree grow-
ing from top to bottom is a very common layout, but does
not utilize space efficiently for large hierarchies. Centric ap-
proaches are superior in this respect as they grow outwards
from the representation of the root node and thus allocate
more space to more detailed levels of the hierarchy. Nodes
are typically placed corresponding to their position in the hi-
erarchy, e.g., putting nodes with equal depth on concentric
circles (radial tree) [2] or enclosing each sub-tree in a bubble
(balloon tree) [8]. There are many extensions and variations
to these approaches: focus+context techniques to improve
scalability [10], combinations of node-link representations
and enclosure [25], combinations of centric layout and enclo-
sure [24], and edge bundles for integrating relations between
items into the visualization [9]. Only a few approaches de-
rive the node placement from multi-variate properties (i.e.,
each node is associated with several attributes) rather than
edge topology as necessary for typical OLAP tasks.

Wattenberg proposes PivotGraph [23] for analyzing multi-
variate graphs and he addresses OLAP by supporting drill-
down and roll-up. The graph layout corresponds to a grid
which is given by two categorical dimensions for the X and
the Y axes, respectively, and edge thickness is determined
from the number of edges being aggregated. While the
basic idea of property-based node placement is similar to
HDS, there are several differences. PivotGraph only sup-
ports placement based on discrete dimensions while HDS
uses a node layout scheme suited for comparison of differ-
ences between continuous facts. Moreover, PivotGraph visu-
alizes a single level of detail at a time (similar to Polaris [18])
and thus does not allow for relating nodes to their parents.
After all, the intention of PivotGraph is to improve the in-
terpretability of the graph topology for a particular level
of detail, while HDS focuses on comparing aggregated facts
along and across a categorical hierarchy.

Queries defined through interaction within visual represen-
tations (also known as “brushing”) are a proven standard
approach for the identification of selected data subsets of
interest. Successful systems such as Spotfire [17] offer in-
teractive queries as an integral technology to link multiple
views. There has been little research on integrating brushed
subsets in hierarchical visualization techniques. In particu-
lar, no approach explicitly characterizes brushed subsets by
displaying the difference between the properties of an entire
category and its selected part.

Entire dataset

Not very proud

Not proud at all

Proud

Missing

2nd drill down

1st drill down

Not proud

Figure 2: A simple hierarchy as conceptual exam-
ple: the average age (X-axis) and the average years
of schooling (Y-axis) are compared for several de-
grees of pride on armed forces and the entire data.
Drill-down on “not proud” distinguishes “not very
proud” and “not proud at all”. The size of nodes
shows the number of respective interviewees. The
visualization reveals that pride is increasing with age
and is decreasing with education.

3. HIERARCHICAL DIFFERENCE
SCATTERPLOTS

This section introduces the Hierarchical Difference Scatter-
plot (HDS) as a novel combination of scatterplots and tree
visualizations. After describing the approach itself, we pro-
vide examples of tightly coupling HDS to other hierarchical
visualizations and propose techniques for linking our tech-
nique to other multivariate visualizations.

3.1 Visualization
The main idea of HDS is to layout nodes of a tree based on
properties similar to a scatterplot (see Fig. 2). For parame-
terization, HDS require a pre-defined hierarchy, i.e., a data
cube, and several properties, which are assigned to the visual
attributes X-position, Y-position, size, and color. Properties
may be pivoted values of continuous data attributes. An ex-
ample are aggregated ”measures” like the average revenue
per node or other aggregates like minimum, maximum, me-
dian, sum, etc. Another possibility are inherent features of
hierarchy nodes like absolute frequencies or depth. Applying
data-driven glyph placement [22], the properties assigned to
the X- and Y-attributes are directly mapped to the position
of the visual representations of categories. In addition to
X- and Y-position, the user may independently assign dif-
ferent properties to size and color which is comparable to
Polaris [18], or use default settings. For example, size per
default represents the number of raw data items for each
node. Color is discussed further below.

In accordance with the idea of information drill-down, the
user may increase the complexity incrementally and selec-
tively. Initially, the entire data cube is handled as a single
category and it is thus shown as one visual item. By clicking
on this item, the user may drill down to the next hierarchy
level that displays the respective hierarchy nodes as addi-
tional visual items. Clicking on any of these items adds its
direct children and thus increases the amount of shown in-
formation locally for this particular sub-tree (see Fig. 2). As
most important aspect of HDS, the visualization is not lim-
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Figure 3: Example of a deep drill-down: the focus is on comparing men and women of the category path
Europe – Austria – University degree – Married (i.e., five levels of the hierarchy plus the root) with respect
to their attitude towards the Internet and international companies. Size, color and opacity are used to
visually discriminate hierarchy levels. All siblings along the path are shown as valuable context information.
Distortion is used on the Y-axis.

ited to the categories within the current state of navigation
in the hierarchy (referred to as ”cut”, see Fig. 1), but also
includes all nodes above the cut up to the root of the hierar-
chy. This allows for direct comparison of properties between
child nodes and parent nodes as both are displayed in the
same visualization and thus share the same visual context
with respect to node placement. However, this necessitates
concepts for discriminating levels of the hierarchy and recog-
nizing structural relationships, which we address in multiple
ways.

First and foremost, lines connect each parent to all visual-
ized children, thus representing the topology of the hierar-
chy. Small arrows pointing towards the respective child indi-
cate the direction and greatly facilitate tracing the structure
of the hierarchy. In order to improve the distinction of lines
in densely populated areas, connection lines smoothly blend
the color of the parent to the color of the child. As inter-
esting aspect, these directed lines could be seen as ”skele-
ton” of the visualization, which sketches the structure of the
scatterplot of non-aggregated raw data entries. Even more
important in the context of OLAP, the lines explicitly visu-
alize the difference between the properties of each category
with respect to its direct parent category (or the root of the
hierarchy). Both the length and the angle have semantics,
namely the overall amount of difference and the ratio. Due
to the 2D layout, the lines support the perception of rela-
tionships between differences on the X and the Y axis. This
allows for fast identification of sub-categories deviating in
the same way from their parents for multiple sub-trees.

As mentioned above, each visual attribute can be used in
different ways. In particular, each attribute can be used to
enhance the discrimination of hierarchy levels, where trans-
parency can be modulated independently from color. Trans-
parency and size-based discrimination amount to a focus +

context approach. One hierarchy level C is considered to
be the current one, which is drawn opaque and in full size.
Opacity and size decrease for lower and higher levels N with
a factor of 1/2|C−N|. The current hierarchy level is a global
property of the visualization, i.e., the same depth is high-
lighted through all sub-trees. Drill-down and roll-up op-
erations automatically update the current level, or the user
may manually set any level as current. Expanded nodes, i.e.,
nodes above the cut, are highlighted by an additional opaque
circle. Directed lines leading towards expanded nodes are
always drawn in full opacity (see Fig. 3), which facilitates
tracing individual sub-trees as generated by local drill-down.

HDS offer various modes for coloring hierarchy nodes. In
addition to representing common categorical properties like
size or pivoted values of an arbitrary measure as mentioned
above, users may optionally also emphasize the structure of
the hierarchy. Hierarchy-based coloring recursively subdi-
vides the hue circle in a similar way as described for the
Interring [24]. The segment of the hue circle assigned to
each node is proportional to the number of leaf-nodes in the
sub-tree and the hue in the middle of the segment is applied
to the node itself. Color is a particularly important issue
when coupling different tree-visualizations, as it supports
the visual matching of hierarchy nodes (see Section 3.2).

With an increasing number of displayed nodes, the extents
and the density of the visualization may vary significantly.
Restricting the displayed value range in a similar manner as
in Spotfire [17] and also supported by our approach has the
disadvantage that users may lose the overview. The entire
hierarchy is not visible any more. As alternative, spatial
distortion has proven useful to provide focus plus context for
areas where nodes with similar properties lie close together.
Applying a piecewise linear visual transfer function [3], the
user may smoothly magnify any contiguous sub-interval of
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Identification: NationalityIdentification: Nationality

Identification: Age GroupIdentification: Age Group

Separated but Married

Divorced

Entire dataset

Figure 4: Comparing multiple sub-trees: intervie-
wees are distinguished by their marital status and
most important identification (in this order). Each
class is characterized by its average age and the aver-
age number of persons in the household. While most
identification nodes deviate roughly in the same di-
rection for all marital status nodes, some interest-
ing exceptions, like“Nationality”, show contrary be-
haviour for different nodes. Color is derived from
the category name. Spatial distortion is applied on
both axes to focus on divorced and separated but
married interviewees.

the displayed value range. The factor is chosen separately
for the X- and Y-axis (see Fig. 3 and 4). The reason for
using a piecewise linear function instead of using non-linear
distortion (e.g., fish-eye distortion [10]) is that differences
between nodes remain comparable as long as all involved
nodes are inside the focus. This can easily be ensured by
the user.

3.2 Coupling Tree Visualizations
Arguably, no single visualization approach perfectly covers
all aspects of hierarchical data. The clear focus of HDS is
on supporting the interactive analysis of data cubes in the
context of OLAP. By displaying multiple pivoted values (or
other properties) and the differences to parent levels at the
same time, HDS visualize comparatively much information
per node. Due to the data-centric layout, however, HDS do
not perfectly scale to the visualization of both depth and
breadth of large hierarchies at the same time (i.e., the hier-
archy as a whole). This is due to well-known graph-drawing
problems like a potentially high number of crossing edges.
However, as discussed in section 6, this is not a limitation
with respect to analyzing large real-world data cubes, be-
cause the user may increase the complexity incrementally
and selectively by drilling down to interesting details while
staying at a coarse level for less interesting sub-trees (or even
hiding them).

Still, aspects conveyed not so well by HDS might be interest-
ing. We therefore briefly discuss concepts of tightly coupling
HDS to other approaches for visualizing hierarchies in order
to combine their benefits when analyzing the same hierar-
chy. As an example, we have implemented a layout similar
to parallel trees [16] as used by Sifer to analyze OLAP data.
This layout is related to ArcTrees [11], which we refer to

as hierarchical bargrams since we do not show any arcs. In
hierarchical bargrams, a horizontal bar representing 100%
of the displayed data is subdivided in proportion to the rel-
ative frequencies of the categories in the first level of the
hierarchy. The obtained boxes are recursively split in pro-
portion to the relative frequencies of their sub-categories.
This generates bars nested inside the representation of their
parent-category. Each bar displays the name of the respec-
tive node (see Fig. 5).

We have identified the following attributes for tightly cou-
pling HDS to other kinds of tree visualizations.

• State of navigation The user may perform drill-
down and roll-up operations in any visualization, which
consistently updates all views. In the hierarchical bar-
grams, the recursion stops at the current cut, which is
also conceivable for most other types of tree visualiza-
tions (like treemaps).

• Color As discussed above, HDS offer multiple ways for
using color. Applying consistent coloring of nodes to
all visualizations greatly facilitates the visual match-
ing between them. In our case, the bars in the bar-
grams are drawn in the same color as the nodes in the
HDS. Deriving the color from the position of nodes in
the HDS (e.g., by mapping the position on the X-axis
or the difference from the root to color) enhances the
matching even more. Coupling by color is possible for
almost all types of tree visualizations.

• Order Many tree visualizations have a degree of free-
dom in which order siblings are represented. This free-
dom can be used to roughly maintain proximities be-
tween nodes throughout all visualizations. The hierar-
chical bargrams, for example, optionally order sibling
nodes with respect to their position on the X- or Y-axis
in the HDS.

• Selection Interaction is generally very powerful for
linking visualizations. We provide different types of
selection: (1) based on dedicated mark up interac-
tions (e.g., by drawing a rubber band or actively click-
ing on an item) (2) temporarily hovering over visual
items, which highlights the node or sub-tree beneath
the mouse cursor throughout all visualizations. This
has turned out to be very intuitive and fast for match-
ing nodes as no mouse clicks are needed.

3.3 Integrating Selected Subsets
The previous section discussed tightly coupling HDS to other
tree visualizations. This section describes the integration of
subsets as defined by brushing arbitrary multivariate visu-
alizations like parallel coordinates. It also applies to linking
multiple instances of HDS visualizing different hierarchies.
Linking views by interactive queries has established itself as
important concept, because different sub-tasks of a complex
analysis typically require different types of visualization. For
example, the user may want to identify multidimensional
clusters in parallel coordinates, and immediately relate each
cluster to a hierarchy as visualized by HDS.

In a linked setup, each type of visualization typically high-
lights the subset of selected entries in an appropriate way.
In HDS, the integration is based on the fact that the se-
lection state is categorical too. Each row in the underlying
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Figure 5: Tightly coupling HDS to hierarchical bargrams for displaying frequencies and names of hierarchy
nodes. Several education levels, partly split into male (green) and female (red), are compared with respect
to the average attitude towards international companies (X-axis, hue) and benefits of the Internet (Y-axis,
saturation). The nonlinear relationship between the questions and the influence of education and sex are
clearly visible.

non-aggregated main data table is either selected or not at
any point in time with respect to a particular query. Em-
ploying the concept of dimension composition, a selection
thus refines any hierarchy node X into “X and selected” and
“X and not selected”. This allows for visualizing selections
similar to normal child nodes.

For each node X of the cut, the aggregations of the selected
part of X (unless empty) are computed and visualized at
the respective position in the plot (see Fig. 6). As for actual
sub-categories, a line connecting the representations of the
entire category X and its selected part explicitly represents
the difference between both with respect to pivoted values.
In order to discriminate multiple selections, the border of
selection nodes is drawn in the color of the respective query,
while this part is black for actual nodes of the hierarchy.
Immediately updating the visualization at each modifica-
tion of the selection implicitly generates an animation of
change similar to moving the time slider of the Gapminder
Trendalyzer [6]. In our case it concerns general variation on
arbitrary data dimensions. The modification speed of each
node representation reflects the gradient of change with re-
spect to the selection criterion. As recently discussed by
Robertson et al. [14], it also reveals overall trends, e.g., all
selection nodes move from left to right, and makes outliers
discernable, which move in a contrary direction.

4. IMPLEMENTATIONANDUSER INTER-
FACE

HDS have been implemented in the context of Visplore,
an application framework for visually supported knowledge
discovery in large and high-dimensional datasets. Visplore
supports the analysis of datasets with millions of entries

Free Trade Leads to Better Products

Selected Subset of
Identification:
Political Party

Selected Subsets

Identifications

Figure 6: Integrating queries: interviewees older
than 60 years, as brushed in a histogram, are high-
lighted for each category regarding most important
identification with the average attitude towards free
trade (X) and damage done by international compa-
nies (Y) assigned to the axes of the HDS. The visu-
alization shows that elderly people tend to have an
over-proportionally negative attitude towards inter-
national companies, while the attitude towards free
trade is in most cases independent of age. The cate-
gory “political party” is an exception, though, as the
acceptance of free trade is higher for elderly people
and – unlike for the other categories – more sig-
nificant than the difference regarding international
companies.
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and hundreds of dimensions at interactive rates on consumer
hardware. This has a major impact on the design of all views
(including HDS) and necessitates advanced software tech-
niques like multithreading. Visplore also supports missing
values and requires all views to do so.

Visplore currently provides more than 10 different visual-
izations, which are partly standard (e.g., 2D and 3D scatter
plots, parallel coordinates, histograms, etc.) and partly spe-
cific to certain application tasks [12]. A key aspect of Vis-
plore is to discriminate multiple queries, which are defined
by composite brushing and are highlighted by all views in a
linked way. All components also offer convenience function-
ality like undo/redo and a consistent way to arrange controls
like data dimensions of the current dataset. In particular,
the user may at any time specify new hierarchies of arbi-
trary complexity by dimension composition or by combin-
ing categories. Data dimensions and hierarchies can easily
be assigned to views, which is the way how the axes and the
displayed hierarchy of HDS are parameterized.

Making the user interface easy-to-use was also an essential
design aspect of HDS. The user may perform drill-down and
roll-up operations by just clicking on a visual representa-
tion, or may hide entire sub-trees. Tool tips provide details-
on-demand showing the name, the size, and the aggregated
values for the node beneath the mouse cursor. In order to
highlight subsets of the data in linked views, the user can
brush nodes by either clicking on them or dragging a rubber
band. Dedicated widgets next to the X- and Y-axis offer all
functionality related to adapting the displayed value range
and the spatial distortion.

5. CASE STUDY AND EVALUATION
We now discuss the evaluation of our approach by the inter-
active visual analysis of a large survey, which we did together
with a sociologist. The analysis of opinion polls is an impor-
tant topic, where too little attention has been devoted to.
HDS are designed to be generally applicable to data cubes
of any kind, e.g., business data as a typical application of
OLAP, and are not limited to opinion poll data. The so-
ciologist had rich experience with the analysis of surveys,
but had used static statistical software and had never used
interactive visualizations before.

The survey was conducted by the International Social Sur-
vey Programme (ISSP) [13] in 33 countries between Febru-
ary 2003 and January 2005 with 44.170 respondents in total.
Disregarding country-specific and thus incomparable ques-
tions, the dataset consists of 104 predominantly categorical
attributes. The attributes are partly demographic questions
and partly concern the attitude towards national conscious-
ness, identity, and pride. The answers to most questions
comprise 4 or 5 levels, e.g., very proud, somewhat proud,
not very proud, not proud at all. This allows for both treat-
ing them as categories as well as computing meaningful ag-
gregations, e.g., the average accordance to a statement. The
dataset contains missing values, which represent an own cat-
egory for categorical attributes. Missing values are disre-
garded when aggregating a continuous attribute.

Before analyzing the questions regarding attitude and pride,
the sociologist first wanted to gain an overview about char-

acteristics of various demographic categories, figures of the
survey, and potential relationships between them. HDS fa-
cilitate this task, as it is fast to visualize simple pivot ta-
bles like the average number of persons in a household per
country and they also quickly provide the size of each cate-
gory. Within a few minutes, the expert could look at dozens
of combinations, partly confirming expected facts, e.g., the
average age of widowed people is 22 years higher than the
average of the dataset. Partly, this basic analysis already re-
vealed unexpected features like a significant variance in the
average age of interviewees throughout the countries (which
must be taken into account for subsequent conclusions).

Already for such flat pivot tables, the sociologist appreciated
very much being shown the average of the entire dataset as
visual reference. The reason is that this reference is not af-
fected by categories of different size - a common problem
when trying to determine the centre in a purely visual man-
ner (e.g., by assuming the centre of the image as centre of
the data, which is typically misleading). As criticism re-
garding our implementation, the expert said that he lacked
labels next to the nodes, although he admitted that tooltips
partly compensate for that. We suggested using coupled
bargrams as legend and deriving the order of the nodes from
the X-position in the HDS. He made use of them for cases
where only a few nodes are simultaneously shown, while they
turned out to be of limited scalability for more complex hi-
erarchies.

After analyzing cross tabulations between categories (a fre-
quent task in sociology) in another visualization of our frame-
work, the expert returned to HDS in order to characterize
categories in the context of other categories. For example, he
was interested whether different categories concerning iden-
tification have a similar distribution of age for different mari-
tal status categories (see Fig. 4). Showing multiple hierarchy
levels simultaneously and explicitly representing the differ-
ence between them turned out to significantly help answer-
ing this and other comparatively complex questions. Within
a short time, the sociologist identified multiple interesting
and unexpected facts in the data. Comparing the difference
vectors of the red dots in Figure 4, for example, reveals that
for all categories related to marital status, the subset speci-
fying ”age group” as most important identification tends to
be older than the average of the entire category. However,
singles are a remarkable exception, as the ”age group” sub-
category of singles is the youngest of all. Assigning the same
color to related sub-categories (e.g., red to all ”age group”
sub-categories) greatly facilitates such comparisons between
different sub-trees. As the visualizations became more com-
plex, the sociologist used distortion increasingly often and
found it a convenient way to clarify relationships for densely
populated areas.

As the next step of the analysis, the expert was interested
in results concerning attitude and pride. Figure 5, for ex-
ample, shows that people with a positive attitude towards
the Internet turned out to be less sceptical towards large
international companies. It further reveals a strong influ-
ence of the education level. For drill-down scenarios involv-
ing more hierarchy levels, the sociologist liked that he could
focus on particular categories but still see the rest as con-
text information, as illustrated by figure 3. While focussing
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on Austrian interviewees with a university degree, still all
other education levels are shown for Austria, all other Euro-
pean countries, and all continents. The centre of the entire
dataset is given as well. The expert considered such deep
local drill-downs a key advantage of HDS. Analyzing the
difference between two levels is of course also possible by
visualizing this derived information in simple scatterplots.
Relating four or five levels at a time, however, would gen-
erate numerous derived data dimensions, which are hard to
analyze intuitively without HDS.

The sociologist needed some time to familiarize with the
idea of specifying ad-hoc categories by brushing linked visu-
alizations. He eventually embraced this approach and used
queries as defined in linked visualizations frequently for two
types of tasks:

• Motion Due to the immediate update, changing the
query in one view generates an animation in HDS.
Figure 6 shows an example, where interviewees are se-
lected by age in a histogram. Moving the interval from
young towards old makes the selected parts of most
identification classes in the HDS wander from top to
bottom, indicating more scepticism towards interna-
tional companies for elderly people. It also reveals in-
teresting contrary trends for ”political party”and ”eth-
nic background” regarding the attitude towards free
trade in dependence of age.

• Highlighting When comparing multiple sub-trees, a
convenient way of identifying related categories through-
out all shown extracted branches is by brushing this
particular category in a linked view. For example,
instead of assigning the same color to related sub-
categories in figure 4, it would also be possible to high-
light all ”age group” nodes by selecting the category
”age group” in another view, e.g., in a second instance
of HDS. Using the ”Superfocus”, the sociologist could
identify many different categories in a short time. This
was particularly useful when color was needed other-
wise - for example to discriminate hierarchy levels as
in figure 3.

Although we can only describe a small part of our analysis
here, this application has demonstrated how HDS facilitate
and speed up the interactive analysis of data cubes. As re-
sult of our evaluation, the sociologist particularly liked being
shown the centre of the data as reference and being able to
analyze multiple levels of the hierarchy in the context of
each other. Despite tooltips and coupled hierarchy visual-
izations, his most important criticism concerned the lack of
labels, which we will address in future work.

6. DISCUSSION AND FUTURE WORK
The main idea of HDS is to support the interactive visual
analysis of data cubes. Selective drill down ensures that
users can increase the amount of detail incrementally for
sub-trees of interest. This is an important aspect regarding
the scalability of HDS. As for all approaches relying on pivot
tables, the speed for aggregating data is the most significant
limitation with respect to the number of underlying data
rows. Aggregating data is generally fast even for millions
of data rows and may even make use of explicit optimiza-
tions for data cubes in data warehouses. Therefore, HDS
scale well for data sets consisting of multiple millions (and

even billions) of underlying data records, which makes them
applicable to real world data cubes.

A relevant question concerns the amount of detail (i.e., how
many hierarchy levels and how many nodes), that can be
shown before the visualization suffers from cluttering. An
answer depends on the purpose. Generally speaking, HDS
are suitable for:

• comparisons along the hierarchy. The main intention
is to relate a few particular nodes to their direct and
indirect parent nodes. Such comparisons involve local
drill downs of numerous hierarchy levels while typically
little information is shown per level (see Fig. 3 for an
example). In this case, the most interesting informa-
tion is the path to the root node (i.e., the properties
of the entire data cube). Siblings provide rather con-
text information and it is often even tolerable to hide
siblings for certain hierarchy levels. In this case, com-
paring more than ten hierarchy levels is possible.

• comparisons across one hierarchy level. The focus is
on the position of siblings relative to each other and
to common parent nodes (see Fig. 4 for an example).
Much information is shown for a single hierarchy level
while little information – if any – is typically shown for
other levels. In this case, HDS resemble non-hierarchical
scatter plots, but may still convey additional informa-
tion (e.g., the properties of the entire data cube as
one additional item). In this case, comparing a few
hundred categories is possible.

As a consequence of displaying much information per node
(i.e., two pivoted properties and topology), HDS are limited
with respect to showing both depth and breadth of large hi-
erarchies simultaneously. Showing large hierarchies in their
entirety was not a design goal of HDS and it is not necessary
for many tasks. As discussed in section 2, most tree visu-
alizations convey the topology but disregard multi-variate
attributes. Most approaches for OLAP, on the other hand,
consider multiple attributes but are limited to displaying a
single hierarchy level.

Tableau [1] optionally displays multiple hierarchy levels us-
ing sub totals and grand totals which are added as additional
rows or columns. However, comparisons require looking at
multiple places on the screen in a successive manner. Gen-
erally speaking, comparisons become increasingly difficult
and less precise with increasing visual distance and number
of visualizations involved in the comparison. For example,
while detecting even minor differences in the height of two
adjacent bars of a bar chart is easily possible, comparing
the position of points of multiple non-adjacent scatterplot
panes is difficult and coarse. The reason is that the user
is forced to ”remember” one pane while shifting his focus
to another – potentially distant – pane (which might even
involve scrolling the entire visualization). Fig. 7 illustrates
this aspect. Although three panes (as shown in the lower
half) is quite a small number, precise comparisons are par-
ticularly difficult with respect to the position on the X-axis.
The figure also shows that using a single row makes com-
parisons with respect to height much easier, because the
same vertical reference is given for all items. Using multiple
rows (e.g., by assigning identification to rows instead of us-
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Figure 7: Comparing hierarchy levels using HDS (upper half) and using multiple scatterplots in Tableau
(lower half). The average age (X axis) and the average number of education years (Y axis) are shown for
groups having different most important identifications (color), which are further subdivided by sex. The
same colors are used for corresponding identifications in both halves. In HDS, “male” is drawn green and
“female” red, while multiple panes are used below. Comparing especially the horizontal position of items is
difficult across columns, while even minor differences are clearly conveyed by HDS.

ing color) would severely compromise comparability of the
Y-position as well. This problem is inherent for approaches
that do not explicitly visualize the difference between items
but rely on showing multiple visualizations in a side-by-side
manner. Drawing items in a single scatterplot does explic-
itly visualize the difference between them, as this difference
is directly proportional to their distance. This was a main
consideration in the design of HDS.

As future work, we will address the issue of labelling nodes
as mentioned by the sociologist. The challenge is to add
labels in a scalable way without compromising readability.
Furthermore, we intend to examine the effect of varying the
shape of node representations on the interpretability of the
visualization.

7. CONCLUSION
The analysis of data cubes is a key issue in many application
domains. It involves navigating a potentially large hierar-
chy as well as comparing nodes within one or between mul-
tiple hierarchy levels with respect to properties like size and

pivoted values. Particularly the difference between hierar-
chy levels is important information, which is not adequately
represented by existing visualization techniques. Therefore,
this paper introduced Hierarchical Difference Scatterplots
(HDS) as an interactive approach to analyze multiple hier-
archy levels in the context of each other and to emphasize
differences between them. Visualizing both the topology and
two pivoted values per node, HDS display much information
at a time. For many tasks, this means an added value as
compared to alternative approaches. For example, analyzing
differences between hierarchy levels using non-hierarchical
scatterplots requires the user to look at multiple views (i.e.,
positions of the screen) in a successive manner. HDS dis-
play the difference between categories explicitly within one
visualization, which makes comparisons more intuitive and
more precise.

A key idea of HDS is to allow for incrementally and se-
lectively increasing the amount of detail using local drill-
down. This ensures that the proposed concept of HDS is
reasonably applicable to data cubes of any size. HDS em-
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ploy several focus plus context approaches involving trans-
parency, size, and distortion in order to ensure interpretabil-
ity also for a significant number of displayed nodes. As other
tree-visualizations are superior with respect to providing a
pleasant layout of the entire topology or showing frequen-
cies, we discussed concepts of tightly coupling HDS to other
tree visualizations. Moreover, we discussed linking arbitrary
other visualizations by user-defined queries to HDS. This al-
lows for analyzing properties of ad hoc categories, it reveals
trends through animations when changing queries, and it
may also be used to highlight particular nodes. We described
an evaluation of our approach by analyzing a large survey,
which revealed numerous interesting and non-trivial aspects
within a short time.
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ABSTRACT 
In this paper, we present a technique for visual analysis of 
documents based on the semantic representation of text in the 
form of a directed graph, referred to as semantic graph. This 
approach can aid data mining tasks, such as exploratory data 
analysis, data description and summarization. In order to derive 
the semantic graph, we take advantage of natural language 
processing, and carry out a series of operations comprising a 
pipeline, as follows. Firstly, named entities are identified and co-
reference resolution is performed; moreover, pronominal anaphors 
are resolved for a subset of pronouns. Secondly, subject – 
predicate – object triplets are automatically extracted from the 
Penn Treebank parse tree obtained for each sentence in the 
document. The triplets are further enhanced by linking them to 
their corresponding co-referenced named entity, as well as 
attaching the associated WordNet synset, where available. Thus 
we obtain a semantic directed graph composed of connected 
triplets. The document's semantic graph is a starting point for 
automatically generating the document summary. The model for 
summary generation is obtained by machine learning, where the 
features are extracted from the semantic graph structure and 
content. The summary also has an associated semantic 
representation. The size of the semantic graph, as well as the 
summary length can be manually adjusted for an enhanced visual 
analysis. We also show how to employ the proposed technique for 
the Visual Analytics challenge. 

Categories and Subject Descriptors 
I.2.7 [Natural Language Processing]: Text analysis. 

General Terms 
Algorithms, Design. 

Keywords 
Natural language processing, text mining, document visualization, 
semantic graph, triplet, summarization. 

1. INTRODUCTION 
Visual Analytics incorporates, among others, knowledge 
discovery, data analysis, visualization and data management. The 
goal of this research field is to derive insight from dynamic, 
massive, ambiguous and often conflicting data [6]. Providing 
visual and interactive data analysis is a key topic in Visual 
Analytics. Data mining tasks, such as data description, exploratory 
data analysis and summarization can be aided with such 
visualizations. Visual exploration and analysis of documents 
enables users to get an overview of the data, without the need to 
entirely read it. The document overview offers a straightforward 
data visualization by listing the main facts, linking them in a way 
that is meaningful for the user, as well as providing a document 
summary. 

In order to respond to this challenging task, we present a 
document visualization technique based on semantic graphs 
derived from subject – predicate – object triplets using natural 
language processing. This technique can be applied for providing 
documents and their associated summary with a graphical 
description that enables visual analysis at the document level. The 
triplets are automatically extracted from the Penn Treebank [10] 
parse tree which was generated for each sentence in the document. 
They are further processed by assigning their co-referenced named 
entity, by solving pronominal anaphors for a subset of pronouns 
and by attaching their corresponding WordNet [3] synset. Finally, 
the semantic graph is built by merging the enhanced triplets. 

Moreover, this semantic representation is not only useful for 
visualizing the document, but it also plays an important part in 
deriving the document summary (as proposed in [7, 12]). This is 
obtained by classifying sentences from the initial text, where the 
features are extracted from the document and its semantic graph. 
The size of the semantic graph, as well as the summary length are 
not fixed, and this characteristic improves visual analysis. 
Furthermore, the document summary is also provided with a 
semantic graphical representation. 

There are several tools dedicated to document corpus 
visualization, which are helpful in data analysis. Some are focused 
on a particular kind of data, such as news collections [5], other are 
developed for general text either based solely on the text of the 
documents in the corpus [4], or ontology-based, taking advantage 
of, for example, an ontology representing the users' knowledge or 
interests [14]. While these approaches explore and analyze a 
collection of documents as a whole, providing the overall picture 
of the text corpus, we perform a more in depth visual exploration 
and analysis of a single document.  
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Figure 1. The document analysis process. 
 

Moreover, we detail the main facts and connect them in a 
semantic structure, as well as provide a visual description for the 
document summary. Other visualization tools focus on tracking of 
story evolution: evolutionary theme patterns discovery, summary 
and exploration. The work described in [13] takes advantage of 
graphs to represent the development of a story; these graphs 
consist of elements of a co-occurence network, disregarding 
synonymy relationships among the elements. In contrast to this 
approach, we construct a semantic graph where the building 
blocks are enhanced triplets linked to WordNet synsets. These 
triplets are much more than co-occuring entities, they are 
considered the core of the sentence, salient enough to carry the 
sentence message. They are connected taking into account the 
synonymy relationship among them. 

Previous work related to visualizing a single document has 
focused on highlighting named entities, facts and events in the 
given text, or on using the human created structure in lexical 
databases for revealing concepts within a document. Our purpose 
is to further analyze the concepts in a text fragment, determine the 

connections among them and visually represent this in the form of 
a semantic graph, either of the entire document or of its summary. 

The Calais Document Viewer1 creates semantic metadata for the 
user submitted text, in the form of named entities, facts and 
events, which are highlighted and navigable; the RDF output can 
also be viewed and captured for analysis in other tools. DocuBurst 
[1] presents the concepts within a document in a radial, space 
filling tree structure, using WordNet’s IS-A hyponymy 
relationship. In the case of our system, named entities and facts or 
concepts represent the starting point; they are further refined in 
order to enable the construction of a semantic description of the 
document in the form of a semantic directed graph. The nodes are 
the subject and object triplet elements, and the link between them 
is determined by the predicate. The initial document, its 
associated facts and semantic graph are then employed to 
automatically generate a summary, which can also be visualized in 
the form of a graph.  

                                                                 
1 Calais url: http://www.opencalais.com/ 
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The paper is organized as follows. We start with an overview of 
the document visualization process in Section 2, continuing with a 
description of semantic graphs in Section 3, document summaries 
in Section 4 and an application of the described technique to the 
Visual Analytics challenge in Section 5. The paper concludes with 
several remarks. 

2. DOCUMENT VISUAL ANALYSIS 
The document visualization process is described in Figure 1, 
where an example document from the Visual Analytics Challenge2 
is used. 
It starts with the original document, which is further processed 
and refined in order to obtain the set of subject – predicate – 
object triplets as well as its associated semantic graph. Next, the 
semantic graph structure and content serve as input for the 
document summarizer, which automatically generates a summary 
of sentences from the text. The approach considered for 
summarization is sentence extraction. This summary can also be 
visualized in the same way as the original document, by 
associating it with a semantic description. 

3. SEMANTIC GRAPHS 
The semantic graph corresponds to a visual representation of a 
document’s semantic structure. As proposed in [7] a document 
can be described by its associated semantic graph, thus providing 
an overview of its content. The graph is obtained after processing 
the input document and passing it through a series of sequential 
operations composing a pipeline (see Figure 2): 

� Text preprocessing: splitting the original document into 
sentences; 

� Named entity extraction, followed by named entity co-
reference resolution and pronominal anaphora resolution; 

� Triplet extraction based on a Penn Treebank parser; 
� Triplet enhancement by linking triplets to named entities and 

semantic normalization via assigning each triplet its 
WordNet synset; 

� Triplet merger into a semantic graph of the document. 
In what follows, we are going to further detail the aforementioned 
pipeline components as proposed in [12]. 

3.1 Named Entity Extraction, Co-reference 
and Anaphora Resolution 
The term named entities refers to names of people, locations or 
organizations, yielding semantic information from the input text. 
For named entity recognition we consider GATE (General 
Architecture for Text Engineering)3; it was used as a toolkit for 
natural language processing. For people we also store their 
gender, whereas for locations we differentiate between names of 
cities and of countries, respectively. This enables co-reference 
resolution, which implies identifying terms that refer to the same 
entity. It is achieved through consolidating named entities, using 
text analysis and matching methods.  

 
                                                                 
2 IEEE VAST 2008 Challenge url: 

http://www.cs.umd.edu/hcil/VASTchallenge08/tasks.html 
3 GATE url: http://gate.ac.uk/ 

 
Figure 2. The semantic graph generation pipeline. 
 
We match entities where one surface form is completely included 
in the other (for example “Ferdinando Catalano” and “Catalano”), 
one surface form is the abbreviation of the other (for example 
“ISWC” and “International Semantic Web Conference”), or there 
is a combination of the two situations described above (for 
example “F. Catalano” and “Ferdinando Catalano”). 

Figure 3 represents an excerpt of a document with two annotated 
named entities and their corresponding co-reference (we eliminate 
stop words when resolving co-references – for example in the case 
of “EBay Inc”, “Inc” will be eliminated, as it is a stop word).  

 

 
Figure 3. A document excerpt with two annotated named 
entities (a person and an organization). 
 
We highlight the named entities found within the document, 
distinguishing between the three different entity types: people, 
locations and organizations, as illustrated in Figure 3.  

Moreover, we resolve anaphors for a subset of pronouns: {I, he, 
she, it, they}, and their objective, reflexive and possessive forms, 
as well as the relative pronoun who. For solving this task, we take 
advantage of the co-referenced named entities and try to identify, 
for each pronoun belonging to the considered subset, its 
corresponding named entity. In the previous example (see Figure 
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3), the person named entity (“Ferdinando Catalano”) would be a 
good candidate to replace the pronoun “he”. 
The pronominal anaphora resolution heuristic can be described as 
follows. We start by identifying pronouns in the given document, 
and search for each pronoun possible candidates that could 
replace it. The candidates receive scores, based on a series of 
antecedent indicators (or preferences) [12]: givenness, lexical 
reiteration, referential distance, indicating verbs and collocation 
pattern preference. The candidate with the highest score is 
selected as the pronoun replacement. 

3.2 Triplet Extraction 
We envisage the “core” of a sentence as a triplet consisting of the 
subject, predicate and object elements and assume that it contains 
enough information to express the message of a sentence. The 
usefulness of triplets resides in the fact that it is much easier to 
process them instead of dealing with very complex sentences as a 
whole. 

 

 
Figure 4. A triplet (Catalano – treated – leader) extracted from the 
sentence “Followers claim the Paraiso Manifesto has inspired a 
New Religious Movement and Catalano should be treated as a 
religious leader.”. 
 
Triplets are extracted from each sentence independently, without 
taking text outside of the sentence into account. We apply the 
algorithm for obtaining triplets from a Penn Treebank parser 
output described in [11], and employ the statistical Stanford 
Parser4. The extraction is performed based on pure syntactic 
analysis of sentences. The rules are built by hand, and use the 
shape of the parse tree to decide which triplets to extract. Figure 4 
shows a triplet (Catalano – treated – leader) extracted from the 
sentence “Followers claim the Paraiso Manifesto has inspired a 
New Religious Movement and Catalano should be treated as a 
religious leader.”. Aside from the main triplet elements (subject, 
predicate, object), the image also depicts the predicate and object 
attributes (should, be and as religious) – these are the words 
which are linked to the predicate and object in the parse tree. 

As in the case of named entities, triplets are also highlighted 
differently, according to the triplet element type: subject, 
predicate or object. This convention is kept in the next phase of 
the pipeline, when building the semantic graph. Therefore, the 
triplet elements are much easier to identify within the graph 
structure. 

                                                                 
4 Stanford Parser url: http://nlp.stanford.edu/software/lex-

parser.shtml 

3.3 Triplet Enhancement and Semantic 
Graph Generation 
The semantic graph is utilized in order to represent the 
document’s semantic structure. Our approach is based on the 
research presented in [7] and further developed in [12]. While in 
[7] semantic graph generation was relying on the proprietary 
NLPWin linguistic tool [2] for deep syntactic analysis and 
pronominal reference resolution, we take advantage of the co-
referenced named entities as well as the triplets extracted from the 
Penn Treebank parse tree and derive rules for pronominal 
anaphora resolution and graph generation. For generating the 
graph, triplets are first linked to their associated named entity (if 
appropriate). Furthermore, they are assigned their corresponding 
WordNet synset. This is a mandatory step, preceding the semantic 
graph generation, as it enables us to merge triplet elements which 
belong to the same WordNet synset, and thus share a similar 
meaning. Hence we augment the compactness of the graphical 
representation, and enable various triplets to be linked based on a 
synonymy relationship. We obtain a directed semantic graph, the 
direction being from the subject node to the object node, and the 
connecting link (or relation) is represented by the predicate. 
Figure 5 presents a semantic sub-graph of a text excerpt. Semantic 
graph visualization was achieved through adapting the Prefuse 
visualization toolkit5 in a Java applet embedded in the web page. 
The graph layout is a dynamic force-directed one, yielding a 
spring graph, scalable to several hundred nodes. 
The semantic graph generation system components were evaluated 
by comparing their output with the one of similar systems, as 
described in [12]. The evaluation was performed on a subset of 
the Reuters RCV1 [8] data set. For co-reference resolution, the 
comparison was made with GATE’s co-reference resolver; our co-
reference module performed about 13% better than GATE. In the 
case of anaphora resolution, we compared the outcome of our 
system with two baselines that considered the closest named entity 
as a pronoun replacement: one baseline also took gender 
information into account, whereas the other did not. We obtained 
good results, particularly in the case of the masculine pronoun he.  

4. DOCUMENT SUMMARY 
The document summary is a means of retrieving a more synthetic 
text by extracting sentences from the original document. This is 
automatically obtained starting from the initial document and its 
corresponding semantic representation. The technique involves 
training a linear SVM classifier to determine those triplets that are 
useful for extracting sentences which will later compose the 
summary. The features employed for learning are associated with 
the triplet elements and obtained from the document content 
(linguistic and document attributes) and from the graph structure 
(graph attributes) [12]. Table 1 lists several examples of features 
that were used for learning. All in all, there are 69 features 
distributed among the triplet elements: 26 for the subject, 11 for 
the predicate, 26 for the object, and 6 sentence attributes 
(associated to the sentence that generated the triplet). 
 
 

                                                                 
5 Prefuse url: http://prefuse.org/ 
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Figure 5. A semantic sub-graph of the “Paraiso Manifesto” Wikipedia article provided by the Visual Analytics Challenge. 
 
 
Table 1. Examples of features used for learning. 

Feature 
categories Examples 

Linguistic 

� the triplet type: subject, predicate or object, 
� the Penn Treebank tag, 
� the depth of the linguistic node extracted from 

the Penn Treebank parse tree, 
� the part of speech tag; 

Document 

� the location of the sentence within the 
document, 

� the triplet location within the sentence, 
� the frequency of the triplet element, 
� the number of named entities in the sentence, 
� the similarity of the sentence with the 

centroid (the central words of the document); 

Graph 

� hub and authority weights, 
� page rank, 
� node degree, 
� the size of the weakly connected component 

the triplet element belongs to; 

For training the linear SVM model and for the evaluation of the 
document summary, we utilize the DUC (Document 
Understanding Conferences)6 datasets from 2002 and 2007, 
respectively, and compare the results with the ones obtained in 
the 2007 update task, as described in [12]. Thus we can compare 
the performance of our system with similar summarization 
applications that participated in the DUC 2007 challenge, for 
example, that generate compressed versions of source sentences 
as summary candidates and use weighted features of these 
candidates to construct summaries [9], or that learn a log-linear 
sentence ranking model by maximizing three metrics of sentence 
goodness [15]. 
The DUC datasets contain news articles from various sources 
like Financial Times, Wall Street Journal, Associated Press and 
Xinhua News Agency. The 2002 dataset comprises 300 
newspaper articles on 30 different topics and for each article we 
have a 100 word human written abstract. The DUC 2007 dataset 
comprises 250 articles for the update task and 1125 articles for 

                                                                 
6 DUC url: http://duc.nist.gov/ 
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the main task, part of the AQUAINT dataset7; the articles are 
grouped in clusters and 4 NIST assessors manually create 
summaries (of 100 or 250 words) for the documents in the 
clusters. As training data we used the DUC 2002 articles, as well 
as the DUC 2007 main task articles, while the DUC 2007 update 
task articles were used for testing. We extracted triplets from the 
training and test data, and learned which triplets appear in the 
summaries. If we order the classified triplets by the confidence 
weights of their class we obtain a ranked list of triplets. In order 
to build the summary of a document, we trace back the 
sentences from which the triplets were extracted. 
The summarization process, described in Figure 6, starts with 
the document semantic graph. The three types of features 
abovementioned are then retrieved. Further, the triplets are 
classified with the linear SVM, and then the sentences from 
which the triplets are extracted are identified, thus obtaining the 
document summary. The summary length is interactively 
determined by the user, for an enhanced visual analysis. As 
sentences have an associated SVM score (the one of the triplets 
extracted from the sentence), the summary will be composed of 
those sentences that received the highest score. In order to keep 
the summary readable, we maintain the same sentence ordering 
that appears in the original text. Because the training data was 
formed of newspaper articles, we expect the results to generalize 
to other news corpora, as well as Wikipedia articles. 
 

 
Figure 6. The summarization process. 
 

5. VISUAL ANALYTICS CHALLENGE 
The Visual Analytics challenge proposes a set of 4 mini-
challenges, which combined form an overall challenge, 
concerning a fictitious, controversial socio-political movement. 
The datasets provided to solve the challenges are synthetic: a 
blend of computer- and hand-generated data. As a starting point, 
the organizers offer background material for both the overall 
challenge and the individual challenges in the form of a 
Wikipedia article page accompanied by discussions related to 
the article content.  

                                                                 
7 AQUAINT url: 

http://www.ldc.upenn.edu/Catalog/CatalogEntry.jsp?catalogId
=LDC2008T25 

The visual analysis techniques that we have described 
throughout the paper are very useful in exploring the documents 
provided as a starting point, that is, the Wikipedia article 
describing the “Paraiso Manifesto”, as well as the discussion 
page. By applying the pipeline components to these documents, 
we get an insight on the main issues mentioned in the text. The 
list of facts for the two documents, their associated semantic 
graphs and document summaries offer a good starting point for 
data analysis. 

 
Figure 7. A semantic sub-graph generated from the 
Wikipedia Discussion page, under “POV Pushing”. 

 
Figure 8. A semantic sub-graph generated from the 
Wikipedia Discussion page, under “Distinctive Doctrines”. 
 
We have shown a sub-graph obtained from the Wikipedia article 
describing the “Paraiso Manifesto” movement (see Figure 5). 
The other sub-graph is centered on the “Ferdinando Catalano” 
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node (not shown entirely in the figure). We have also generated 
semantic graphs for the Wikipedia discussion page on the 
“Paraiso Manifesto”. We also show two sub-graphs obtained by 
processing the text under “POV Pushing” and “Distinctive 
Doctrines” (Figure 7 and Figure 8 respectively). Figure 9 shows 
an example of two document summaries, generated based on the 
Wikipedia Discussion page. The first two-sentence long 
summary was obtained from the “POV Pushing” sub-section, 
whereas the latter summary corresponds to the “Distinctive 
Doctrines” sub-section. 
Thus we can use our system as a first step in solving either the 
overall challenge or the sub-challenges, by analyzing the 
documents provided as background material. 
 

 
Figure 9. Two document summaries obtained by processing 
parts of the Wikipedia discussion page. 
 

6. CONCLUSIONS 
In this paper we presented a document visualization technique 
based on semantic graphs. We showed that this technique can be 
applied not only to the original document, but also to its 
automatically generated summary. Each of the system 
components were detailed, starting with the semantic graph 
generation pipeline composed of named entity recognition, 
triplet extraction and enhancement, semantic graph construction, 
and concluding with the document summarization process. The 
runtime of our approach mainly depends on the document size 
and sentence complexity. The main bottleneck is represented by 
sentence parsing, which we intend to overcome by using a faster 
parser. 
Regarding future improvements, we aim at extending the system 
by adding several components such as a more sophisticated 
named entity recognizer module, and a new triplet extraction 
module. To further refine the document overview through 
semantic graphs and summaries, we intend to integrate external 
resources that would enhance the semantic representation, as 
well as the document summary.  
Based on the feedback obtained from several users we can 
conclude that the presented document visualization using 

semantic graphs is promising and can be helpful for the user. 
However, more experiments evaluating the usefulness of the 
proposed visualization approach are needed for firm 
conclusions. 
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ABSTRACT
While many clever techniques have been proposed for visual anal-
ysis, most of these are “one of” and it is not easy to see how to
combine multiple techniques. We propose an algebraic model ca-
pable of representing a large class of visual analysis operations on
graph data. We demonstrate the value of this model by showing
how it can simulate the analyses performed by several groups on
the Catalano family cell phone call record data set as part of the
VAST 2008 challenge.

1. INTRODUCTION
As visual analytics has gained importance as a field, there have

been many impressive systems constructed and many clever tech-
niques invented to support visual analysis of large data sets. From
an application perspective, the ultimate measure of any technique
or system has to be how effective it is in the context for which it is
designed – does it support the derivation of the desired analytical
results. While such a holistic measure may be the ultimate objec-
tive, from an engineering perspective, it is useful to break this down
into pieces. Perhaps there are aspects of multiple systems that are
each superior in their own way – how can we maximize learning
from other systems and integration of novel techniques from mul-
tiple projects.

To enable this sort of integration, we propose an algebra for vi-
sual analysis, with a small number of fundamental operations. The
design of specific systems can then be viewed as supporting spe-
cific expressions in this algebra. We can mix and match ideas from
multiple projects by manipulating these algebraic expressions. Fur-
thermore, we can devise new analysis path by making (often small)
changes to these algebraic expressions that are harder to devise at
the system level without the algebraic abstraction.

The set of operations in the algebra depends very much on the
type of data to be analyzed. We restrict our attention to data that
is naturally represented as a graph, with attributes on nodes and on
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edges. We describe our data model in Sec. 2.
Given a very large graph, the primary impediment to its visual

analysis is size. There are two major ways in which size can be re-
duced, selection (retain only nodes/edges that satisfy a specified
predicate) and aggregation (merge nodes/edges that are in some
equivalence class). In Sec. 3, we develop an algebra that formally
specifies these operators, and a few additional required “house-
keeping” operators.

In Sec. 4, we demonstrate the value of this algebra by showing
how it can represent the analyses performed by several researchers
on one of the problems in the VAST 2008 challenge [4, 14]. Addi-
tional analyses enabled in our algebraic framework are illustrated
in Sec. 5.

2. MODEL
We start by defining the appropriate data structure: let {D(t) =

[G(t), X(t)]}t∈T denote a collection of graphs and their attributes,
indexed by a finite set T ; in the case of the motivating application
the index set corresponds to time and T = {1, 2, · · · , 10}. Fur-
ther, G(t) = (V (t), E(t), A(t)) is the observed graph at time t,
with node set V (t), edge set E(t) and weighted adjacency ma-
trix A(t). The associated attribute structure X(t) is comprised
of three components: X(t) = [XV (t), XE(t), XG(t)], where
XV (t) contains node attributes (e.g. in- and out-degree in the moti-
vating application), XE(t) edge attributes (e.g. edge betweenness)
and XG(t) graph attributes (e.g. diameter). It should be noted that
node attributes can be either intrinsic or computed. For example,
geographic location or educational level of the nodes correspond
to intrinsic attributes, whereas degree or clustering coefficient are
computed ones. The same applies to edge and graph attributes.

In order to obtain computed attributes, it is assumed that there
exists a collection of functions F = {FX ,FG}, relevant to the vi-
sual analytics problem at hand. Functions in class FX are used for
computing quantities of interest from the intrinsic attributes. Such
functions are defined as follows: f ∈ FX : R

|V | → R
q , with

1 ≤ q ≤ |V |, where | · | denotes the cardinality of the underly-
ing set. Examples of such functions include sorting an attribute,
where q = |V |, calculating the max or the min of the attribute
q = 1, quantizing (binning) the attribute in which q corresponds to
the number of prespecified bins, etc.

3. ALGEBRA
We start by introducing the main operators in the algebra, which

include aggregation A and selection S. All operators in this algebra
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take a set of graphs as input and produce a set of graphs as output.
Therefore, the algebra is closed with respect to the operators we
define, and compositions of primitive operators can be used to con-
struct compound operators (or expressions) in this algebra. In our
analysis of cases studies (see Section 4) we argue that most visual
analytics tasks can be captured by expressions in this algebra.
Set Selection: Given a collection of graphs and their attributes, D,
a set selection applied to it, based on a predicate α, is written as
σα(D) = {G ∈ D|α(G) = TRUE}. Observe that the selection
predicate is evaluated independently for each element graph of the
set, and the entire graph is either retained or discarded depending
on the truth value of this predicate.
Element Selection: This is a basic filter based on a selection predi-
cate that is applied to individual components of each element graph
in the given collection of graphs. The cardinality of the collection
remains unchanged, but each element in the collection is potentially
reduced to a smaller graph. Recall that a graph may have a set of
attributes X = [XV , XE , XG]. An element selection S takes as
argument a predicate on either XV or XE , and accordingly selects
either nodes (and incident edges) or edges, respectively, in each
graph, if it satisfies the specific predicate. Notice that the predi-
cate is evaluated on the entire data structure D. Formally, we have
D′ = S(D|Xi = τ), where D denotes the input data structure on
which the selection operator is applied to, Xi = τ the generic pred-
icate and the value that it is evaluated at, and finally D′ the output
data structure.

An example of an application of the selection operator is using
the computed node degree for the Catalano phone call network as
the underlying predicate, setting a high threshold in order to get the
subgraph of most active members of the movement.
Set Aggregation: We can union the sets of nodes and aggregate the
sets of edges in each partition ,Di, of D after we have partitioned
it using a grouping function of your choice. Given a collection of
graphs, Di, a set aggregation applied to it, based on a predicate β,
is written as ϕβ(Di) = {⋃i Di|β(Di) = TRUE} for some i ∈
{1, · · · , n}. The aggregation predicate is evaluated independently
for each set, and the entire set Di is either contained or discarded
in the aggregated set depending on the truth value of this predicate.

An example related to the Catalano network is aggregating the
daily data structures Di, i = 1, 2, · · · , 10 to a couple of them cov-
ering the periods of days 1-7 and 8-10, respectively (for a justifi-
cation see Section 4). Another example would be to cluster similar
nodes according to some of their characteristics.
Element Aggregation: This operator includes summations, counts
and averages. In addition, we allow sampling as a form of aggre-
gation that returns a subset of elements sampled according to the
specified mechanism. Formally, we have D′ = A(D|Z), where
D, D′ are defined as above and Z is either an attribute or the graph
itself that is being aggregated. The following is the element aggre-
gation operator: D′ = A(D|Z) =

⋃
i{Xi ∈ D|Xi = Z}, where

Xi = Z is a generic predicate.
Graph Partitioning: This operator is the "inverse” of aggregation
with disjoin subsets. Each graph element of D is partitioned into
multiple subgraphs based on the value of appropriate predicates,γ,
defined or computed on its nodes and edges. Pγ : D → {D1, · · · ,Dn},
where Di

⋃Dj = ∅ for all i �= j. γ is the partitioning predicate. It
evaluates independently for each element of the set and assign it to
its own subclass.

An example related to the Catalano network is using the cell
phone tower locations to split the network into three disjoint sets
for tracking the geographical movements.

In addition, for accomplishing the visual analytic task we intro-
duce a visualization operator V whose role is to provide a visual

representation of the underlying data structure of interest. The visu-
alization operator can take various forms, including different ways
of laying-out graphs [8], e.g. force-directed, hierarchical, hyper-
bolic, and also presenting the attribute data (e.g. histograms for
numerical attributes, bar-graphs for categorical ones, etc...). In ad-
dition, it is assumed that the visual operators can be composed and
thus produce multiple and possibly linked displays. Note that V
is not an operator in the algebra, in that it does not have the closure
property – it is a special operator, applied last, and used to create
visual presentations. Its output is not a collection of graphs.

In order to accomplish the required visual analytic task, we need
to apply multiple operators in sequence. In the presentation of
the case studies, several such sequences are introduced and ana-
lyzed. Specifically, the final finding will usually be the results of
a sequence of selection and aggregation operators; formally, the
data structure D� from which the finding is obtained is given by
D� = S(S(A(...A(D|Z)))).

4. ANALYSIS CASE STUDY
We analyze the workflows of the Cell Phone Mini-Challenge

from VAST 2008 [4]. This challenge requires analysis on a set
of 400 unique cell phone call records over a ten-day period to learn
the Catalano social network structure. The data set includes 9834
phone records with the following fields: calling phone identifier, re-
ceiving phone identifier, date and time, duration, and the cell tower
of the call origin. A map is also provided to show the rough loca-
tions of the cell towers throughout the island region. The purpose
of the challenge is to identify the Catalano/Vidro social network at
day ten and to characterize the social structure changes throughout
the time period. The first part of the challenge requires identifying
Ferdinando Catalano, Estaban Catalano, David Vidro, Juan Vidro,
and Jorge Vidro. Along with the data, the challenge provides a lead
that Ferdinando Catalano is identifier 200. Also Ferdinando calls
his brother, Estaban, most frequently. Finally, we know that David
Vidro coordinates high-level activities and communications within
the network.

Most competition submissions interpreted the challenge infor-
mation as a static graph where nodes represent people and directed
edges represent a call transaction. Competition entries also trans-
lated the challenge clues into a graph interpretation. For example,
to find Estaban, a common method is to search within identifier
200’s neighborhood for the node X with the most number of edges
between 200 and X.

If we preprocess the data set to convert it from a multi-edge to
a simple-edge graph by merging common directed edges between
nodes and use a force directed layout on Cytoscape [1], we pro-
duce the following hairball network shown Figure 1. This graph
displays the entire ten day period data set with node 200 and its
neighborhood nodes magnified and colored black. We also com-
puted common metrics of the data set in Table 1. The entire time
period data set forms one connected component.

From this presentation of the network, it is impossible to com-
plete the challenge tasks. There are too many nodes and edges to
even grasp any of the attribute properties such as time, cell tower
location, or duration of the call. Of the 22 competition entries,
we analyze and interpret into our framework the workflows of two
winners: MobiVis and GeoTemporalNet.

4.1 Case Study 1: MobiVis Entry
The first workflow we analyze through our framework is from

the MobiVis entry [11]. MobiVis is a visual analytics system for
social and spatial information. For social networks, MobiVis uses
graphs where nodes represent entities and edges represent a rela-
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Table 1: Data Set Network Properties
Measurement Value

Number of Nodes 400
Number of Edges 9834
Clustering Coefficient 0.02
Connected Components 1
Network Diameter 12
Characteristic Path Length 4.832

Figure 1: Hairball of entire dataset with node 200 and its neigh-
bors colored black.

Figure 2: Workflow.

tion or association. MobiVis filters on attributes and time to help
understand large data sets. We trace the data manipulation steps
used in MobiVis’ solution to the challenge. At stages which in-
volve human intuition and decisions based on visual interpretation
of a display, we formalize the method into our framework. Fig-
ure 2 shows the high level workflow. For each stage we provide the
analysis and algebraic representation of the data set and operations.
The algorithm overview below shows the algebraic expressions that
correspond to the workflow in Figure 2. In the following section we
describe each of these steps more thoroughly by incorporating the
MobiVis analysis.

Algorithm 4.1: WORKFLOW(Dataset)

1: Read in the original dataset.

D0 = {G = (V, E), XE = (Xdate, Xduration, Xtower)}

2: Compute node count.

XV count
G :

∑
i 1{Vi∈V }

D0 = {G = (V, E), XE , XV count
G }

3: Split dataset into ten days.

Pγ : D0 → D1

γ = date
D0, D1 = {D1

1, ..., D1
10}

4: Element select node 200 subgraph for each day.

D2 = S(D1|Xi = τ200)
τ200 = One of the neighbors of 200

D0, D1, D2 = {D2
1, ..., D2

10}

5: Set aggregation on days 1 - 7.

D3 = ϕβ(D1
i ) = {⋃7

i=1 D1
i | β(D1

i ) = TRUE}
β = days 1- 7
or element selection based on days 1-7

D3 = S(D0 | Xi = τ1−7)
τ1−7 = days 1- 7

D0, D1, D2, D3

6: Element select node 200 subgraph for days 1-7

D4 = S(D3 | Xi = τ200)
D0, D1, D2, D3, D4

7: Identify members
Estaban = maxi Xsymmfreq[i]
David = maxi Xfreq[i] = arg maxi{Xin + Xout}[i]
...

8: Repeat identification for days 8-10 data set.

At the first stage, the original data set is given by D0 = {G =
(V, E), XE = (Xdate, Xduration, Xtower)}, where the nodes rep-
resent the identifiers in the call records and edges represent call
records between identifiers. Xdate, Xduration, and Xtower are
intrinsic edge attributes, directly inserted from the original data
set. The choice between defining attributes as node versus edge
attributes depends on the application. For example, the duration of
a call is associated with a phone call transaction; therefore, duration
is more appropriate as an edge attribute.
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As we discussed earlier, it is impossible to answer the challenge
questions when we view the whole time period data set at once.
The MobiVis entry also sees this difficulty when they display the
original data set and provide a node count. To perform these actions
in our framework we call Display(G) using a suitable layout. We
can also compute a network attribute,XG, to represent the node
count. We compute this by first aggregating the number of nodes:∑

i 1{Vi∈V }. Next we store this as a network attribute XV count
G .

Based on the challenge hint, the MobiVis entry examines node
200’s properties and interactions separately for each day. Since the
original data set represents a ten day time period, a per day analysis
is a logical choice for further examination. To perform a split on
the original data set, we use partition operator Pγ : D0 → D1 =
{D1

1, ..., D1
10} based on the selection predicate γ = date.

Now we have the following collection of new data sets {D1
1, ..., D1

10}.
After creating new data sets, we must decide whether to re-compute
attributes. Intrinsic attributes carry over; for example, the dura-
tion of a call record does not change if the call record is placed in
a different data set. However, the number of nodes in each data
set changes. So we recompute the network node count attribute,
XV count

G1
i

for each new data set created.

MobiVis filters all nodes except for the neighborhood of node
200 in their per day examination. For a similar effect, we select
the subgraph for node 200’s neighborhood on each day’s data set.
Again we use the element selection operator with predicates D2 =
S(D1|Xi = τ200), where τ200 = {One of the neighbors of 200},
and produce the following set of graphs: D2 = {D2

1, ..., D2
10}. In

Figure 3 we display each of these neighborhood subgraphs. We see
that node 200 is active until day 8. On day 8, there is no communi-
cation and afterwards its call pattern changes. The MobiVis entry
realizes this conclusion by observing the total duration of calls per
day for node 200. In our framework, we produce this set of total
duration values by aggregating the duration of calls on the adjacent
edges to node 200 for each day data set and displaying the results.
This leads to the next stage in the workflow: consider the first seven
days and last three days separately.

At stage 3 of the flowchart, the MobiVis entry analyzes the first
seven days. Storing all previous data sets allows us now to create
a data set of call records between days 1 and 7. In our algebra
we can either merge days 1 through 7 data sets by set aggregation:
D3 = ϕβ(D1

i ) = {⋃7
i=1 D1

i | β(D1
i ) = TRUE}. Or we

can select the first 7 days from the original data set by element
selection:D3 = S(D0 | Xi = τ1−7) where τ1−7 = days 1 - 7 .
Both methods result in the following data set of days 1 through 7,
D1−7. Again, MobiVis zooms into the neighborhood of node 200.
We select the subgraph of node 200 in the days 1 through 7 data
set, D4.

In stage 5 of the workflow, MobiVis reaches a human readable
display of the graph and begins identifying the members of the
Catalano/Vidro network. Their identification at this point is done
by visually inspecting the graph. Assuming that 200 is Ferdinando,
they identify the brother by selecting the node in 200’s neighbor-
hood with maximum symmetric frequency. The symmetric fre-
quency for vertex i is defined as follows:

Xsymmfreq
1-7 = |(X1−7)in[i] − (X1−7)out[i]| where,

Xin[i] =
∑

j,j �=i

(A1−7)ji

Xout[i] =
∑

j,j �=i

(A1−7)ij

The maximum symmetric frequency is defined as a function on

Figure 4: Days 8-10 network and Catalano/Vidro subnetwork.
The days 1-7 social network identified are the dark grey nodes.
The white nodes represent the new social network with their
adjacent edges darkened.

X symm freq, where FXsymm freq : R
400 → R

1, for calculating the max
of the attribute. This results in node 5 identified as Estaban, Fer-
dinando’s brother. The challenge clue states that David is a highly
active member of the network. Therefore, MobiVis identifies David
by selecting the node with the maximum frequency:

arg max
i

Xfreq[i] = arg max
i

{Xin + Xout}[i].

Hence, node 1 is David. Once David and Estaban are identified,
the remaining two neighbors of node 200 are identified as Juan and
Jorge. There is not enough information to distinguish between the
two. In our framework, we find these nodes by selecting the next
two maximum frequency nodes in 200’s neighborhood subgraph:
D4. Juan and Jorge are identified as nodes 2 and 3.

4.1.1 MobiVis Days 8-10 Analysis

To determine the social structure after day 8, the MobiVis en-
try examines the data set of days 8 through 10 merged. This data
set is created similar to days 1 through 7 data set computed ear-
lier. The MobiVis entry hypothesizes that the elite members switch
phones after day 8. They support this hypothesis by searching for
a subgraph in the days 8 through 10 network which resembles the
200 neighborhood found in days 1 through 7. The difficulty here is
we cannot rely on the lead that node 200 is Ferdinando. To iden-
tify this subgraph, MobiVis visually inspects the days 8-10 data set
to remove nodes with low frequency of communication until they
identify a neighborhood similar to the subgraph of node 200 during
the first seven days. In our framework, we rank edges by frequency
of communication, and display the graph. Given this display, selec-
tions to remove lower frequency nodes can be iteratively performed
until we find a similar network. Figure 4 shows the subgraph Mo-
biVis finds on days 8 through 10, which they guess is the new Cata-
lano/Vidro network. The nodes in this subgraph are 309, 306, 360,
397, and 300. Visually they map the members of this subgraph to
the ones from days 1-7. We translate their visual mapping to our
algebra.
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Figure 3: Node 200’s neighborhood through the time period.

From this subgraph MobiVis identifies David by visually select-
ing the node with the highest frequency of communication. This is
equivalent to a max frequency operation,arg maxi{X1−7}freq[i],
resulting in node 309. To find Ferdinando and his brother they
find the two nodes in this network with high symmetric frequency.
Ferdinando is identified as the node with connections to Juan and
Jorge which are mapped to 397 and 301 from visual inspection.
This method to determine the new subgraph in the days 8-10 data
set might be time consuming if the data set is noisy or contains sev-
eral possible subgraphs. We notice that David in days 1-7 has the
highest degree in the network. If we simply select the node in the
merged days 8-10 data set with the maximum degree, we can nar-
row the choices for possible subgraphs. After computing maximum
degree, arg maxi

∑
j,j �=i{A1−7}ij + {A1−7}ji, we find David is

node 309. On the days 1-7 data set, a selection of node 309 results
in null. This result might support the hypothesis that the phones
were indeed replaced after day 7.

In the days 1-7 data set, Estaban and David have the most number
of common neighbors. Again if we assume that the social structure
during days 1-7 remains similar for the new set of phones, we can
identify Estaban by selecting the node with the most number of
common neighbors with David. This computation is done by cre-
ating a new node attribute: common neighbors with node 309. The
common neighbor computation is the intersection of nodes in two
rows of the adjacency matrix. For each node we store its common
neighbors with the fixed node 309. We perform a maximum aggre-
gation operator on this attribute arg maxi{X8−10}common neigh. 309[i].
Estaban is node 306.

Now we can find Ferdinando since we know Estaban is his high-
est interactivity neighbor. The final mapping produced is David:
309, Estaban: 306, Ferdinando: 300, and Juan and Jorge: 397 and
360. The algebra in coordination with the display helps support

our hypothesis and decisions at each stage. While the MobiVis en-
try does a visual inspection to support their identification mapping,
providing the exact operation helps trace the stages in the workflow.

4.2 Case Study 2: GeoTemporalNet Entry
After the competition deadline, VAST never released correct an-

swers for the challenges. The reason for not publishing the answers
is to allow open interpretation of the data sets. In the above anal-
ysis, we see the interpretation of the data set given an analyst uses
MobiVis. However, other winning entries delivered different con-
clusions. The differences in tools and interpretation of the chal-
lenge hints lead to unique results for the same data set.

The challenge hints must be translated from a word sentence to
a network property. There was a different degree of open interpre-
tation for these hints. For example, the first hint that 200 might
be Ferdinando has a direct network interpretation: identify node
200 in the graph as Ferdinando. David’s hint is that he coordinates
high-level Paraiso activities and communications. This hint does
not have a direct network interpretation. What are considered high-
level activities? What does it look like in the graph to coordinate
these activities?

We present the GeoTemporalNet entry [14], also a winner, for
the cell phone mini-challenge. Instead of analyzing their workflow
from the start, we describe the differences in analysis and results
between GeoTemporalNet and MobiVis. As we will see, our al-
gebraic framework provides a superset of operations used by Mo-
biVis and GeoTemporalNet. We can use our framework as a linking
language between the two tools. Therefore, again we analyze the
steps, this time for GeoTemporalNet, within our framework.

The GeoTemporalNet entry used a combination of tools: JS-
NVA (Java Straight-line drawing Network Visual Analysis frame-
work) and TemporalNet. JSNVA is a software framework for net-
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Table 2: Identification of Catalano/Vidro Network
Member GeoTemporalNet MobiVis (1-7) MobiVis (8-10)

Ferdinando 200 200 300
Estaban 5 5 306
David 0 1 309
Jorge 1/2 2/3 397/360
Juan 1/2 2/3 397/360

work visual analysis in different applications. The GeoTemporal-
Net group developed TemporalNet within JSNVA to show commu-
nication patterns in call graphs. They use a static graph with nodes
representing people and edges representing calls for the social net-
work. Like MobiVis, they use force-directed graphs in their layout.

The first notable analysis difference between MobiVis and GeoTem-
poralNet occurs at stage 5 in the workflow: the identification of
David and Estaban. GeoTemporalNet finds David through a most
common neighbor element selection operation with node 200. They
apply this operator on the original data set, which includes the en-
tire time period.

Common neighbors(i, j) = N(i)
⋂

N(j) where,

N(i) = list of neighbors for vertex i

N(j) = list of neighbors for vertex j

The common neighbor operation is performed between a pair of
nodes in a graph. As described earlier, common neighbor finds the
intersection of two rows in the adjacency matrix. In this case, the
node pair is 200 and each of the other nodes in the graph. We store
a new node attribute for the number of common neighbors with
node 200. Then we apply a maximum function to return the node
with the most number of common neighbors. This function leads
GeoTemporalNet to believe David is node 0.

David = arg max
i

Common neighbors(i, 0) for all i ∈ V

where V ∈ D0

The challenge instructions never explicitly state that David and
Ferdinando communicate directly. During the ten day period, node
0 and 200 never call each other. MobiVis does not compute com-
mon neighbors between nodes. Also, they filter nodes to observe
only node 200’s neighborhood subgraph. Therefore, their tool can-
not identify node 0 as a possible result for David.

On the other hand, GeoTemporalNet does not filter the graph to
zoom into only node 200’s subgraph. In addition, they interpret
the challenge hint differently. As a result, MobiVis and GeoTem-
poralNet provide different answers. However, as we have shown,
our framework captures both methods and can arrive at both an-
swers. The limitations of the tool on the analyst’s interpretation are
removed.

GeoTemporalNet identifies the other members, Estaban, Juan,
and Jorge, similar to MobiVis’ method. These are a series of selec-
tions for the nodes with most frequent communication with node
200. Again they perform this operation on the original data set.

The final mapping GeoTemporalNet produces is: Ferdinando:
200, David: 0, Brother: 5, Juan and Jorge: 1 and 2. Figure 5
shows the identification differences between GeoTemproalNet and
MobiVis for the Catalano/Vidro network.

4.2.1 GeoTemporalNet Days 8-10 Analysis

GeoTemporalNet does similar per day analysis as MobiVis to

Figure 5: Mapping between MobiVis and GeoTemporalNet
networks.

discover node 200’s calling pattern changes after day 7. However,
GeoTemporalNet does not guess that the members replaced phones
to explain this pattern change. In their work, they assume that a per-
son is never assigned a new phone. Instead they hypothesize that
new members entered the Pareto movement. These new members
have equivalent roles as some of the high-level members identified
in the problem: Estaban, Jorge, and Juan. They support this hypoth-

esis by computing the Jaccard coefficient,J(i, j) = |N(i)
⋂

N(j)|
|N(i)

⋃
N(j)|

for any vertices i and j , of these new members with their member of
equivalent societal role. The Jaccard coefficient is a vertex similar-
ity metric to measure the structural equivalence between two nodes.
This metric is simply the number of common neighbors normal-
ized. The GeoTemporalNet entry does not state how they identify
the new set of members: 309, 306, 360, and 397; or their equiv-
alent role pair: (1,309), (5,306), (3,360), and (2, 397). However,
they compute and display the Jaccard coefficient for these pairs of
nodes. They state that the high Jaccard coefficient leads them to be-
lieve these pairs have equivalent roles; therefore, the later appearing
nodes may be replacements for the previous nodes.

In our framework to produce the same support we do the follow-
ing operations: First we create a Jaccard coefficient attribute for
the following node pairs: (1,309), (5,306), (3,360), and (2, 397).
Since we are not interested in computing the Jaccard coefficient
for all node pairs in the graph, we can create a set of network at-

tributes for these node pairs, X
common neighbors(i,j)
G for all i and j in

set Ω = {(1, 309), (5, 306), (3, 360), (2, 397)} where G ∈ D0.
After analyzing the MobiVis and GeoTemporalNet entries, we

see two different workflows. Our algebraic framework captures
both methods and is also capable of filling in the intuition gaps
with algebraic operations.

5. NEW FINDINGS
Of course, the algebraic model we propose is capable of repre-

senting analyses beyond the specific examples studied in the pre-
ceding section. In this section, we present one such analysis in-
stance, showing a new analytic finding on the Catalano data set,
one that was not reported by any of the teams participating in the
VAST08 challenge.

5.1 Social Structure
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Figure 6: Edge betweenness for the original network .

On each step of the algebraical model, we compute graph related
attributes for the set of graphs and denoted as XG. Among all the
computed metrics, the most important attributes for identifying the
social structure are edge betweenness and clustering coefficient [2].

The edge betweenness is defined as Bu = g(i,u,j)
g(i,j)

, where g(i, u, j)

is the number of shortest paths between vertices i and j that pass
through edge u, g(i, j) is the total number of shortest paths be-
tween i and j, and the sum is over all pairs i, j of distinct vertices
[2, 9] .

The clustering coefficient is also known as transitivity [2, 9] ,
which is based on the following definition for an undirected un-
weighted network: C = NΔ

N3
, where NΔ is the number of triangles

in the network and N3 is the number of connected triples. There-
fore we have

NΔ =
∑

k>j>i

AijAikAjk

N3 =
∑

k>j>i

(AijAik + AjiAjk + AkiAkj)

are the elements of the adjacency matrix A and the sum is taken
over all triples of distinct vertices i, j and k. Since it assigns the
same weight for each triangle in the network, it can be related to
the clustering coefficient for each vertex, which captures the hier-
archical structure in the network.

According to the distribution of the edge betweenness [3] shown
in Figure 6, there is only a small number of edges suggesting im-
portant relationships in all the graphs. Further, almost all clustering
coefficients are small and low in transitivity, for all graphs during
the ten day period. The combination of these findings strongly sup-
ports the existence of a hierarchical structure within the Catalano
network.

5.2 Geographical location and movement
After the discovery of a change in the social structure after day

7, we examine the geographical location of the main actors in the
network, as well as their movement in the 1-7 day and 8-10 day
periods. The proposed framework can easily address such issues as
shown next.

Based on the map of Isla del Sueno, we decided to partition the
thirty cell phone towers on the island into three groups, represent-

ing the Upper, Middle and Lower sections of the island. This can be
accomplished by applying an element aggregation operator to the
towers’ location. Since one of the available attributes corresponds
to the cell tower used by the phone call’s originator, it is possi-
ble to track the caller’s movement throughout the ten day period.
However, due to the finding of a hierarchical network structure, we
focus on the leadership group formed around Ferdinando.

We start by selecting the nodes corresponding to the leadership
group for each day i. Specifically, D̃1

i = S(D1
i | Xi = τ),

where τ = subset of {1, 2, 3, 5, 200, 300, 306, 309, 360, 397} for
day i = 1, · · · , 10. Notice that for not all members of the leader-
ship group made phone calls on every day. However, some broad
patterns emerge from our analysis, as shown in Figure 7. It exhibits
the geographic location of the leadership group at different days.
The plots are constructed based on the bipartite graph defined by
the caller’s ID and the grouped (Upper, Middle, Lower) location
of the cell tower employed. Further, the length of the edges is
weighted by the call frequency of each node for that day; hence,
shorter edges indicate a more active call pattern with regards to the
tower under consideration, and longer ones a less active pattern.

It can be seen that on day 2, Ferdinando is located in the Mid-
dle section of the island, while his brother Esteban and Juan in the
Upper section. This pattern holds for days 1-7. On the other hand,
a more mobile pattern emerges for days 8-10 (operating under the
assumption that node 300 is Ferdinando , 306 is Esteban, 309 is
David, etc. For example, it can be seen that although Ferdinando
remains stationary in the Middle of the island, Esteban moves from
the Upper section in day 8 to the Middle section in subsequent days,
while David shares his time between the Middle and Lower sec-
tions on days 8-9, but stays in the Lower one on day 10.

Figure 8 summarizes the location changes of selected members
of the leadership group throughout the ten day period. The follow-
ing conclusions can be reached.

• The person with IDs 200 and 300 is Ferdinando Catalano.
He spends the entire ten day period in the Middle section of
the island.

• Ferdinando’s brother Estaban Catalano, corresponds to IDs
5 and 306. He spends most of his time in the Upper section
of the island for the first eight days, while for the last two
days he moves to Middle section and is co-located with his
brother.

• David, a rather active member of the Catalano network, has
IDs 1 and 309. He spends the first seven days in the Middle
section, but starts visiting the Lower section on days 8 and 9
and stays there the entire length of day 10.

• A similar pattern to David’s emerges for Juan and Jorge that
exhibit more movement after day 8.

Our analysis provides additional insight on the location and move-
ments of the leadership group of the Catalano network. It is worth
noting the increased activity of several members (but not Ferdi-
nando) over the last three days. Nevertheless, without additional
information, it is hard to assess the significance of these movements
regarding the activities of the network.

6. RELATED WORK
As the VAST Challenge demonstrates, there are several visual

analytic tools with different capabilities for geospatial activity and
behavior, text processing, and social network analyses. We fo-
cus on just a few references that particularly deal with the visual
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Figure 7: The location changes for elite members in Catalano family.

Figure 8: The individual geographical movement.

analytics of graphs. In [13], a human-centric design approach is
adopted to create a tool for descriptive graphs, while in [12] infor-
mation about the local topology of a graph is captured in a signa-
ture that aids exploration of graphs. In [6], interactive exploration
of networks is undertaken through enhanced layouts, while in [10]
semantic and structural abstractions are used for analyzing social
networks. Data traffic is explored through network maps in [7] and
Internet routing changes in [5]. A key point to observe is that while
there are several systems that have been very effective in provid-
ing better support for visual analytics of network data in a partic-
ular application context, no one has attempted to develop a formal
foundation on which to construct such systems. This is what we
aim to do. Thereby, we hope to be able to support a broad range of
applications rather than just one.

7. CONCLUSIONS
With our proposed algebraic model we can represent a large

class of visual analytic operations on graphs, as we demonstrated
through analysis of the VAST 2008 cell phone mini challenge. For
future work, we plan to consider the computational issues involved
in efficiently implementing our model and issues involved in incor-
porating this framework into a tool.
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ABSTRACT
Identifying patterns in large high dimensional data sets is
a challenge. As the number of dimensions increases, the
patterns in the data sets tend to be more prominent in the
subspaces than the original dimensional space. A system
to facilitate presentation of such subspace oriented patterns
in high dimensional data sets is required to understand the
data.

Heidi is a high dimensional data visualization system that
captures and visualizes the closeness of points across various
subspaces of the dimensions; thus, helping to understand the
data. The core concept behind Heidi is based on prominence
of patterns within the nearest neighbor relations between
pairs of points across the subspaces.

Given a d-dimensional data set as input, Heidi system gen-
erates a 2-D matrix represented as a color image. This rep-
resentation gives insight into (i) how the clusters are placed
with respect to each other, (ii) characteristics of placement
of points within a cluster in all the subspaces and (iii) char-
acteristics of overlapping clusters in various subspaces.

A sample of results displayed and discussed in this paper
illustrate how Heidi Visualization can be interpreted.

1. INTRODUCTION
Data mining aims to uncover knowledge from large data
repositories. Ideally, the extracted knowledge is to be con-
veyed in such a format that facilitates easy human under-
standing of the data and its characteristics. One such format
is a visual representation of the knowledge; others being tex-
tual summaries and auditory representations [4]. Data vi-
sualization and information visualization strive to present
information obtained from the data in various visual repre-
sentations to meet the needs of a user analyzing high dimen-
sional data.

Also, the output of data clustering is a set of groups of points
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not made or distributed for profit or commercial advantage and that copies
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(highly dissimilar groups of highly similar points); and exist-
ing algorithms usually focus on obtaining these groups but
not on presenting these results in a comprehensive manner.
Added to that, identifying and conveying high dimensional
data information is non-trivial and is a major problem con-
tinued to be addressed by researchers for past few decades.

In this paper, we present Heidi Matrix which is a two di-
mensional representation of high dimensional data based on
the locality information between every pair of points in the
data set across all subspaces. The 2-D representation is later
used to generate a multi-color image that facilitates user to
understand various aspects of the data. We also present the
Heidi system and highlight its features.

Heidi is a system to process higher dimensional data sets and
extract the closeness of points across subspaces and present
this closeness through a visual two-dimensional representa-
tion. This representation acts more like an X-ray of the
data set, giving prominence to relevant subspaces. The core
concept behind Heidi is building a matrix (called Heidi1 ma-
trix) based on the prominence of patterns within the nearest
neighbor relations between pairs of points across the sub-
spaces. k nearest neighbors (referred to as kNN in the rest
of the paper) is used between every pair of points to iden-
tify subspaces in which they are “close”. It enables the user
to visualize and reason about the closeness of data points
across all the subspaces, by displaying how the proximities of
points change in various subspaces. Heidi has been designed
to meet the needs of a user analyzing high dimensional data.

Heidi is a system to:
1. Generate two dimensional representation of higher di-
mensional data sets.
2. Present concise representation and display of kNN rela-
tionships among points in all the subspaces.
3. Present spatial overlap among clusters in various sub-
spaces.
4. Present all the above information for analysis in a single
Heidi image.
5. Aid the user in interpreting the details of clusters like
number of clusters, size of the cluster, position of the clus-
ter with respect to the other clusters in the data set.

1The word ‘Heidi’ rhymes with Hi-D like 5-D, 2-D; hence,
we named the system ‘Heidi’, pronounced as high d.
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{0} {1} {2} {3} {4}

Table 1: Heidi images for 5-D dataset with points ordered in various 1-D subspaces

Organization of the paper: Section 2 presents the Heidi
Matrix Approach, Section 3 presents Heidi visualization and
implementation aspects, Section 4 gives experimental re-
sults, Section 5 covers the related work, and Section 6 pro-
vides conclusions and future work.

2. HEIDI MATRIX
2.1 Definitions
Given a d-dimensional data set X (n = |X |), the aim is
to generate a single visualization that stores comprehensive
information related to close-ness of points in various sub-
spaces and clusters in various subspaces. The subspaces are
non-empty subsets of the dimensions of data set X .

Let X represent the data set; D, the set of dimensions; and
P , the set of all possible subspaces. P = PD−φ (PD denotes
the powerset including φ).

For a subspace S , let dS(p, q) denote the distance between
two points p and q such that only the dimensions present
in subspace S are considered. The distance function used
in this paper is Euclidean distance; other lp-norm distances
could also be used.

dS(p, q) =
qP

s∈S
(ps − qs)2

k-Nearest Neighbors (kNN): The k-th nearest neighbor
of a point p is the point that is in the k-th place when all the
distances from p to other points in the data set are sorted
in ascending order. Let the k-th nearest neighbor distance
of the point p in a subspace S be represented as kdS(p).

The k-nearest neighbors of point p in a subspace S are de-
fined as:

kNNS(p) = {q|dS(p, q) ≤ kdS(p)}

kNNS(p) forms a set of all points that are at most k-th
nearest to point p in subspace S . kNN relationships are
used to define the closeness between a pair of points.

Why kNNs?
The values of the global distances between all points in high-
dimensional data are not so useful. Global distances in high
dimensional spaces are not as effective as distances within

subspaces [1]. Also, in the present circumstances, where
information about various subspaces is linked to each point-
pair, a relationship that is comparable across all the sub-
spaces is needed. The kNN relations are comparable across
the subspaces, i.e., the kNN set of subspace S1 can be com-
pared with that of another subspace S2. By doing so, we
are only comparing the relative proximity (1st nearest of p

in S1 vs. 1st nearest of p in S2).

2.2 Heidi Approach
Heidi Matrix: Let H denote the Heidi Matrix in which
a cell of position (p, q) is represented as Hpq . Each cell is
a bit vector. The bits correspond to the subspaces present
in P . The length of the bit vector is |P|, i.e., 2d − 1. The
subspaces are ordered such that the least significant bits in
the bit vector (bits positioned towards the right) correspond
to lower subspaces (less number of dimensions in subspaces),
while the most significant bits (positioned towards the left)
correspond to higher subspaces (more number of dimensions
in subspaces). For example, consider a three dimensional
data set and a bit vector 0101101 for a point pair (p, q).
It implies that p considers q as its kNN in subspaces {1,2},
{0,1}, {2} and {0}.

Each element Hpq corresponding to a pair (p, q) in the Heidi
matrix H generated, reflects on the kNN relationship be-
tween those two points in all the subspaces. For example, a
point p can consider q to be k-nearest in only one subspace
thus having only one bit corresponding to that subspace as
1; while another point r considers s to be k-nearest in two
subspaces S1 and S2, having the two corresponding bits set
to one, the rest set to zero. Once the Heidi matrix is ob-
tained, the bit vectors are used to generate color codes for
visualization.

Heidi Hierarchy: The basic unit of abstraction in Heidi
matrix is a bit. A bit (p, q, Si) is set to 1, if p is “close”
to q in subspace Si. The set of bits corresponding to all
possible subspaces together constitute the bit vector which
is the cell of the matrix. Groups of adjacent cells belonging
to a single cluster either along the rows or columns form
the blocks. Each block Bij , (1 ≤ i, j ≤ c, c = number of
clusters) corresponding to the “closeness” relations existing
between the points belonging to cluster Ci and cluster Cj .
Each block Bij constitutes a set of |Ci| × |Cj | cells (|Ci|
and |Cj | are number of points in the clusters Ci and Cj

respectively), each cell of the matrix (p, q) representing if q

is a kNN of p across various subspaces.
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Heidi Blocks: When the points are ordered cluster-wise
along the rows and columns of the Heidi matrix, the ma-
trix is partitioned into c × c (c representing the number of
clusters) number of blocks of adjacent cells. Each block rep-
resents the “closeness” relations between
(i) two different clusters; a set of points belonging to one
cluster along the rows and another set of points belonging
to another cluster along the columns, or
(ii) points in one cluster; same order of cluster points along
the rows and columns of the block.
The blocks along the diagonal of the Heidi matrix have the
points along both the rows and the columns belonging to a
single cluster. The block of cells corresponding to a partic-
ular cluster is along the diagonal of the heidi matrix, while
the blocks corresponding to two different clusters are away
from the diagonal.

2.3 Heidi Matrix Computation
The step-by-step approach of computing Heidi Matrix is
given below:

1. Computing P (all possible subspaces): Given D,
P is computed. The total number of subspaces are
2d − 1.

2. Computing kNNs: For each subspace S ∈ P , kNNs
are computed for every point p ∈ X . The distance
function dS(p, q) uses only the dimensions present in
S .

3. Computing H: An n × n matrix of bit vectors is
created. Each bit vector is of length 2d − 1 and all the
bits are initialized to 0.

For every point p ∈ X , its kNNS(p) are obtained for
all S ∈ P (already computed in an earlier step). The
bit-vector Hpq is retrieved for the point-pair (p, q ∈
kNNS(p)). The bit corresponding to the subspace S is
set to 1.

2.4 Coloring Heidi Matrix
With the Heidi Matrix computed, the integer value of bit
vector is used to obtain a unique color for every possible
set of subspaces. Heidi uses the RGB color model; each
component (i.e., R, G, B) requires 1 byte to store the color
intensity value. Altogether, requiring 24 bits to represent
the color.

The whole color range is spread across the subspace lat-
tice. The total number of sets of subspaces in this lattice is

22d
−1. It has been observed that the number of unique bit-

vectors in the Heidi Matrix is far less than 22d
−1. Assigning

a unique color to each unique bit-vector is the key idea of
this technique.

The total number of possible colors using the RGB model
is 256 × 256 × 256 = 16777216. The whole color range is
divided into the number of unique bit vectors and the color
at each division corresponds to one of the unique bit vectors.

This technique can handle data sets of larger dimensionality
within the range of 5-10. For much higher dimensionality,

the color resolution needs to be increased. In PPM file for-
mat, each color component can take a maximum value of
65536 (i.e., 16 bits for R, G, B individually) and with this
color resolution, this technique can compute Heidi for data
sets with dimensionality < 50 (approximately).

Maximum number of colors
For each unique bit vector, a unique color is associated with
it (computed by earlier mentioned coloring techniques). The
length of the bit vector being 2d −1, the various possibilities

of the bit vector turn out to be 2(2d
−1). The bit vector is a

set of subspaces represented in the form of a bit-array. So,
the number of possible unique bit vectors is the powerset of

the set of subspaces (=2(2d
−1)); very exponential in terms

of d.

It has been observed that the actual number of k-nn pairs
in a set of subspaces in a data set is a lot less than this
maximum number. In the worst-case, the maximum number

of colors is n × n or 2(2d
−1), which ever is lesser of the two.

Since the data sets dealt with have some clustering structure
in them, the number of colors is far less than that.

But even a small percentage of such large number is large
for the number of colors that a human eye can comfortably
perceive at once. In order to reduce the number of colors
used in Heidi visualization, the top-m frequent sets of sub-
spaces are identified and colors are assigned to pairs that are
close in these sets of subspaces accordingly. The remaining
set of subspaces are not displayed for the obvious reason
that they did not qualify in terms of various criteria like
number of point-pairs that are close in a particular set of
subspaces and the quality of the set of subspaces computed
from SURFING technique [5].

2.5 Grouping and Ordering Points
The order of the data points along the rows and columns of
the Heidi Matrix play a significant role in visualization; giv-
ing better visualization and understanding of the internal
structure of the data. With no specific purposeful point-
order (say randomized), the image will not have any valu-
able information to offer. Grouping the points based on the
clusters or kNNs (when no clustering results are given) gives
better visualization and understanding of the internal struc-
ture of the data set.

Heidi relies on pre-computed clustering results (given by the
user). When these are not given, Heidi uses the results ob-
tained from the Stability-based RECORD [9] clustering al-
gorithm over the data set in grouping the points cluster-wise.
The RECORD algorithm is used because it does not need
any parameters. Heidi can also incorporate the results of
any other clustering algorithms like DBSCAN [7], PreDe-
Con [8] and PROCLUS [2], provided the parameters are set
properly by the user. Heidi images over various data sets
are generated using RECORD clustering results to group
the points. These images are shown in Section 4.

Given a set of clusters and noise points, the order is created
by first placing all the points belonging to cluster 1 together,
followed by cluster 2 and so on. After all the clusters are
covered, the noise points are appended to the list. This list is
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then used to re-order the points within each cluster group in
Heidi Matrix accordingly. The first point along the row and
column refers to the first point in this ordered-list, the i-th
point along the row and column refers to the i-th point in
the order. Heidi uses kNNs and distance between the points
in a cluster and the respective cluster center in obtaining
two different point-orderings. The two strategies employed
within each cluster are:

kNN ordering
Points are ordered based on the corresponding k-nearest
neighbors of the point. This order is easily obtained by ex-
ecuting depth-first traversal on the kNN sets of the points.
The traversal is started from the closest point to the origin.

Cluster spiral ordering
For each cluster, the cluster points are internally ordered
based on their distance to the center of the cluster. The
center of the cluster is the average of all points in the clus-
ter. The value of each dimension of the center is set as the
arithmetic mean of the values of the same dimension across
all the points in the cluster. The first point in this order, is
the point closest to the center and towards the end of the
ordering, the points are farthest to the cluster center. So,
the beginning cell of any block Bij (Ci along the rows, Cj

along the columns), say (p, q) indicates that point p is clos-
est to the center of cluster Ci and q is closest to the center
of the cluster Cj .

To gain additional insight into the cluster overlap in lower
dimensional subspaces, the above mentioned ordering tech-
niques also generate various point-orders by computing dis-
tances based on the indicated (by the user) subspaces and
getting the point-order pertaining to a particular subspace.
This is illustrated in the following example and also in var-
ious experimental results.

Example: As an example, consider a 5 dimensional (repre-
sented as 5-D) data set of size 1000 points and having 5 clus-
ters. The data set is generated using SynDECA [10]. Table
1 displays a set of five Heidi images for the same with points
ordered in various subspaces (mentioned below each image).
The point-ordering technique used in this example is cluster
spiral ordering. It can be observed that the images have 5 ×
5 blocks, cluster blocks along the diagonal have prominent
colors than compared to the rest of blocks. Such prominence
indicates closeness of points within a cluster. Blocks away
from the diagonal have lesser color and presence of single
color strips indicate overlap of clusters (by overlap we refer
to the geometrical overlap). When points are ordered based
on a single-dimensional subspace, the corresponding Heidi
image gives more insight on overlap of clusters along that
particular subspace.

2.6 Composite Heidi Visualization
Each ordering based on a subspace gives a different Heidi
image (as shown in Table 1). Instead of observing various
Heidi images to check possible overlaps between clusters,
Heidi creates a composite Heidi image by considering sin-
gle color patterns that occur in a block across all the Heidi
images which are ordered based on single-dimensional sub-
spaces. Such a composite Heidi image gives a higher level

information about the overlap of points within a cluster and
points between clusters across all the dimensions.

Figure 1: Composite Heidi Image of 5-D data set,
with color legend

Example: Heidi’s composite visualization of the 5-D data
set is shown in Figure 1. The Heidi image has 5 × 5 blocks,
blocks along the diagonal have a uniform diagonal multi-
color strip indicating clusters. The blocks away from the
diagonal have various color strips; these strips indicate the
overlap of clusters in various dimensions. Numbering the
blocks 1 to 5 from left to right and top to bottom; observe
blocks at positions (1,3) and (1,5). These blocks have a
single green color strip. The green color corresponds to sub-
space {0} (see the color legend provided next to the Heidi
image), implying that cluster pairs (C1, C3) and (C1, C5)
overlap along dimension {0}. Multiple color strips in a sin-
gle block indicate overlaps between a pair of clusters across
more than one dimension. Observe blocks at positions (3,
2) and (5, 3). Both these blocks have two different color
strips. Block (3, 2) has strips with corresponding colors of
subspaces {3} and {2}; indicating that cluster pair (C3, C2)
overlap along dimensions {3} and {2}. Similarly, block (5,
3) indicates overlap between cluster pair (C5, C3) in sub-
spaces {0} and {3}. Notice that the composite Heidi image
lists out only a few colors, colors corresponding to promi-
nent subspaces; leading to a Heidi image that only displays
color strips, eliminating noise (colors corresponding to lesser
prominent subspaces).

3. HEIDI VISUALIZATION
Given a d-dimensional data set of size n points and corre-
sponding set of clusters (obtained from any clustering al-
gorithm) as input, Heidi generates a visualization that is
a multi-colored, block segmented image; colors representing
the various subspaces and blocks represent the various clus-
ters. Summarizing, each element (p, q) in the Heidi matrix
is a bit vector and is represented as a pixel in the Heidi vi-
sualization. The bit vector for a pair (p, q) stores closeness
information if p considers q as one among p’s kNNs in a par-
ticular subspace. The integer value of the bit vector is then
used to obtain a unique color for the pixel, indicating the
closeness of points p, q in the corresponding relevant set of
subspaces. The data points are placed along the rows and
columns in a particular order computed based on the ear-
lier mentioned ordering techniques. The ordering of points
along the rows and columns, and the organization of colors
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in the Heidi matrix help in identifying and analyzing the
Heidi blocks (i.e., cluster blocks). The length of the Heidi
block along the row and the column indicates the sizes of
the clusters, whose points are ordered along the rows and
columns of the block. A row or a column in the Heidi ma-
trix captures the nearest neighbor information between a
point and other points across various subspaces.

Different colors in a single cluster block: If a Heidi
block has different colors, it signifies that the set of corre-
sponding cluster points have different sets of kNNs in var-
ious subspaces. Hence, when there are subspace clusters
present, the blocks obtain different colors due to the defini-
tion of these clusters in different subspaces. A color legend
is provided to the user which indexes the color to its corre-
sponding subspace. A sample color legend for a data set is
given in Figure 2. Below each color is the set of subspaces
it represents.

Figure 2: Color legend for the example

3.1 Interpreting the visualization
Consider an example data set shown in Figure 3(a); size
of the data set is 2000 points and dimensionality = 2 (say
D={0, 1}). It can be observed that the data set has two well-
separated clusters with no noise points. The cluster on the
top is labeled as C1 and the other as C2. Both the clusters
are of the same size (1000 points). The clusters overlap in
subspace {0}.

Figure 3: (a) Two clusters and (b) Five clusters

Figure 4: (a) kNN ordering, (b) Cluster spiral or-
dering

Figures 4 (a) and (b) display the Heidi images obtained by
different point-orderings.

kNN point-ordering
The points are ordered in 4(a) using the kNN technique.
Points belonging to cluster C1 are followed by the points
belonging to cluster C2, hence the cluster blocks B11, B12,
B21 and B22 (by numbering the blocks 1 to 2 along the rows
and columns in the figure) are easily identifiable in the Heidi
image.

Cluster blocks B11 and B22 have the points that belong to
the cluster ordered along the rows and columns of the block.
Patterns occurring in these blocks reflect upon the close-
ness between points belonging to a cluster. Observing the
B11 and B22 cluster blocks in Figure 4(a), it can be noticed
that the blocks have predominantly three colors, sky blue,
violet and brown. The partial color legend is as follows:
brown ({0}), skyblue ({1}) and violet ({0, 1}). There is lit-
tle prominence of color corresponding to other combinations
of subspaces in the figure.

The kNN point-ordering technique is depth first traversal
of kNN relations starting from the point closest to origin,
any two sequentially occurring points in the order will be
close to each other, not just in terms of distance values, but
also in their kNN sets across various subspaces. A contin-
uous pattern in brown color running along the diagonal of
the cluster block, as a narrow strip. A slightly broader vio-
let strip around the brown strip indicates those point-pairs
which fail to be kNN in the {0, 1} space, but share kNN
relations in {1} space.

Cluster blocks B12 and B21 have different clusters and the
patterns that occur in these blocks help in understanding
the relative placement of the clusters and their overlap in
other subspaces. Blocks B12 and B21 (any Bij and Bji) are
almost similar and they are transpose of each other (with a
few exceptions, since kNN relations are not symmetric). A
brown narrow strip of color running along the blocks can be
observed. Observations and conclusions on B21 (or B12) are
as follows: (i) the strip spans across all the columns of the
block (horizontally). Hence, it covers all the points belong-
ing to C2.
(ii) the strip spans the rows of the block partially (verti-
cally); implying that it covers only a subset of cluster C1.
(iii) the color of the strip is brown, and the corresponding
subspace is {x}.
(iv) All points in cluster C2 participate with a subset of
cluster C1 in kNN relations in subspace {0}. This indicates
that cluster C2 and cluster C1 overlap in the {0} subspace.
A subset of C1 sharing kNN relations with the whole cluster
indicate that the span of cluster C1 in subspace {0} is larger
than that of cluster C2 and it encloses the span of cluster
C2. The span i.e., the maximum and minimum values of 0
for cluster C1 is [15, 65] (roughly). The span of C2 is [30,
50] which is a part of [15, 65].

Cluster spiral point-ordering
The Heidi Matrix in Figure 4 (b), the points are ordered us-
ing the cluster spiral point-ordering technique. In the clus-
ter spiral approach, the top-leftmost beginning point in a
cluster block is the point closest to the centre of the clus-
ter represented along the rows of the block. In Figure 4(b),
the brown strip in cluster blocks B12 and B21 start at the
top-leftmost point, implying that the centre of cluster C2 is
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close to the centre of cluster C1 in the subspace {x}. If the
beginning of the color strip does not start at the beginning
of the block, it implies that the center of cluster placed along
the rows is is distant to the center of the cluster placed along
the columns.

Figure 5: Heidi Image using kNN point-ordering of
Dataset 3(b)

Figure 3(b) displays another 2-D data set, having five clus-
ters. There are three cluster overlaps in subspaces {0} and
{1} as indicated by the red and blue color bands in the data
set figure. The corresponding Heidi Matrix obtained from
kNN point ordering based on subspace {0} is displayed in
Figure 5. Numbering the cluster blocks from 1 to 5 along
the rows and columns, blocks B12 and B21 have a small
brown patch, near the point where blocks B11 and B22 meet.
This indicates that cluster C1 and C2 overlap along {0} sub-
space. Similarity, blocks B14 and B41 have a brown color
strip, again indicating a cluster overlap along {0} subspace.
Blocks B23 and B32 have the whole block filled with skyblue
color, indicating that the clusters C2 and C3 completely
overlap along subspace {1}.

Figure 6: (a), (b): Heidi Images using Cluster Spiral
of Dataset 3(b)

The Heidi Visualization obtained from cluster-spiral order-
ing based on subspaces {0} and {1} are displayed in Figures
6(a) and 6(b). The corresponding composite Heidi image of
these two subspaces is shown in Figure 7, along the color
legend of the subspaces.

Figure 7: Composite Heidi Image of Dataset 3(b)

3.2 Reading Heidi Images
1. Within the same cluster, color arrangement along the
diagonal of the cluster indicates the shape of the cluster.

2. In the inter-cluster blocks (like Bij , i �= j), presence of
color strips indicate overlap of clusters in a particular set of
subspaces.

3. The spread of the color strip along the rows and columns
of the block indicates if the clusters overlap completely (i.e.,
all points in C1 share kNN relations with all points in C2) or
partially (i.e., a few points in C1 share kNN relations with
all or few points in C2 or vice-versa).

4. In the cluster spiral approach, the start of the color strip
conveys the relative position of a cluster’s centre with re-
spect to that of the other cluster.

3.3 Reading Composite Heidi Images
1. In the inter-cluster blocks (like Bij , i �= j), presence of
a color strip indicates overlap of clusters the corresponding
set of subspaces. Multiple color strips imply overlaps in
different sets of subspaces.

2. The spread of the color strip along the rows and columns
of the block indicates if the clusters overlap completely (i.e.,
all points in C1 share kNN relations with all points in C2) or
partially (i.e., a few points in C1 share kNN relations with
all or few points in C2 or vice-versa).

3.4 Implementation Details
The system is developed in GNU C/C++ on a Linux (Fedora
Core 9) system. All the images are generated in PPM image
file format (.ppm files) which are later converted to JPEG
image file format (.jpg files). All tests were run on a LINUX
(Fedora Core 9) system featuring a 1.77GHz processor and
2GB RAM.

Complexity: The complexity of computing the Heidi Ma-
trix is O(2d×n×n). Space complexity is also the same. But
as d > 8 and n>2k, memory allocation for the Heidi Matrix
is an issue. The time taken to compute the Heidi matrix for
the examples shown in the paper ranges between 1-5 min-
utes. A Heidi image for a particular subspace is obtained
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in a few seconds time ( < 1 minute). As the dimensionality
increases, the computation time also increases. For exam-
ple, for the 50-D data set, Heidi took nearly 16 minutes to
compute the Heidi matrix and generate all the Heidi images
and composite Heidi image (shown in Figure 9).

Efficiency add-ons In order to speed up Heidi visualiza-
tion, one solution would be to reduce the number of sub-
spaces to be considered. The user could either mention the
“interesting” subspaces based on a priori domain knowledge
or techniques like SURFING [5] could be used to reduce the
number of subspaces. Reducing number of subspaces, also
helps reduce the memory requirements to store Heidi Ma-
trix. Heidi uses Radix trees to store the bit-strings uniquely
and also to serve as an index structure (easy access to bit
vectors through sorting).

Figure 8: Composite Heidi Image of 20-D data set

4. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
4.1 High-dimensional data examples
Composite Heidi images on a 20-D data set (1500 points, 3
clusters) and a 50-D data set (1500 points, 3 clusters) are
shown in Figures 8, 9. Of the three clusters, the first and the
third cluster overlap in certain subspaces, while the second
cluster does not overlap with any clusters in all subspaces.
Numbering the visible cluster blocks from 1 to 3, along the
rows and columns; observe the blocks at 1,3 and 3,1. When
there is an overlap between clusters C1 and C3, the corre-
sponding blocks have color in them. While the cluster C2

does not overlap with the other two, hence blocks at (2,1),
(1,2), (2,3) and (3,2) have no color. Corresponding color
legends are given below the composite images. In Figure 8,
the inter-cluster block corresponding to cluster 1 and cluster
3 (at position 1,3 in the Heidi blocks) has 15 color strips, im-
plying that cluster 1 and cluster 3 overlap in 15 dimensions
of the whole 20-D space. Similarly in Figure 9, there are
multiple color strips in inter-cluster block corresponding to
cluster 1 and cluster 3. Different lengths of color strips in-
dicate the percentage of overlap between the clusters along
each subspace.

A number of data sets are generated using SynDECA [10],

Figure 9: Composite Heidi Image of 50-D data set

with special requirements; presence of noise, presence of sub-
space clusters and different sized clusters. All Heidi images
displayed earlier before this section are all tested on syn-
thetic data sets with different sizes n=1000 and 2000, dif-
ferent number of clusters c=2, 3 and 5 and various dimen-
sionalities d=2, 4, 10, 20, 40 and 50.

4.2 VAST08 Challenge Data: Migrant Boats
Dataset

We present results of VAST Mini Challenge 2 by running
Heidi over the raw data set after some pre-processing (men-
tioned below). Heidi is executed over the Migrant Boats (for
geo-temporal analysis) data set of VAST 2008 Data Chal-
lenge (Mini challenge 2); to evaluate useful information de-
livered by Heidi about the data. The original data set is a
mixed-attribute data set (having numerical, temporal and
categorical attributes) and has the following attributes {En-
counterCoordsx, EncounterCoordsy, RecordType, Passen-
gers, USCG Vessel, EncounterDate, RecordNotes, NumDeaths,
LaunchCoords, VesselType}. A total of 917 records (hence
a data size of 917 points) are available in the data set.

We modified the original data set such that categorical at-
tributes are converted into numerical attributes, by assign-
ing each unique value of a categorical attribute a unique inte-
ger value. A standard numerical value of ‘-1’ is set wherever
the attribute value is missing. Due to lack of time, we could
not incorporate temporal attributes in Heidi; so, the tempo-
ral attributes are currently eliminated for the analysis. A set
of six dimensions are finalized: {EncounterCoordx, Encoun-
terCoordy, Passengers, USCG Vessel, NumDeaths, Vessel-
Type}. Attributes {LaunchCoordsx, LaunchCoordsy} are
also eliminated as there are many missing values. The data
set is divided into two clusters; points in the original data set
having ‘RecordType’ attribute set to ‘Interdiction’ into clus-
ter Interdiction C1 and points having ‘Landing’ as cluster
Landing C2. Note that, these clusters are not generated by
any clustering algorithm, but are taken from the data with
the help of a binary attribute ‘RecordType’. This leads to
inclusion of noise in the clusters and hence, Heidi images
might have too many colors thus forming noise in the visu-
alization. The Composite Heidi matrix tries eliminating the
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problem of too many colors by only displaying prominent
patterns.

Figure 10: Heidi image of MigrantBoats data set
over subspace EncounterCoords

The aim of the mini VAST 08 challenge is to use visual an-
alytics to explain migration patterns during the years. For
this, we generated a set of Heidi images for various mean-
ingful, correlated subspaces to understand the patterns; as
these images generated over selected subspaces can give more
patterns than the Composite Heidi image. As the number
of clusters = 2, the Heidi images predominantly have 4 color
blocks.

Heidi image over EncounterCoords attributes: Fig-
ure 10 is the Heidi image of the data set obtained by or-
dering points based on subspace {EncounterCoordsx, En-
counterCoordsy}. It is interesting to see a partial overlap
between the clusters (see blocks at positions (1, 2) and (2,
1)); Interdiction C1 completely overlaps with Landing C2;
implying there are a few points in Landing C2 whose landing
coordinates are spatially closer to those of Interdiction C1
cluster points. There are solid blocks of green color towards
the bottom of the diagonal in cluster Landing C2. This indi-
cates well separated small groups of EncounterCoords which
spatially form a dense area of close coordinates.

Heidi image over Passenger, NumDeaths attributes
Figure 11 is the Heidi image obtained by ordering points
based on subspace {Passengers, NumDeaths}. For the clus-
ter blocks, there is a strong multi-color diagonal and between
the clusters too, there is an overlap (the color strip).

Composite Heidi Image over 1-D and 2-D subspaces:
is generated and is shown in Figure 12. The color legend of
a few prominent sets of subspaces is shown in the Figure 12
due to space limitations. The Composite Heidi Image is not
symmetric because of the presence of categorical attributes
(in spite of mapping them to integers); ordering the points
in Heidi Matrix based on subspaces of categorical attributes
needs to be addressed to resolve this.

Figure 11: Heidi image of MigrantBoats data set
over subspace Passengers, NumDeaths

Figure 12: Composite Heidi image of MigrantBoats
data, with color legend

4.3 Real-life data set: NBA data set
Heidi is used to visualize NBA players’ data set. The data
set contains the average match statistics and has five at-
tributes: {Average number of minutes played per match,
Average field-goals made, Average free-throws made, Av-
erage rebound per match, Average points per match}. The
5-D data set has 310 player entries. The Heidi images of this
data set for various subspaces are shown in Figure 13. From
the images, three clusters and noise can be observed. These
images are obtained by changing the point-order along the
rows and columns based on the cluster spiral ordering tech-
nique based on distances computed over various subspaces.
This is done with the purpose of analyzing how informative
are the attributes.

Figures 13(a,b,c,d) are computed based on the single dimen-
sional subspaces {Avg mins}, {Avg field goals}, {Avg free
throws}, {Avg rebound}. Figures 13(e,f,g,h) are computed
based on the two-dimensional subspaces {Avg mins, Avg
field goals}, {Avg free throws, Avg rebound}, {Avg mins,
Avg free throws} and {Avg field goals, Avg rebound}. Fig-
ures 13(i,j) are based on subspaces {Avg mins, Avg field
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goals, Avg free throws, Avg rebounds} and all the dimen-
sions (original dimensional space). It can be observed that
for Heidi images obtained by ordering points based on single-
dimensional subspaces, the visualization helps in identify-
ing the overlap between clusters (the color strips in all the
inter-cluster blocks). Subspaces {Avg field goals} and {Avg
free throws} have no clustering structure, as can be seen in
the Figures 13(c) and 13(d), there are color strips between
all inter-cluster blocks. That is, all the clusters overlap
with each other along these two subspaces. Figures 13(a,e)
though look similar, have subtle differences in the promi-
nence of color along the diagonal. Same is the case with the
pair of figures 13(e,g) and (f,h).

5. RELATED WORK
Evaluating the data set before decision-making is crucial to
ensure accurate operations. Good visualization systems are
needed to help the user in making timely decisions.

Early visualizations: Earlier techniques visualize data
projected on 2 and 3 dimensions. The 2 or 3 dimensions are
chosen based on their ‘usefulness’ or ‘importance’. Multi-
dimensional scaling and principal component analysis are
other techniques where data is transformed into a lower di-
mensional space, which makes it easy for visualization. The
problem with transformed domains is that it is not clear
what the new transformed dimensions mean; there is no se-
mantic information of these.

Gray-scaled distance matrix image: Another technique
to visualize data was to visualize the distance matrix by bin-
ning the distance values in 255 bins. Each bin is associated
with a gray-intensity (ranging from 0 to 255). Depending on
the image format, the range could differ; for example, ppm
format supports a range of 0 to 65536.

Distance matrix is an n×n matrix, each cell (p, q) represent-
ing the distance between the points p and q. The distance
matrix so computed is normalized and all the values are mul-
tiplied with 255 (or the highest intensity based on the image
encoding format) to obtain the corresponding gray-scale in-
tensity. The closer the points are to each other, the lesser
the distance between them. Hence, the gray intensity tends
towards the extreme. The distance matrix image is informa-
tive even if the data is high-dimensional, because it is only
the distance that is taken into consideration, not the indi-
vidual dimension values, though it does not give any insight
on the subspace structure in the data.

Heidi vs. Gray-scaled Distance Matrix: Heidi is in-
spired from the gray-scaled image of a distance matrix used
to visualize clusters. The traditional gray-scaled distance
matrix is used to represent the distances calculated using all
the dimensions in the data set. Heidi uses distances com-
puted in all subspaces and then semantically defines close-
ness relationship between the points using kNNs. It uses this
definition to identify closer points in all the subspaces and
displaces them using a (R, G, B) color model; color being
used to bring out the subspace structure in the data set.

Generalized Association Plots [6]: Generalized associ-
ation plots use correlation matrices to obtain a two color
intensity visualization. Correlation φ is applied over the

initial proximity matrix (the proximity matrix could be a
correlation matrix to start with; attribute correlations or it
could be a distance matrix of a data set), and correlation is
re-applied on the new matrix and so on. A series of visu-
alizations are obtained, as each visualization seems to form
a step in a virtual hierarchical clustering algorithm based
on correlation coefficient. Ordering the attributes along the
rows and columns, if the proximity matrix is an attribute
correlation matrix is discussed in detail, with a few ranking
strategies.

The paper mentions that there is no way of displaying re-
lationship between the points and the set of attributes; on
the contrary, Heidi does effectively show the structure of
points when considering various sets of attributes. The aim
of Heidi differs from that of Generalized Association plots;
Heidi emphasizes on subspaces (sets of attributes) and how
points are structured in various subspaces.

VISA [3]: The existing literature on subspace clustering
does not provide a visualization of results. VISA is a first
step towards subspace clusters visualization, though it uses
Multi-dimensional scaling across various subspaces. It is
built to visualize subspace clusters and the subspace cluster
hierarchy obtained from a subspace clustering algorithm de-
veloped by them. VISA only displays subspace clusters and
their interaction across various subspaces as cluster-overlap
(member set intersection: overlap of two clusters C1 and C2
= (C1 ∩ C2)) across subspaces. It does not give informa-
tion if the two clusters C1 and C2 geometrically overlap in
the Cartesian coordinate system. Also, it does not have any
spatial relationships between points (both inter-cluster and
intra-cluster) across subspaces.

The objective of these systems is different from that of Heidi’s;
Heidi encompasses closeness between points across all the
subspaces. Heidi irrespective of the clustering results, dis-
plays the overlaps based on kNNs across subspaces. In any
case, Heidi is a utility for visualizing high dimensional data
based on subspaces and it could also use the results ob-
tained from subspace clustering algorithms in visualization.
For example, by using color dial and k dial, different aspects
of subspace relationships and depth of the relationships can
be visualized.

6. SUMMARY
Heidi Matrix displays the overlap of clusters in high dimen-
sional data across various subspaces. Such images help us
to place the clusters of high dimensional data with respect
to one another. In particular, Heidi visualization system:

1. Generates two dimensional images for higher dimen-
sional data sets.

2. Presents nearest neighbor proximity information among
data points.

3. Presents spatial overlap among clusters in various sub-
spaces.

4. Presents all this information for analysis in a single
Heidi image.
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Our experimental results on synthetic and real data sets
show the spatial relation (in subspace) among clusters of
high dimensional data sets. In our on-going work, we are
addressing efficiency aspects of generating Heidi images over
large higher dimensional data sets.
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(a) Subspace {Avg. mins} (b) Subspace {Avg. field goals}

(c) Subspace {Avg free throws} (d) Subspace {Avg rebound}

(e) {Avg. mins, field goals} (f) {Avg free throws, rebound}

(g) {Avg mins, free throws} (h) {Avg field goals, rebound}

(i) {4-D subspace} (j) All dimensions subspace

Figure 13: Heidi images of NBA data set for differ-
ent Subspaces
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